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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
C.A.R.E.

C.A.R.E.

THE
THE
RELENTLESS
RELENTLESS
PURSUIT
PURSUIT
OF OF
PERFECTION
PERFECTION
Riding pleasure
Riding pleasure
starts long
starts
before
longyou
before
get onto
you get
youronto your
motorcycle.
motorcycle.
BecauseBecause
when youwhen
knowyou
your
know
safety
your
is safety is
taken care
taken
of, you’re
care of,
free
you’re
to enjoy
freethe
to enjoy
buzz the
of anticipation
buzz of anticipation
wheneverwhenever
you suit up
youforsuit
theup
next
for journey.
the nextThat’s
journey.
why
That’s why
BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
created the
created
C.A.R.E.
the C.A.R.E.
stamp ofstamp
approval.
of approval.
C.A.R.E. stands
C.A.R.E.
forstands
Concept
for Concept
of Advanced
of Advanced
Rider Equipment,
Rider Equipment,
and represents
and represents
the unwavering
the unwavering
commitment
commitment
to safety,
to safety,
innovation,
innovation,
comfortcomfort
and quality
andthat
quality
goesthat
intogoes
designing
into designing
every item.
every item.
WhetherWhether
we’re talking
we’reabout
talking
theabout
new, the
hard-wearing
new, hard-wearing
materialsmaterials
developed
developed
by a dedicated
by a dedicated
R&D team,
R&D
theteam, the
sophisticated
sophisticated
design elements
design elements
that increase
that increase
both
both
protection
protection
and comfort,
and or
comfort,
the testing
or themethods
testing methods
devised devised
and employed
and employed
in-house,in-house,
the highest
thestandards
highest standards
are
are
applied from
applied
startfrom
to finish.
start to
Allfinish.
our products
All our products
are the are the
result of years
result of research
years of research
and development
and development
and only and only
receive the
receive
C.A.R.E.
the C.A.R.E.
seal of approval
seal of approval
when they
when
meet
they meet
BMW Motorrad’s
BMW Motorrad’s
exacting exacting
standards,
standards,
which arewhich
far more
are far more
stringentstringent
than CE than
and EU
CEroad
and EU
safety
road
norms.
safetyWe
norms.
wantWe want
you to enjoy
you riding
to enjoy
your
riding
motorcycle
your motorcycle
– and that
– and
doesn’t
that doesn’t
just mean
just
meeting
mean meeting
standards.
standards.
It meansItsurpassing
means surpassing
them, them,
in everything
in everything
we do. we do.
Find out Find
moreout
at more at
bmw-motorrad.com/care
bmw-motorrad.com/care
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SAFETY
SAFETY

INNOVATION
INNOVATION

Safety is theSafety
number
is the
onenumber
priorityone
when
priority
out on
when
the road.
out on
And
thethis
road.
doesn’t
And this
justdoesn’t just
Innovation has
Innovation
been athas
thebeen
heartat
ofthe
BMW
heart
Motorrad
of BMWsince
Motorrad
it wassince
established
it was established
in
in
apply to theapply
bike itself
to the– bike
it means
itself having
– it means
the right
having
protective
the rightclothing,
protective
too.
clothing,
When too. When 1923. We’ve
1923.
also We’ve
led thealso
wayled
in the
thedevelopment
way in the development
of rider equipment
of rider equipment
since the since the
riders take to
riders
the tarmac,
take to the
they’re
tarmac,
completely
they’re completely
exposed, and
exposed,
there’s and
a lotthere’s
going on
a lot going on mid-seventies.
mid-seventies.
We’ve invested
We’ve
years
invested
of research,
years ofdevelopment
research, development
and testing and
to testing to
around them.
around
Theythem.
need to
They
be prepared
need to be
forprepared
anythingfor
that
anything
comes that
theircomes
way. That’s
their way. That’s create solutions
createthat
solutions
meet athat
wide-ranging
meet a wide-ranging
set of requirements
set of requirements
for motorcycling
for motorcycling
why safety is
why
one
safety
of four
is one
C.A.R.E.
of four
criteria,
C.A.R.E.
andcriteria,
central and
to the
central
development
to the development
of
of
clothing – with
clothing
the aim
– with
of making
the aimthe
of making
best even
thebetter.
best even
For example,
better. For
weexample,
developed
we developed
our rider equipment.
our rider equipment.
Every last detail
Everyislast
subject
detailtoisintense
subjectscrutiny
to intense
to ensure
scrutiny to ensure
the groundbreaking
the groundbreaking
BMW climate
BMW
membrane,
climate membrane,
which combines
whichhigh
combines
water high water
comprehensive
comprehensive
protection. protection.
resistance (with
resistance
a minimum
(with a10,000-mm
minimum 10,000-mm
water column)
water
with
column)
incredible
withbreathability.
incredible breathability.
CombiningCombining
unprecedented
unprecedented
damping properties
damping with
properties
maximum
withcomfort,
maximum
our
comfort, our
We take great
Wecare
take in
great
ensuring
care inthat
ensuring
our products
that ourare
products
compatible
are compatible
with one with one
continually upgraded
continuallyNP
upgraded
protectors
NP are
protectors
prime examples
are primeofexamples
why BMW
of Motorrad
why BMW Motorrad
another. Whether
another.
you
Whether
go for ayou
BMW
go for
Motorrad
a BMWjacket,
Motorrad
trousers
jacket,
and
trousers
helmet,and helmet,
rider equipment
rider equipment
is at the forefront
is at the
offorefront
innovation.
of innovation.
Last but notLast
least,
butwe
notattach
least, we attach
or combineor
several
combine
other
several
products,
othereach
products,
item must
eachfunction
item must
as function
part of a as
single
part of a single incredible importance
incredible importance
to safety. Case
to safety.
in point:
Case
theinultra-lightweight
point: the ultra-lightweight
System 7 System 7
protective unit
protective
that leaves
unit that
no part
leaves
of the
nobody
part of
vulnerable.
the body vulnerable.
Carbon helmet,
Carbon
whose
helmet,
100%
whose
high-performance
100% high-performance
carbon-fibrecarbon-fibre
shell offers shell
reliable
offers reliable
protection and
protection
can be and
converted
can beinto
converted
a jet helmet
into ainjetseconds
helmet in
– all
seconds
without–the
all without the
On all of ourOn
trousers,
all of our
jackets
trousers,
andjackets
suits, those
and suits,
areasthose
most areas
at riskmost
in theatevent
risk inofthe event of help of specialised
help of specialised
tools.
tools.
an accidentan
areaccident
reinforced,
are double
reinforced,
stitched
double
andstitched
fitted with
andstate-of-the-art
fitted with state-of-the-art
CE
CE
protectors. This
protectors.
ensures
This
theensures
garments
thecan
garments
withstand
canallwithstand
the usualallstresses
the usual
and
stresses and C.A.R.E. is aC.A.R.E.
promiseistoa our
promise
customers
to our that
customers
our products
that our
will
products
always remain
will always
at remain at
strains of day-to-day
strains of day-to-day
riding, and even
riding,the
and
hardest
even the
impacts
hardest
on impacts
asphalt and
on asphalt
gravel, and gravel, the cutting the
edge
cutting
of safety,
edge
quality
of safety,
and quality
comfort.
and comfort.
without sacrificing
withoutfreedom
sacrificing
of freedom
movement.
of movement.
The materials
Theand
materials
treatments,
and treatments,
the manufacturing
the manufacturing
techniques,techniques,
and every test
andatevery test at QUALITY
QUALITY
every stageevery
all reflect
stage
the
allpursuit
reflect the
of one
pursuit
goal:oftoone
provide
goal:riders
to provide
with the
riders
highest
with the highest
level of active
level
and
ofpassive
active and
safety
passive
and the
safety
most
and
enjoyable
the mostride
enjoyable
possible.
ride
After
possible.
all, After all, At BMW Motorrad,
At BMWwe
Motorrad,
know that
weraising
know that
the bar
raising
means
the going
bar means
to great
going
lengths.
to great lengths.
at BMW Motorrad,
at BMWsafety
Motorrad,
is about
safety
providing
is abouttotal
providing
peace total
of mind.
peace of mind.
That’s why That’s
we putwhy
our we
products
put ourthrough
products
mile
through
after mile
mileofafter
testing
miletoofidentify
testing to identify
and eliminate
andany
eliminate
potential
any
weaknesses.
potential weaknesses.
Every item in
Every
the BMW
item inMotorrad
the BMWrider
Motorrad rider
equipment range
equipment
is designed
range isand
designed
built to and
endure
builtthe
to countless
endure themiles
countless
ridersmiles
cover.riders cover.

COMFORT
COMFORT

There are no
There
legalare
requirements
no legal requirements
for quality and
for quality
durability,
andsodurability,
we decided
so we
to decided to
Just like safety,
Justcomfort
like safety,
is acomfort
crucial factor
is a crucial
in thefactor
development
in the development
of rider equipment.
of rider equipment. create our own
create
standard
our own
with
standard
its ownwith
set its
of criteria.
own setAnd
of criteria.
this is something
And this is something
we’re
we’re
Ultimately, it’s
Ultimately,
about providing
it’s aboutmaximum
providingpassive
maximum
protection
passive while
protection
ensuring
while
riders
ensuring riderstaking very seriously.
taking veryInseriously.
our dedicated
In ourlaboratory,
dedicated every
laboratory,
item of
every
BMW
item
Motorrad
of BMW Motorrad
are not distracted
are notby
distracted
any of the
bygarments
any of thethey
garments
are wearing.
they are wearing.
rider equipment
rider equipment
is tested down
is tested
to thedown
last detail
to thetolast
ensure
detailincomparable
to ensure incomparable
quality – quality –
and this includes
and this
theincludes
development
the development
processes and
processes
the materials
and the
used
materials
to make
used
them.
to make them.
For this reason,
For this
BMW
reason,
Motorrad
BMWhelmets
Motorrad
arehelmets
especially
arequiet,
especially
whilequiet,
the brand’s
while the brand’s
clothing comes
clothing
withcomes
innovative
withventilation
innovativeand
ventilation
membrane
and membrane
systems as systems
standardas
– standard – We shake, scrape
We shake,
and scrape
smash and
practically
smasheverything
practically within
everything
our reach
withininour
ourreach
test in our test
because only
because
when they
only feel
when
comfortable
they feel comfortable
in all conditions
in all can
conditions
riders respond
can riders respond facilities. Asfacilities.
a result, As
you’re
a result,
unlikely
you’re
to find
unlikely
the same
to findlevel
the of
same
quality
level
anywhere
of qualityelse.
anywhere else.
quickly to events
quicklyontothe
events
road.on the road.
The BMW Motorrad
The BMWhelmets,
Motorrad
jackets,
helmets,
suits,
jackets,
trousers,
suits,
boots
trousers,
and gloves
boots and
don’tgloves
just don’t just
look good –look
they’re
good
in –a they’re
class ofintheir
a class
ownofwhen
their itown
comes
when
to itpracticality.
comes to practicality.
We strive We strive
to set new standards
to set newinstandards
everything
in we
everything
do. Whether
we do.
it’sWhether
the collar,
it’sthe
thesleeves
collar, the
or sleeves or
the cuffs – we’re
the cuffs
meticulous
– we’re meticulous
about everyabout
part ofevery
everypart
garment,
of every
nogarment,
matter how
no matter how
big or small.big or small.
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C.A.R.E.
C.A.R.E.
STANDARDS
STANDARDS
– –
HOW
HOW
THEY
THEY
MEASURE
MEASURE
UP UP
COMFORT
COMFORT
CATEGORY
CATEGORY

SAFETY
SAFETY

INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
STANDARD
STANDARD

Fit and ergonomics
Fit and ergonomics In general, only
In general,
standardized
only standardized
sizes
sizes
are available.
are(DIN
available.
EN ISO
(DIN
340*)
EN ISO 340*)

CATEGORY
CATEGORY

INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
STANDARD
STANDARD

C.A.R.E. STANDARD
C.A.R.E. STANDARD

Impact absorption
Impact absorption

There is noThere
legal requirement
is no legal requirement
for speciallyfor
fitted
specially
right and
fitted right andBMW Motorrad
BMW
offers
Motorrad
right and
offers
left-side
right and
protectors
left-sidethat
protectors
can be that
adapted
can be
to the
adapted to the
left-side protectors.
left-side protectors.
rider’s specific
rider’s
shape.
specific
Theyshape.
offer excellent
They offer
impact
excellent
absorption
impact performance
absorption performance
and
and
have won countless
have wonconsumer
countlessawards.
consumer awards.

Tear resistance
Tear resistance

2
. 100 N/cm2.The materials
Theemployed
materialsby
employed
BMW Motorrad
by BMWmust
Motorrad
be able
must
to withstand
be able toawithstand
force
a force
Materials must
Materials
offer amust
minimum
offer aresistance
minimum of
resistance
100 N/cmof
.
(DIN EN ISO
(DIN
13937-2:2000;
EN ISO 13937-2:2000;
tear resistance*)
tear resistance*)
of at least 1000
of at N/cm
least 21000
N/cm2.

Impact/abrasion
Impact/abrasion
resistance resistance
In standard In
industry
standard
testing,
industry
materials
testing,are
materials
exposedare exposed
The BMW testing
The BMW
institute
testing
simulates
institutethe
simulates
impact,the
fall and
impact,
slidefallofand
a 75-kg
sliderider
of a 75-kg rider
solely to ansolely
abrasive
to an
belt
abrasive
runningbelt
at approx.
running29
atkm/h.
approx. 29 km/h.
on motorway
ontarmac,
motorway
at speeds
tarmac,ofatup
speeds
to 120ofkm/h.
up to 120 km/h.
(DIN EN ISO
(DIN
13595-2:2002;
EN ISO 13595-2:2002;
impact abrasion
impact
resistance*)
abrasion resistance*)
Helmet aerodynamics/
Helmet aerodynamics/Helmets areHelmets
tested individually
are tested individually
for aerodynamic
for aerodynamic
and aeroacoustic
and aeroacoustic
We analyzeWe
theanalyze
aerodynamics
the aerodynamics
and aeroacoustics
and aeroacoustics
for the helmet
for the
(withhelmet (with
aeroacoustics
aeroacoustics
performance,
performance,
without the without
rider or the
motorcycle.
rider or motorcycle.
both rider and
both
motorcycle)
rider and motorcycle)
over many hours
over many
of wind
hours
tunnel
of wind
testing.
tunnel testing.
Helmet angles
Helmet
of sight
angles of sightStandard regulations
Standard regulations
do not call for
do helmets
not call for
to offer
helmets to offer
an expanded
an(and
expanded
thus safer)
(and field
thus of
safer)
vision.
field of vision.

By offering By
angles
offering
of sight
angles
thatofgosight
beyond
that go
industry
beyond
norms,
industry
our norms,
helmetsour helmets
provide a wider
provide
fieldaof
wider
vision,
field
particularly
of vision, particularly
laterally. This
laterally.
significantly
This significantly
increases safety
increases
whensafety
ridingwhen
in urban
riding
areas.
in urban areas.

INNOVATION
INNOVATION
CATEGORY
CATEGORY

INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
STANDARD
STANDARD

C.A.R.E. STANDARD
C.A.R.E. STANDARD

Water resistance
Water resistance

According to
According
DIN standards,
to DIN fabric
standards,
with afabric
waterwith
head
a water
of 1,300
head
mmof 1,300
The BMW
mm climate
The BMW
membrane
climate membrane
combines high
combines
water resistance
high water(with
resistance (with
is considered
is considered
waterproof. waterproof.
(DIN EN 20811:1992;
(DIN EN 20811:1992;
water resistance*)
water resistance*)
a minimum a10,000-mm
minimum 10,000-mm
water column)
water
with
column)
incredible
withbreathability.
incredible breathability.

Practicality Practicality

Legal requirements
Legal requirements
do not call for
do motorcycle
not call for motorcycle
clothing to be
clothing toBMW
be Motorrad
BMW
test
Motorrad
riders assess
test riders
the practicality
assess the of
practicality
every item
ofwe
every
produce
item we
over
produce over
tested in use
tested
at all.in use at all.
numerous rides
numerous
(including
ridesendurance
(including testing)
endurance
in atesting)
range ofinweather
a range conditions.
of weather conditions.

Helmet water
Helmet
resistance
water resistance
There is noThere
legal requirement
is no legal requirement
to integrateto
seals
integrate
withinseals
the within the
Our innovative
Ourseals
innovative
are built
seals
intoare
thebuilt
structure
into theofstructure
our helmets,
of our
and
helmets,
are notand are not
structure ofstructure
helmets. of
If desired,
helmets.manufacturers
If desired, manufacturers
can simply can simplyglued on. This
glued
ensures
on. This
peerless
ensures
protection
peerless and
protection
water resistance
and waterin
resistance
even the in even the
apply seals apply
using seals
adhesive.
using adhesive.
toughest conditions.
toughest conditions.
Helmet angle
Helmet
of removal
angle of removal
By law, the By
maximum
law, theangle
maximum
of removal
angle permitted
of removalfor
permitted
helmetsfor
is helmets
The angle
is
of
The
removal
angle for
of removal
BMW Motorrad
for BMWhelmets
Motorrad
is considerably
helmets is considerably
smaller
smaller
30 degrees.30
(ECE
degrees.
22.05(ECE
roll-off
22.05
test*)
roll-off test*)
than is required
than by
is required
law thanks
by to
lawour
thanks
innovative
to ourneck
innovative
straps.neck straps.

C.A.R.E. STANDARD
C.A.R.E. STANDARD
The sizes we
The
offer
sizes
arewe
based
offerentirely
are based
on the
entirely
dimensions
on the dimensions
measured and
measured and
supplied to supplied
us by ourtocustomers.
us by our customers.

Height-adjustable
Height-adjustable
protectors protectors
There is noThere
legislation
is nothat
legislation
requires
that
knee
requires knee
Our protectors
Our are
protectors
height-adjustable
are height-adjustable
as standard,asensuring
standard,
the
ensuring
perfect the
fit for
perfect
each rider.
fit for each rider.
protectors to
protectors
be height-adjustable.
to be height-adjustable.
Helmet ventilation
Helmet ventilation

QUALITY
QUALITY
CATEGORY
CATEGORY

Standard helmets
Standard
offer
helmets
ventilation
offeraround
ventilation
the around
BMWthe
Motorrad
BMWhelmets
Motorrad
arehelmets
designed
aretodesigned
allow air to circulate
allow air to
around
circulate
the around
entire head.
the entire
The chin
head. The chin
upper part of
upper
the head
part of
only.
the head only.
and visor areas
and are
visorwell
areas
ventilated
are welltoventilated
ensure mist-free
to ensure
vision
mist-free
even vision
in the even
toughest
in the
conditions.
toughest conditions.

As there areAs
nothere
legalare
requirements
no legal requirements
for quality, we
for work
quality,
from
wethe
work
relevant
from the
DINrelevant
EN ISODIN
standards.
EN ISO standards.
INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
STANDARD
STANDARD

C.A.R.E. STANDARD
C.A.R.E. STANDARD

Resistance Resistance
to fading to fading No industryNo
standard.
industry standard.

Garment samples
Garment
aresamples
spread out
are under
spreadxenon
out under
light xenon
to test light
theirto
resistance
test theirto
resistance
fading. to fading.
(Taken from(Taken
DIN EN
from
ISODIN
105-B02:2002;
EN ISO 105-B02:2002;
resistance to
resistance
fading*) to fading*)

Rub fastness
Rub fastness

Each material
Each
is placed
material
alongside
is placedaalongside
wet or dryatesting
wet or fabric,
dry testing
and the
fabric,
twoand
are the
rubbed
two are
together.
rubbed together.
The material‘s
Therub
material‘s
fastnessrub
is assessed
fastness isbased
assessed
on the
based
colouring
on theofcolouring
the test fabric.
of the (Taken
test fabric.
from(Taken from
DIN EN ISODIN
105-X12:2002;
EN ISO 105-X12:2002;
rub fastness*)
rub fastness*)

No industryNo
standard.
industry standard.

Colour fastness
Colour
to fastness
perspiration
to perspiration
No industryNo
standard.
industry standard.

Textiles are Textiles
placed alongside
are placedaalongside
testing fabric
a testing
soaked
fabric
in sweat,
soaked
and
in sweat,
the twoand
are the
rubbed
two are
together.
rubbed together.
(Taken from(Taken
DIN EN
from
ISODIN
105-E04:2013;
EN ISO 105-E04:2013;
fastness to fastness
perspiration*)
to perspiration*)

Oil repellency
Oil repellency

No industryNo
standard.
industry standard.

Materials are
Materials
tested for
aretheir
tested
resistance
for theirto
resistance
oil and petrol
to oilinand
thepetrol
sameinway
theas
same
the colour
way asfastness
the colour fastness
analysis. (Taken
analysis.
from(Taken
DIN EN
from
ISODIN
105-X12:2002;
EN ISO 105-X12:2002;
rub fastness*)
rub fastness*)

Fastener abrasion
Fastener
resistance
abrasion resistance
No industryNo
standard.
industry standard.

Textiles are Textiles
subjected
areto
subjected
the Martindale
to the abrasion
Martindale
test,
abrasion
at a force
test,ofat9 akPa
force
over
of4000
9 kPacycles,
over 4000
to cycles, to
assess theirassess
resistance
theirto
resistance
wearing. to
(VDA
wearing.
230-210:2008,
(VDA 230-210:2008,
taken from DIN
takenEN
from
530:2013;
DIN ENfastener
530:2013; fastener
abrasion resistance*)
abrasion resistance*)

Washing fastness
Washing fastness

Textiles are Textiles
sewn into
areasewn
pieceinto
of test
a piece
fabric,
ofthen
test fabric,
placedthen
in a placed
beaker in
fullaof
beaker
detergent
full of detergent
solution andsolution
agitated.
and
The
agitated.
test fabric
Theistest
then
fabric
dried,
is then
and the
dried,
colouring
and theassessed.
colouring assessed.
(Taken from(Taken
DIN EN
from
ISODIN
105-C06:2010;
EN ISO 105-C06:2010;
textile washing
textile
fastness*)
washing fastness*)

No industryNo
standard.
industry standard.

Helmet UV Helmet
and impact
UV and impactNo industryNo
standard.
industry standard.
resistance resistance

Our paint systems
Our paint
aresystems
subjected
areto
subjected
strict testing
to strict
to ensure
testingthey
to ensure
maintain
they
their
maintain
appearance
their appearance
and performance
and performance
over time. over time.

Helmet chinHelmet
sectionchin
wear
section wear
No industryNo
standard.
industry standard.

In fatigue testing,
In fatigue
the testing,
openingthe
and
opening
closingand
of the
closing
visor of
and
the
chin
visor
section
and chin
is repeated
section isover
repeated over
and over again.
and This
over again.
ensures
This
theensures
helmet functions
the helmetcorrectly
functions
throughout
correctly throughout
the entire life
thecycle.
entire life cycle.

* As of October *2014
As of October 2014
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HELMETS
HELMETS
BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
helmets helmets
meet themeet
highest
the highest
standards
standards
in safety,infunctionality
safety, functionality
and comfort,
and comfort,
whether riding
whether
down
riding
country
downroads
country
or doing
roads aorfew
doing a few
laps around
lapsthe
around
track.the
Each
track.
design
Eachtherefore
design therefore
offers anoffers
unobstructed
an unobstructed
field of view,
field perfect
of view, perfect
ventilation
ventilation
and the very
and the
bestvery
aerodynamics
best aerodynamics
–
–
includingincluding
the System
the 7System
Carbon7flip-front
Carbon flip-front
helmet, helmet,
with its quadruple-joint
with its quadruple-joint
mechanism
mechanism
and 100 %
and 100 %
carbon shell.
carbon shell.

8

8

GS Carbon
GS helmet
Carbon helmet

10

10

System 7
System
Carbon7 helmet
Carbon helmet

12

12

Street X Street
helmetX helmet

14

14

Race helmet
Race helmet

15

15

Legend helmet
Legend helmet

16

16

Road 66Road
motorcycling
66 motorcycling
gogglesgoggles

16

16

AirFlow AirFlow
helmet helmet

17

17

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
helmet bag
helmet bag

17

17

Communications
Communications
systemssystems

18

18

9

9

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Helmets

Helmets

GS CARBON
GS CARBON
HELMET
HELMET

The GS helmet
The has
GS helmet
a sleek has
design
a sleek
worthy
design
of the
worthy
off-road
of the off-road
scene that inspired
scene that
it. Ainspired
carbon it.
shell
A carbon
and integrated
shell andBMW
integrated BMW
neck strapsneck
offerstraps
the maximum
offer therider
maximum
safety.rider
The safety.
sun The sun
shield and aerodynamic
shield and aerodynamic
spoiler, optimised
spoiler,inoptimised
a wind in a wind
tunnel, provide
tunnel,
the provide
comfortthe
to match.
comfort to match.

Colour scheme:
Colour
One
scheme:
World One World

Colour scheme:
Colour
Xplore
scheme: Xplore

‒ Enduro-style
‒ Enduro-style
helmet, perfect
helmet,
for touring
perfect for touring
(two helmet(two
shellhelmet
sizes available)
shell sizes available)
‒ 100 % carbon-fibre
‒ 100 % carbon-fibre
reinforced plastic
reinforced
shellplastic shell
‒ Outstanding
‒ Outstanding
impact absorption
impact and
absorption
safety performance
and safety performance
‒ Inner layer‒ made
Inner layer
of multi-segmented
made of multi-segmented
expanded polystyrene
expanded polystyrene
‒ Double-glazed,
‒ Double-glazed,
three-dimensionally
three-dimensionally
curved visorcurved visor
‒ Anti-fog inner
‒ Anti-fog
visor, outer
inner visor,
visor has
outer visor has
anti-scratchanti-scratch
coating on both
coating
sides
on both sides
‒ Spoiler and
‒ Spoiler
removable
and sun
removable
shield sun shield
for optimumforaerodynamics
optimum aerodynamics
Colour scheme:
Colour
Comp
scheme: Comp
‒ Highly effective
‒ Highly
ventilation
effectivesystem
ventilation system
‒ Integrated‒ dust
Integrated
filter and
dust
removable
filter and chin
removable
vent flap
chin vent flap
for off-road for
andoff-road
hot-weather
and hot-weather
riding
riding
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
washable head
washable
and cheek
head pads
and cheek pads
‒ Integrated‒ neck
Integrated
strapsneck
for optimum
straps for
safety
optimum
performance
safety performance
‒ Compatible
‒ Compatible
with BMW Motorrad
with BMW Motorrad
communication
communication
system
system
‒ Safety standard:
‒ SafetyECE
standard:
22-05ECE 22-05
‒ Weight: approx.
‒ Weight:
1,450
approx.
grams1,450
with grams
shield and
with dual
shield
visor
and dual visor
‒ Options: tinted
‒ Options:
silvertinted
reflective,
silverblue
reflective,
reflective
blueorreflective or
orange visororange visor
SIZES

SIZES

52/53 – 62/63
52/53 – 62/63

Colour: Black
Colour:
Matt Black Matt

Colour scheme:
Colour
GSscheme:
Trophy GS Trophy

GS enduro GS
goggles
enduro goggles

Colour: Light
Colour:
WhiteLight White

GS Trophy enduro
GS Trophy
goggles
enduro goggles

These goggles
These
aregoggles
a perfect
are
match
a perfect
for the
match
GS Carbon
for the GS
helmet
Carbon
andhelmet
offer excellent
and offer
ventilation
excellentfor
ventilation
off-road for off-road
use. Naturally,
use.they
Naturally,
also comply
they also
withcomply
the ENwith
1938:1998
the EN safety
1938:1998
standard.
safetyThe
standard.
width-adjustable
The width-adjustable
strap and strap and
comfortablecomfortable
padding make
padding
themmake
a pleasure
them to
a pleasure
wear. Also
toavailable
wear. Also
with
available
easy-change
with easy-change
transparent,transparent,
tinted
tinted
or orange double
or orange
glazed
double
lens.glazed lens.
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Helmets

Helmets

SYSTEM
SYSTEM
7 CARBON
7 CARBON
HELMET
HELMET

The SystemThe
7 Carbon
Systemhelmet
7 Carbon
provides
helmet
maximum
provides maximum
comfort andcomfort
safety. The
and safety.
carbonThe
helmet
carbon
shellhelmet
is especially
shell is especially
light and has
light
outstanding
and has outstanding
impact absorption
impact absorption
properties. properties.
The quadruple-joint
The quadruple-joint
chin bar pivot
chin
ensures
bar pivot
a low
ensures
front a low front
profile evenprofile
with the
even
chin
with
barthe
open.
chinRemoving
bar open.the
Removing
chin the chin
guard requires
guard
norequires
tools andnoonly
tools
two
and
buttons
only two
– turning
buttons – turning
it into a fullyitfledged
into a fully
jet helmet.
fledged The
jet helmet.
sun visor
The
is sun
easily
visor is easily
adjustable to
adjustable
adapt to to
sudden
adaptchanges
to sudden
in changes
light. Excellent
in light. Excellent
ventilation helps
ventilation
you keep
helpsa you
coolkeep
headaand
coola head
doubleand a doubleglazed visorglazed
ensures
visor
unobstructed
ensures unobstructed
vision. In terms
vision.
of In terms of
aerodynamics
aerodynamics
and aero-acoustics,
and aero-acoustics,
the helmet the
ranks
helmet ranks
among the among
best onthe
thebest
market.
on the market.

Converts quickly
Converts
andquickly
easily and easily
into an open-face
into an helmet
open-face helmet

Colour scheme:
Colour
Fluorescent
scheme: Fluorescent
Yellow
Yellow

Colour scheme:
Colour
Moto
scheme: Moto

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

Colour: Light
Colour:
WhiteLight White

‒ Flip-front ‒helmet
Flip-front
withhelmet
quadruple-joint
with quadruple-joint
mechanismmechanism
‒ Lightweight,
‒ Lightweight,
100 % carbon
100shell
% carbon
(two sizes)
shell with
(two sizes) with
excellent impact
excellent
absorption
impact absorption
and optimum
andrigidity
optimum rigidity
‒ Inner layer‒ made
Inner layer
of multi-segmented
made of multi-segmented
expanded polystyrene
expanded polystyrene
‒ Double-glazed
‒ Double-glazed
visor: anti-fog
visor:
inner
anti-fog
visor, outer
inner visor, outer
visor has anti-scratch
visor has anti-scratch
coating on both
coating
sides
on both sides
‒ Effective ventilation
‒ Effectivefor
ventilation
head and
forvisor
head and visor
‒ Outstanding
‒ Outstanding
aerodynamics
aerodynamics
and aeroacoustics
and aeroacoustics
‒ Built-in drop-down
‒ Built-in drop-down
sun visor, operated
sun visor,
viaoperated
slide control
via slide control
‒ Large spoiler
‒ Large spoiler
‒ Central release
‒ Central
button
release
to open
button
thetochin
open
guard
the chin guard
‒ Chin strap‒ with
Chinastrap
snapwith
lockaclosure,
snap lock
integrated
closure, integrated
neck strapsneck
prevent
straps
theprevent
helmet from
the helmet
twisting
from twisting
in the eventinofthe
an event
impactof an impact
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
washable liner
washable
made of
liner made of
DuPont Coolmax
DuPont
and
Coolmax
Alcantara
and Alcantara
‒ Quick and‒ easy
Quick
conversion
and easy conversion
to a jet helmet
to a jet helmet
‒ Compatible
‒ Compatible
with the BMW
withMotorrad
the BMW Motorrad
communication
communication
system
system
‒ Safety standard:
‒ SafetyECE
standard:
22-05ECE 22-05
‒ Low weight:
‒ Low
approx.
weight:
1,580
approx.
grams1,580
(small
grams
helmet)
(small helmet)
‒ Options: tinted
‒ Options:
silvertinted
reflective,
silverblue
reflective,
reflective
blueorreflective or
orange visororange visor
SIZES

SIZES

52/53 – 64/65
52/53 – 64/65

Colour scheme:
Colour
Prime
scheme: Prime

Colour: Graphite
Colour:
Matt
Graphite
Metallic
Matt Metallic
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Colour: Silver
Colour:
Metallic
Silver Metallic
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BMW Motorrad
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Helmets

STREETSTREET
X HELMET
X HELMET

The BMW Motorrad
The BMWStreet
Motorrad
X helmet
Street
has
X helmet
been designed
has been designed
to take on any
to take
road,onbeany
it motorway,
road, be it city
motorway,
street orcity
country
street or country
lane. This islane.
a helmet
This is
that
a helmet
effortlessly
that effortlessly
combines comfort
combines comfort
and safety with
and asafety
stylish
with
modern
a stylish
design.
modern
Thedesign.
sun visor
The sun visor
can be adjusted
can be
freely,
adjusted
givingfreely,
you full
giving
control
you to
fullquickly
control to quickly
adapt the helmet
adapt the
to various
helmetlight
to various
conditions.
light conditions.
The
The
Street X hasStreet
been Xwind-tunnel
has been wind-tunnel
tested to ensure
tested to ensure
optimum aerodynamics
optimum aerodynamics
and aeroacoustics.
and aeroacoustics.
Superb
Superb
ventilation makes
ventilation
suremakes
you keep
surea you
coolkeep
headaand
coolthe
head and the
double-layered
double-layered
visor ensures
visor
youensures
keep everything
you keep in
everything in
sight. And in
sight.
spiteAnd
of this
in spite
wideof
range
this wide
of functions,
range ofthe
functions, the
Street X remains
Streetincredibly
X remainslightweight.
incredibly lightweight.
‒ Full-face helmet
‒ Full-face
withhelmet
integrated
withsun
integrated
visor sun visor
‒ Inner layer‒ made
Inner layer
of multi-segmented
made of multi-segmented
expanded polystyrene
expanded polystyrene
‒ Double-glazed
‒ Double-glazed
visor: condensation-resistant
visor: condensation-resistant
inner
inner
visor; outer visor;
visor with
outerscratch-resistant
visor with scratch-resistant
coating
coating
‒ Excellent ‒head
Excellent
and visor
head
ventilation
and visor ventilation
‒ Optimum‒aerodynamics
Optimum aerodynamics
‒ Integrated‒ sun
Integrated
visor, adjustable
sun visor,via
adjustable via
a slider bar aonslider
the top
barof
onthe
thehelmet
top of the helmet
‒ Chin strap‒ with
Chindouble-D
strap withfastener
double-D fastener
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
washable interior
washable interior
‒ Safety standard:
‒ SafetyECE
standard:
22-05ECE 22-05
‒ Weight: approx.
‒ Weight:
1,450
approx.
grams1,450
(small
grams
helmet)
(small helmet)
‒ Tinted silver
‒ Tinted
reflective
silverorreflective
blue reflective
or blue reflective
visor optionally
visoravailable
optionally available

Colour scheme:
Colour
Specter
scheme: Specter

SIZES

SIZES

53/54 – 61/62
53/54 – 61/62

RACE HELMET*
RACE HELMET*

For helmetsFor
to deliver
helmetsmaximum
to deliversafety,
maximum
they safety,
must they must
combine a number
combineofa different
number functions.
of differentAs
functions.
would be
As would be
expected, the
expected,
integral the
Race
integral
helmet
Race
is exceptional
helmet is exceptional
when
when
it comes to itimpact
comesabsorption.
to impact absorption.
Its race-proven,
Its race-proven,
full-face full-face
design lets design
you concentrate
lets you concentrate
completely completely
on the roadon the road
ahead, and ahead,
react atand
lightning
react at
speed.
lightning speed.
‒ Integral helmet,
‒ Integral
suitable
helmet,
for suitable
the racetrack
for the racetrack
‒ Glass-fibre/carbon-fibre
‒ Glass-fibre/carbon-fibre
outer shell in
outer
two shell
sizesin two sizes
‒ Inner layer‒ made
Inner layer
of multi-segmented
made of multi-segmented
expanded polystyrene
expanded polystyrene
‒ Large spoiler
‒ Large
for maximum
spoiler forstability
maximum stability
even at speeds
evenover
at speeds
300 km/h
over 300 km/h
‒ Visor with‒wide
Visorfield
withofwide
vision
field
(even
of vision
in the(even in the
prone position),
pronetwo-dimensionally
position), two-dimensionally
curved,
curved,
with anti-scratch
with anti-scratch
coating on both
coating
sides
on both sides
‒ Anti-fog inner
‒ Anti-fog
visor inner visor
‒ Effective visor
‒ Effective
and head
visorventilation
and head ventilation
‒ Visor lock‒button
Visor lock
at the
button
side at the side
‒ Enlarged ‒neck
Enlarged
contour
neck
ensures
contour
wearer
ensures
comfort
wearer comfort
even when even
ridingwhen
in theriding
proneinposition
the prone position
‒ Double-D‒fastener
Double-D fastener
‒ Neck straps
‒ Neck
prevent
straps
theprevent
helmet from
the helmet from
twisting in the
twisting
eventinofthe
an event
impactof an impact
‒ Fully removable
‒ Fully and
removable
washable
andliner
washable liner
‒ All colours‒ supplied
All colours
with
supplied
clear visor
with clear visor
and one setand
of tear-offs
one set of tear-offs
‒ Safety standard:
‒ SafetyECE
standard:
22-05ECE 22-05
‒ Weight: 1,350
‒ Weight:
grams1,350
(small
grams
helmet)
(small helmet)
‒ Tinted visor
‒ Tinted
available
visor
asavailable
an optional
as an
extra
optional extra
SIZES

Design: Reiterberger
Design: Reiterberger

SIZES

52/53 – 62/63
52/53 – 62/63

Colour scheme:
Colour
Thunder
scheme: Thunder

Colour: Glacier
Colour:
Silver
Glacier
Metallic
Silver Metallic

Colour scheme:
Colour
Ignition
scheme: Ignition

Colour: Light
Colour:
WhiteLight White

Colour: Night
Colour:
BlackNight
Matt Black Matt

Colour scheme:
Colour
Black
scheme:
MatrixBlack Matrix

Colour: White
Colour: White

Colour: Black
Colour:
Matt Black Matt
* While stocks
* While
last. stocks last.
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Colour scheme:
Colour scheme:
Colour scheme:
Colour
Logo
scheme: Logo
Trace
Trace

BMW MOTORRAD
BMW MOTORRAD
HELMET
HELMET
BAG
BAG

ROAD 66
ROAD
MOTORCYCLING
66 MOTORCYCLING
GOGGLES
GOGGLES

The BMW Motorrad
The BMWhelmet
Motorrad
baghelmet
is the perfect
bag is the
wayperfect
to
way to
transport and
transport
store your
andmotorcycling
store your motorcycling
helmet. Thehelmet.
rigid The rigid
base protects
base
theprotects
helmet the
evenhelmet
when even
parked
when
up, while
parked up, while
vents guarantee
ventsthe
guarantee
best possible
the best
airpossible
circulation.
air The
circulation. The
helmet baghelmet
is suitable
bagfor
is suitable
all BMWfor
Motorrad
all BMWhelmets.
Motorrad helmets.

With a chrome
With
frame,
a chrome
soft genuine
frame, soft
leather
genuine
cushioning
leather and
cushioning and
optional clear
optional
or tinted
clear
lenses,
or tinted
the lenses,
Road 66the
motorcycling
Road 66 motorcycling
goggles aregoggles
the idealare
match
the ideal
for the
match
Legend
for the
helmet.
Legend
Thehelmet. The
recess for the
recess
nosefor
bridge
the nose
also bridge
makes also
themmakes
suitable
them
for suitable for
glasses wearers.
glasses wearers.

Colour scheme:
Colour
Tricolore
scheme: Tricolore

Colour scheme:
Colour
nineT
scheme: nineT

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Cool, high-quality
‒ Cool, high-quality
motorcycling
motorcycling
goggles goggles
100 % compatible
‒ 100 % compatible
with the Legend
with the
helmet
Legend helmet
Chrome-plated
‒ Chrome-plated
Gunmetal frame
Gunmetal frame
High-quality
‒ High-quality
soft leathersoft
padding
leather padding
Extra-strong,
‒ Extra-strong,
adjustable elastic
adjustable
strapelastic strap
Suitable for
‒ Suitable
glasses wearers
for glasses
(incl.
wearers
recess(incl.
for nose
recess
bridge)
for nose bridge)
BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWlogotype
Motorrad
onlogotype
imitation-leather
on imitation-leather
appliqué appliqué
Includes fabric
‒ Includes
pouchfabric
featuring
pouch
thefeaturing
BMW Motorrad
the BMW
print
Motorrad print
Optional interchangeable
‒ Optional interchangeable
clear or tinted
clear
lenses
or tinted
available
lenses available

SIZE

SIZE

Single size Single size

LEGEND
LEGEND
HELMET
HELMET

‒ Safety standard:
‒ SafetyECE
standard:
22-05ECE 22-05
Vintage look.
Vintage
High-quality
look. High-quality
leather. No visor.
leather.
NoNo visor. No
‒ Lightweight:
‒ Lightweight:
approx. 1,050
approx.
± 50 grams)
1,050 ± 50 grams)
compromises.
compromises.
The LegendThe
jet helmet
Legendmeans
jet helmet
business
means business
– especially–when
especially
it comes
when
to itsafety.
comes
It boasts
to safety.
excellent
It boasts excellent
shock absorption
shock absorption
and comesand
withcomes
integrated
with neck
integrated neck SIZES
SIZES
straps to help
straps
keeptoithelp
in place.
keepMatching
it in place.goggles
Matching
andgoggles and 54 – 61 (XS –54
XL)
– 61 (XS – XL)
an optional an
sunoptional
shield complete
sun shieldthe
complete
flawlessthe
look.
flawless look.
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Retro-style
‒ Retro-style
jet helmet jet helmet
Fibre glass-reinforced
‒ Fibre glass-reinforced
shell
shell
Chrome-plated
‒ Chrome-plated
edging
edging
Short sun‒shield
Short(detachable),
sun shield (detachable),
no visor no visor
Comfortable
‒ Comfortable
padding with
padding
mesh for
with
enhanced
mesh forventilation
enhanced ventilation
Premium-quality
‒ Premium-quality
interior made
interior
of leather
made of leather
Genuine leather
‒ Genuine
goggle
leather
strap
goggle
featuring
strap featuring
embossed BMW
embossed
logotype
BMW logotype
‒ Neck straps
‒ Neck
prevent
straps
theprevent
helmet from
the helmet from
twisting in the
twisting
eventinofthe
an event
impactof an impact
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Premium ‒helmet
Premium
baghelmet
with a classic
bag with
design
a classic design
Ideal for transporting
‒ Ideal for transporting
and storingand
motorcycling
storing motorcycling
helmets helmets
Rigid base
‒ with
Rigidintegrated
base withvents
integrated vents
Padded main
‒ Padded
compartment
main compartment
accessible accessible
AIRFLOW
AIRFLOW
HELMET
HELMET
via a long, double-zip
via a long, closure
double-zip closure
‒ Weight
1,170/1,280/1,380
approx. 1,170/1,280/1,380
grams (depending
grams (depending
A helmet for
A the
helmet
warmer
for the
periods
warmer
of the
periods
motorcycle
of the motorcycle ‒ Weight approx.
‒ Soft fleece
‒ Soft
innerfleece
lining inner
helpslining
prevent
helps prevent
on shell size)
season. A modern
season.design
A modern
made
design
from premium
made from
material
premium material on shell size)
scratches on
scratches
the helmet
on the
andhelmet
visor and visor
‒ Tinted visor
‒ Tinted
available
visor
asavailable
an optional
as an
extra
optional extra
and with unrivalled
and withAirFlow
unrivalled
functionality.
AirFlow functionality.
Keep a coolKeep a cool
‒ Practical outer
‒ Practical
pocket
outer
for small
pocket
bits
forand
small
pieces,
bits and pieces,
head thanks
head
to the
thanks
optimally
to thepositioned
optimally positioned
ventilation ventilation
e.g. keys, closable
e.g. keys,
with
closable
a stud with
fastener
a stud fastener
openings and
openings
channels,
andwhich
channels,
can be
which
closed
canwhen
be closed when SIZES
SIZES
‒ Robust carry
‒ Robust
handles
carry
andhandles
detachable
and detachable
shoulder shoulder
not needed.not
This
needed.
is aerodynamics
This is aerodynamics
and aeroacoustics
and aeroacoustics 52/53 – 62/63
52/53 – 62/63
strap with high-quality
strap with high-quality
metal clasps
metal clasps
of the highest
of the
level.
highest
Also prepared
level. Alsotoprepared
accept the
to accept the
‒ BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWlogotype
Motorrad
onlogotype
front
on front
BMW Motorrad
BMWcommunications
Motorrad communications
system andsystem and
‒ Functional‒ upper
Functional
material
upper
made
material
from made
polyester
fromwith
polyester with
conforms toconforms
ECE-22-05.
to ECE-22-05.
a fabric-looka finish,
fabric-look
water-resistant
finish, water-resistant
and easy-care
and easy-care
‒ Dimensions
‒ Dimensions
(H x W x D): approx.
(H x W x 26
D):xapprox.
36 x 21 cm
26 x 36 x 21 cm
‒ Premium ‒jetPremium
helmet with
jet helmet
excellent
with
ventilation
excellent ventilation
‒ Capacity: ‒approx.
Capacity:
20 litres
approx. 20 litres
‒ Outer shell
‒ Outer
made shell
of glass-fibre
made of reinforced
glass-fibreplastic
reinforced plastic
‒ Inner layer‒ made
Inner layer
of multi-segmented
made of multi-segmented
COLOUR COLOUR
expanded polystyrene
expanded polystyrene
Black
Black
‒ Three-dimensionally
‒ Three-dimensionally
curved visor,curved
with anti-scratch
visor, with anti-scratch
Colour: Light
Colour:
WhiteLight White

Colour: Titanium
Colour:
Silver
Titanium Silver

Colour: Night
Colour:
BlackNight Black

‒
‒
‒
‒

coating on both
coating
sides
on (class
both sides
2 optical
(class
quality)
2 optical quality)
‒ Two large‒ventilation
Two largezones
ventilation
can zones can
be closed via
beslide
closed
control
via slide control
‒ Outstanding
‒ Outstanding
aerodynamics
aerodynamics
and aeroacoustics
and aeroacoustics
‒ Chin strap‒ with
Chinsnap
straplock
withand
snap
variable
lock and
insertion
variable
depths
insertion depths
‒ Integrated‒ neck
Integrated
strapsneck straps
‒ Washable‒liner
Washable liner
‒ High-quality
‒ High-quality
aluminium elements
aluminiumwith
elements
BMW branding
with BMW branding
‒ Compatible
‒ Compatible
with BMW Motorrad
with BMW
communication
Motorrad communication
system
system
‒ Safety standard:
‒ SafetyECE
standard:
22-05ECE 22-05
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Helmets/communication
Helmets/communication
systems systems

②

②
①

Phone andPhone and
voice prompts
voice prompts

COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS
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Talking toTalking
fellow to
riders,
fellow
making
riders,phone
making
calls,
phone
listening
calls, listening
to music to
– it’s
music
all possible
– it’s all possible
with the with the
BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
communication
communication
system. What’s
system.more,
What’s
themore,
rider can
the rider
do allcan
thisdo
without
all thistaking
without taking
their eyestheir
off the
eyes
road.
off the
Theroad.
BMW
The
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
communication
communication
system facilitates
system facilitates
wireless verbal
wireless verbal
communication
communication
betweenbetween
two helmets.
two helmets.
It’s also possible
It’s also possible
to connect
to connect
the BMWthe
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
NavigatorNavigator
with yourwith
smartphone,
your smartphone,
your bike’s
your
TFT
bike’s
display
TFTordisplay
the audio
or the
system
audioofsystem
any BMW
of any BMW
motorcycle.
motorcycle.
The systems
The systems
are designed
are designed
to make communication
to make communication
as easy as
aspossible
easy as possible
out
out
on the road:
on the
they’re
road:lightweight,
they’re lightweight,
easy to use
easy
and
to deliver
use andoutstanding
deliver outstanding
sound quality.
sound quality.

Phone

Phone

③

③

Music

①

①

①

Intercom Intercom

Music

Music

④

Music

④

Phone

Phone

③

③

New communication
New communication
system withsystem
enhanced
withspeech
enhanced speech① The buttons
③ Bluetooth-enabled
③ Bluetooth-enabled
mobile phones
mobile
canphones
be connected
can be connected
① The
of the
buttons
BMWofMotorrad
the BMWcommunication
Motorrad communication
quality and quality
extended
andbattery
extended
life from
battery
2018:
life from 2018:
to the rider to
and
the
pillion
riderpassenger’s
and pillion passenger’s
communication
communication
system allow
system
users allow
to switch
users
between
to switch
music/
between music/
systems, either
systems,
directly
either
or via
directly
the BMW
or viaMotorrad
the BMW Motorrad
intercom and
intercom
controland
the volume.
control the volume.
‒ available for
‒ available
the System
for the
7 Carbon,
SystemSystem
7 Carbon,
6 and
System 6 and
Navigator for
Navigator
the rider.for the rider.
6 Evo, GS Carbon
6 Evo, GS
andCarbon
AirFlowand
helmets
AirFlow helmets
② Can connect
② Can
with
connect
the BMW
withMotorrad
the BMWNavigator
MotorradorNavigator or
‒ Simple operation
‒ Simpleon
operation
helmet for
on helmet for
④and
The
pillion
riderpassenger
and pillion can
passenger
connectcan
to the
connect to the
your bike’s TFT
your display.
bike’s TFT
A Navigator
display. Alinked
Navigator
to thelinked to the④ The rider
maximum safety
maximum
and practicality
safety and practicality
audio system
audio
if the
system
motorcycle
if the motorcycle
is equippediswith
equipped
one, with one,
communication
communication
system will system
relay itswill
instructions
relay its instructions
‒ Up to three
‒ Up
connections
to three connections
possible perpossible
helmet per helmet
RT, R
K 1200
1600 RT,
GT or
K 1600
K 1600
GTGTL.
or K 1600 GTL.
directly to the
directly
helmet.
to the
It can
helmet.
also be
It can
used
also
as be
an used
MP3 as an MP3e.g. R 1200e.g.
‒ NiMH battery
‒ NiMH
pack,
battery
three pack,
AA batteries
three AA
(2,500
batteries
mAh),
(2,500 mAh), player and to
player
control
andato
connected
control a connected
mobile phone.
mobile
If phone. If
operating
operating time
up to 14 hours
up to
14 hourstime
the communication
the communication
system is connected
system is connected
to your
to your
‒ Charge time
‒ Charge
from empty:
time from
approx.
empty:
3.5 approx.
hours 3.5 hours
TFT displayTFT
anddisplay
a smartphone
and a smartphone
via Bluetooth,
via you
Bluetooth, you
‒ Suitable for
‒ Suitable
use in temperatures
for use in temperatures
from -20 tofrom
50 °C-20 to 50 °C can use media
can playback
use media
and
playback
telephony
andfeatures.
telephony features.
‒ Bluetooth‒protocols:
Bluetoothheadset,
protocols:
hands-free,
headset, hands-free,
A2DP, SPP A2DP, SPPThe free BMW
TheMotorrad
free BMWConnected
Motorrad Connected
app includes
app includes
‒ Weight approx.
‒ Weight
150approx.
grams 150 grams
a highly practical
a highly
arrow
practical
navigation
arrow system
navigation
via your
system via your
‒ Helmet complies
‒ Helmetwith
complies
ECE 22-05
with ECE 22-05
TFT displayTFT
withdisplay
navigation
with instructions
navigation instructions
relayed to relayed to
your helmet.your
If your
helmet.
BMWIf motorcycle
your BMW motorcycle
is navigationis navigationready or boasts
readya or
TFT
boasts
display,
a TFT
youdisplay,
can adjust
youthe
can adjust the
volume easily
volume
usingeasily
the bike’s
usingmulti-controller.
the bike’s multi-controller.
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SUITS
SUITS
Motorcyclists
Motorcyclists
place a lot
place
of value
a lot on
of value
beingon being
protectedprotected
from the from
elements
the elements
at all times,
at all
come
times, come
what may.
what
From
may.
well-ventilated
From well-ventilated
summer summer
outfits outfits
and waterproof
and waterproof
touring suits
touring
to leather
suits toone-pieces,
leather one-pieces,
BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
offers perfectly
offers perfectly
designeddesigned
solutionssolutions
for everyfor
scenario.
every scenario.
And withAnd
the new
with the
Rallye
new
suit,
Rallye suit,
there’s even
there’s
a model
even for
a model
the most
for the
demanding
most demanding
of globetrotters.
of globetrotters.

20
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Venting Venting
suit
suit

22

22

AirFlow AirFlow
suit
suit

23

23

TourShell
TourShell
suit
suit

24

24

StreetGuard
StreetGuard
suit
suit

26

26

VentureShell
VentureShell
suit
suit

28

28

GS Dry suit
GS Dry suit

29

29

EnduroGuard
EnduroGuard
suit
suit

30

30

Rallye suit
Rallye suit

32

32

Atlantis Atlantis
suit
suit

33

33

DarkNiteDarkNite
suit
suit

34

34

Sport suit
Sport suit

36

36

DoubleRDoubleR
suit
suit

37

37

DoubleRDoubleR
Race AIR
Race
suit AIR suit

38

38
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NEW NEW

VENTING
VENTING
SUIT SUIT
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

A suit madeAfor
suit
urban
made
adventures
for urban adventures
in countriesinwith
countries with
high humidity
high
and
humidity
sizzlingand
summer
sizzling
temperatures
summer temperatures
of
of
over 25 °C. The
over abrasion-resistant
25 °C. The abrasion-resistant
denim featuring
denim
large
featuring large
Cordura mesh
Cordura
inserts
mesh
and inserts
lightweight
and lightweight
NPL protectors
NPL protectors
offers maximum
offerssafety
maximum
for short
safety
journeys.
for short journeys.
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
textile suit designed
textile suitfor
designed for
temperatures
temperatures
of 25 °C andofabove
25 °C and above
‒ Generous‒abrasion-resistant
Generous abrasion-resistant
Cordura Cordura
mesh liningmesh
for optimum
lining for
ventilation
optimum ventilation
‒ Upper material
‒ Upper
inserts
material
made
inserts
of robust
made
yetofstylish
robustdenim
yet stylish denim
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
stretch Dynatec
stretch
onDynatec
backs ofon
knees
backs
forof knees for
maximum comfort
maximum
andcomfort
freedom
and
of freedom
movement
of movement
‒ Material reinforced
‒ Materialinreinforced
vulnerable
inareas
vulnerable areas
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
shoulders,
at shoulders,
elbows andelbows
knees (height-adjustable),
and knees (height-adjustable),
plus NP2 protectors
plus NP2 at
protectors
hips (removable)
at hips (removable)
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Back protector
‒ Backpocket
protector
withpocket
3D air mesh
with 3D air mesh
lining for optimal
lining air
for circulation
optimal air circulation
‒ Zip at wrist
‒ Zip
withatstud
wristfastener
with stud
on fastener
sleeve cuff
on sleeve cuff
‒ Long side-leg
‒ Long
zips
side-leg
extendzips
to hips,
extend
making
to hips,
the making
trousersthe trousers
easy to put easy
on and
to put
remove;
on and
press
remove;
stud on
press
legstud
cuff on leg cuff
‒ Two chest‒ pockets
Two chest
with
pockets
press studs,
with press
two zipped
studs, two
jacket
zipped jacket
side pockets,
side
two
pockets,
front and
two
back
fronttrouser
and back
pockets
trouser pockets
‒ Leather label
‒ Leather
featuring
label
the
featuring
letteringthe
‘BMW
lettering
Motorrad,
‘BMW Motorrad,
engineeredengineered
in Germany’inon
Germany’
the jacket
onhem
the jacket
and rear
hem and rear
trouser waistband
trouser waistband
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOUR

COLOUR

Anthracite Anthracite
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

34 – 48

34 – 48

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60

Colour: Anthracite
Colour: Anthracite
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46 – 60

Cover jacketCover jacket

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

AIRFLOW
AIRFLOW
SUIT SUIT
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

COLOURS COLOURS

Even on theEven
hottest
on the
summer
hottest
days,
summer
the AirFlow
days, the
summer
AirFlow summer
Jacket and Jacket
trousers:
and
Black
trousers:
or Grey
Black or Grey
suit will keep
suit
you
willcool
keep
and
you
fresh.
coolStretch
and fresh.
andStretch
mesh and mesh Cover jacket:
Cover
Red jacket: Red
inserts made
inserts
of abrasion-resistant
made of abrasion-resistant
Dynatec material
Dynatec material WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
provide excellent
provide
ventilation
excellentand
ventilation
freedom
and
of freedom
movement.
of movement.
34 – 48
34 – 48
In black, thisInsuit
black,
hasthis
an suit
additional
has anColdblack
additionalfinish,
Coldblack
to finish, to
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
prevent it from
prevent
heating
it from
up. heating up.
46 – 66, 98 –46
118
– 66,
(long),
98 –trousers
118 (long),
also
trousers
available
also available
in 25 – 28 (short)
in 25 – 28 (short)
‒ The perfect
‒ The
summer
perfect
suit
summer
for warm
suit
weather
for warm weather
(Grey version,
(Grey
46 –version,
60 only)46 – 60 only)
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
Dynatec outer
Dynatec outer
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NP2 protectors
NP2at
protectors
shoulders,
atelbows,
shoulders,
back,
elbows, back,
hips and knees
hips(height-adjustable
and knees (height-adjustable
at elbows and
at elbows
knees). and knees).
‒ Generous‒stretch
Generous
Dynatec
stretch
onDynatec
the upper
onback
the upper
for back for
maximum freedom
maximum
of freedom
movement
of movement
‒ AirTex mesh
‒ AirTex
inserts
mesh
on the
inserts
chest,
onarms
the chest, arms
and thighs for
andoptimum
thighs for
ventilation
optimum ventilation
‒ Mesh lining
‒ Mesh
is extremely
lining isair
extremely
permeable
air permeable
and elasticated
and elasticated
‒ Includes windproof
‒ IncludesCover
windproof
jacketCover
to wear
jacket
overtotop
wear
in over top in
cooler weather;
cooler
can
weather;
be stowed
can in
beback
stowed
pocket
in back pocket
‒ Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
the jacket
onand
thetrousers
jacket and trousers
‒ Black version
‒ Black
incl.version
Coldblack
incl.technology
Coldblack technology
‒ Dirt and water-resistant
‒ Dirt and water-resistant
finish
finish
‒ Soft material
‒ Soft
on material
the collar,
onsleeve
the collar,
seams
sleeve seams
and trouserand
waistband
trouser waistband
‒ Velcro fasteners
‒ Velcrotofasteners
adjust width
to adjust
of trouser
widthwaistband,
of trouser waistband,
sleeve cuffssleeve
and trouser
cuffs and
cuffs,
trouser
and waist
cuffs,ofand
thewaist of the
women’s jacket
women’s jacket
‒ Two built-in
‒ Two
carrybuilt-in
strapscarry
meanstraps
jacketmean jacket
can also becan
worn
also
as be
rucksack
worn as rucksack
‒ Two side ‒jacket
Two pockets,
side jacket
one
pockets,
back pocket,
one back
three
pocket,
inner three inner
pockets, two
pockets,
trousertwo
pockets
trouser
(most
pockets
pockets
(most
with
pockets
zips) with zips)
‒ Extra: waterproof
‒ Extra: pouch
waterproof
in jacket
pouch
pocket
in jacket pocket
e.g. for youre.g.
smartphone
for your smartphone
or wallet or wallet
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm (all-around)
zip: 40 cm (all-around)
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey
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BMW Motorrad
Suits/FabricSuits/Fabric

TOURSHELL
TOURSHELL
SUIT SUIT
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

This popularThis
touring
popular
suit touring
incorporates
suit incorporates
the BMW climate
the BMW climate
membrane membrane
in a z-liner construction,
in a z-liner construction,
giving a light,
giving a light,
comfortablecomfortable
feel whilst still
feeloffering
whilst still
maximum
offeringprotection
maximum protection
from incidents
fromand
incidents
the elements.
and the elements.
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
touring suittouring
for year-round
suit for year-round
use
use
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
Dynatec Dynatec
Comfort in Z-liner
Comfort
construction
in Z-liner construction
‒ BMW climate
‒ BMW
membrane
climate membrane
(windproof, (windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable)
and breathable)
‒ NP2 protectors
‒ NP2 on
protectors
back, elbows,
on back,
hipselbows,
and knees
hips and knees
(adjustable (adjustable
to three different
to three
heights)
different
andheights)
NPL and NPL
protectors at
protectors
shouldersat shoulders
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
vent zips onvent
upper
zipsbody
on upper body
‒ 3D air mesh
‒ 3D
lining
air mesh
in thelining
back in the back
‒ Sleeve cuffs,
‒ Sleeve
collarcuffs,
and trouser
collar and
waistband
trouser waistband
adjustable with
adjustable
Velcro with
fasteners
Velcro fasteners
‒ Quilted stretch
‒ Quilted
inserts
stretch
at the
inserts
shoulders,
at the jacket
shoulders, jacket
waistband and
waistband
above the
andknees
abovefor
thea knees
perfectfor
fit a perfect fit
‒ Two waterproof
‒ Two outer
waterproof
jacketouter
and trouser
jacket and
pockets,
trouser pockets,
two inner jacket
two inner
pockets
jacket
(incl.
pockets
one smartphone
(incl. one smartphone
pocket withpocket
a viewing
withpanel
a viewing
and cable
panelduct),
and cable duct),
one non-waterproof
one non-waterproof
pocket on the
pocket
left sleeve
on the left sleeve
‒ Works well
‒ Works
with the
well
Ride
with
quilted
the Ride
jacket
quilted
(p. 87)
jacket (p. 87)
‒ High-visibility
‒ High-visibility
reflective material
reflective
on material
the jacket
on the jacket
and trousers
and trousers
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

COLOURS COLOURS

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

Jacket: Black,
Jacket:
GreyBlack, Grey
Trousers: Black
Trousers: Black
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

34 – 48

34 – 48

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour: Black
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46 – 60

Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour: Black
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STREETGUARD
STREETGUARD
SUIT SUIT
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

COLOURS COLOURS

Breathable, Breathable,
windproof and
windproof
waterproof,
and waterproof,
this jacket isthis jacket is Short jacketShort
in Anthracite
jacket in or
Anthracite
Blue,
or Blue,
a genuine all-rounder
a genuine that
all-rounder
comes that
withcomes
a thermal
withinner
a thermal innerlong jacket in
long
Black*
jacket in Black*
jacket and removable
jacket andthermal
removable
trouser
thermal
liners.
trouser
A highly
liners. A highly trousers in Black
trousers in Black
abrasion-resistant
abrasion-resistant
three-layer three-layer
laminate with
laminate with
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
ProtectionGuard
ProtectionGuard
and removable
andNP2
removable
protectors
NP2 protectors
34 – 48, 72 –34
88,
– 48,
18 –72
22– (Blue
88, 18only
– 22available
(Blue only
in available
34 – 48) in 34 – 48)
offer all the offer
protection
all theyou
protection
need. you need.
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

NEW Short
NEW
jacket,Short
colour:
jacket,
Bluecolour: Blue

Long jacket,Long
colour:
jacket,
Black
colour: Black

Short jacket,Short
colour:
jacket,
Anthracite
colour: Anthracite
Trousers, colour:
Trousers,
Black
colour: Black

118
– 66,
(long),
98 –25
118– 32
(long),
(short)
25 – 32 (short)
‒ Professional-grade
‒ Professional-grade
touring suittouring
for year-round
suit for year-round
use
use 46 – 66, 98 –46
(Blue
46–60
version,
only)46–60 only)
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
elasticated elasticated
three-layer three-layer (Blue version,
laminate (95laminate
% Cordura
(95 %
andCordura
5 % elastane)
and 5 % elastane)
‒ BMW climate
‒ BMW
membrane,
climate membrane,
developed in
developed
accordance
in accordance
with C.A.R.E.
with
standard;
C.A.R.E.windproof,
standard; waterproof
windproof, and
waterproof and
highly breathable
highly breathable
‒ Material reinforced
‒ Materialwith
reinforced
innovative
withProtectionGuard
innovative ProtectionGuard
in vulnerable
inareas
vulnerable areas
‒ NP2 protectors
‒ NP2at
protectors
shoulders,
atelbows,
shoulders,
back,
elbows,
hips and
back, hips and
knees (height-adjustable),
knees (height-adjustable),
coccyx protector
coccyx
retrofittable
protector retrofittable
‒ Wind- and‒ waterproof
Wind- and removable
waterproof storm
removable
collarstorm collar
with integrated
withstorm
integrated
hoodstorm hood
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
wind-proof,wind-proof,
thermal inner
thermal
soft-shell
inner soft-shell
style jacket style
can be
jacket
worncan
seperately
be worn seperately
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
thermal trouser
thermal
liners
trouser liners
‒ Zippable trouser
‒ Zippable
fly introuser
men’sfly
trousers
in men’s
with
trousers
stretchwith stretch
side panelsside
and panels
adjustable
andtrouser
adjustable
braces
trouser braces
‒ Zippable raised
‒ Zippable
waistband
raised in
waistband
women’sintrousers
women’s
with
trousers with
fleece liningfleece
with anti-slip
lining with
silicone
anti-slip
print
silicone
for gripprint for grip
‒ Ventilation‒ zips
Ventilation
on the zips
fronton
and
the
rear
front
of the
andjacket,
rear of the jacket,
and on the and
upper
onthighs
the upper thighs
‒ Jacket pockets:
‒ Jacket
two
pockets:
water-resistant
two water-resistant
outer pockets,
outer pockets,
one easy-access
one easy-access
zipped pocket
zipped
withpocket
a waterproof,
with a waterproof,
labyrinth-design
labyrinth-design
zip closure,zip
three
closure,
waterproof
three inner
waterproof inner
pockets, incl.
pockets,
one multimedia
incl. one multimedia
pocket
pocket
‒ Trouser pockets:
‒ Trouser
two
pockets:
water-resistant
two water-resistant
outer pockets
outer pockets
‒ Steplessly‒ adjustable
Steplesslytrouser
adjustable
waist
trouser waist
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on theprint
fronton
and
the
back
frontofand
the back
jacketof the jacket
and on the trouser
and on the
sidetrouser
panelsside panels
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm (all-around
zip: 40 cm and
(all-around
extended)
and extended)
‒ Comfort fit
‒ Comfort fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

Providing fit,Providing
support fit,
andsupport
ventilation:
and ventilation:
with a zip-up
with
bibawith
zip-up bib with
stretch zones
stretch
at thezones
side and
at the
adjustable
side and braces,
adjustable
the braces,
men’s the men’s
trousers aretrousers
more comfortable
are more comfortable
than ever. than ever.

The detachable
The detachable
storm collarstorm
with integrated
collar withstorm
integrated
hoodstorm hood
is a reliable is
shield
a reliable
against
shield
wind
against
and rain.
wind and rain.

StreetGuardStreetGuard
AIR jacket AIR jacket
see page 42
see
forpage
more42
details
for more details

* While stocks
* While
last. stocks last.
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VENTURESHELL
VENTURESHELL
SUIT SUIT

NEW NEW

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

Designed for
Designed
warm, summer
for warm,
temperatures,
summer temperatures,
the
the
VentureShell
VentureShell
suit featuressuit
everything
features you
everything
could you could
want in an enduro
want intouring
an enduro
suit,touring
from the
suit,
breathable,
from the breathable,
water-resistant
water-resistant
upper to double-thickness
upper to double-thickness
material material
in vulnerable
inareas
vulnerable
and aareas
variety
and
of ventilation
a variety ofzips.
ventilation zips.
A genuine all-rounder
A genuine all-rounder
on and off-road.
on and off-road.
‒ Entry-level
‒ summer
Entry-level
enduro
summer
suit,enduro
suitable
suit,
for suitable
touring for touring
‒ Polyamide‒ upper,
Polyamide
breathable,
upper, breathable,
dirt and water-resistant
dirt and water-resistant
finish
finish
‒ Material reinforced
‒ Materialinreinforced
vulnerable
inareas
vulnerable
Additional
areas Additional
foam padding
foam
at the
padding
shoulders
at theand
shoulders
elbowsand elbows
‒ NPL protectors
‒ NPL at
protectors
shoulders,
at elbows
shoulders,
andelbows
knees and knees
(height-adjustable),
(height-adjustable),
NP2 protectors
NP2 at
protectors
hips (removable)
at hips (removable)
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Long ventilation
‒ Longzips
ventilation
on the zips
arms,
onchest,
the arms, chest,
back and thighs
back and thighs
‒ Air mesh ‒lining
Air mesh
in back
lining
for improved
in back forcirculation
improved circulation
‒ Stretch inserts
‒ Stretch
at the
inserts
kneesatand
the hips
knees and hips
‒ Width-adjustable
‒ Width-adjustable
sleeves andsleeves
trousers
and
cuffs
trousers
(Velcro),
cuffs (Velcro),
upper armsupper
(stud fastener)
arms (stud
and
fastener)
waist (elastic)
and waist (elastic)
‒ Two sewn-on
‒ Two
flap
sewn-on
pockets,
flap
two
pockets,
chest pockets
two chest pockets
with integrated
withvents,
integrated
one pocket
vents, one
at the
pocket
lowerat the lower
back, two trouser
back, two
pockets
trouser pockets
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOURS COLOURS

Jacket: BlueJacket: Blue
Trousers: Black
Trousers: Black
Jacket colour:
Jacket
Bluecolour: Blue
Trouser colour:
Trouser
Black
colour: Black

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

S–4XL

S–4XL

Colour: Blue/Black
Colour: Blue/Black

GS DRYGS
SUIT
DRY SUIT
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on theprint
armson
and
thecollar
arms and collar
Take to the Take
streets
to the
withstreets
the enduro
with the
look.enduro
This waterproof
look. This waterproof
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
biking suit isbiking
the perfect
suit is the
companion
perfect companion
for any tour,for
offering
any tour, offering
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
optimum weather
optimum
protection
weatherfor
protection
every adventure.
for every In
adventure.
the
In the
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
heat of the summer,
heat of the
itssummer,
unique ventilation
its uniquesystem
ventilation
comes
system comes
into its own,into
thanks
its own,
to the
thanks
robust
toCORDURA
the robust CORDURA
500 material500 material
COLOURS COLOURS
with highly breathable
with highly BMW
breathable
climate
BMW
membrane.
climate membrane.
Jacket: GreyJacket:
or Blue-black
Grey or Blue-black
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

Trousers Blue-black
Trousers Blue-black
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
enduro suit,enduro
suitable
suit,
for suitable
touring for touring
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
‒ Outer made
‒ Outer
from made
robustfrom
CORDURA
robust CORDURA
500/polyamide
500/polyamide
34–48
34–48
blend for optimum
blend fordurability
optimum durability
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
‒ BMW climate
‒ BMW
membrane
climate membrane
ensures suitensures
is windproof,
suit is windproof,
46–60
46–60
waterproof and
waterproof
highly breathable
and highly breathable
‒ Enhanced‒ protection
Enhanced on
protection
areas most
on areas
susceptible
most susceptible
to
to
falls, with half-tone
falls, with
PU
half-tone
coating PU
withcoating
ceramic
with
particles
ceramic particles
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NP2 protectors
NP2 at
protectors
shoulders,
at elbows,
shoulders, elbows,
knees (height-adjustable)
knees (height-adjustable)
and hips and hips
‒ Includes long
‒ Includes
NP Prolong
back
NP
protector
Pro back protector
‒ Unique watertight
‒ Uniquezips
watertight
also open
zipsthe
alsomembrane
open the membrane
for direct airflow
for direct
to cool
airflow
the upper
to coolbody
the upper body
‒ Stretch inserts
‒ Stretch
at the
inserts
arms,atknees
the arms,
and seat
knees and seat
‒ 3D air mesh
‒ 3D
lining
air mesh
at thelining
back at
forthe
optimal
back circulation
for optimal circulation
‒ Velcro straps
‒ Velcro
for adjustable
straps forfit
adjustable
on the sleeves,
fit on the sleeves,
waist and trouser
waist and
hemline
trouser hemline
‒ Two waterproof
‒ Two flap
waterproof
pocketsflap pockets
‒ One chest‒ pocket,
One chest
onepocket,
sleeve one
pocket
sleeve
and pocket
two and two
pockets each
pockets
on theeach
backon
and
theonback
the trousers
and on the trousers
‒ Leather trim
‒ Leather
on the trim
interior
on the
at the
interior
knee at
forthe knee for
secure gripsecure
during grip
off-road
during
riding
off-road riding

Jacket colour:
Jacket
Greycolour: Grey
Trouser colour:
Trouser
Blue/Black
colour: Blue/Black
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ENDUROGUARD
ENDUROGUARD
SUIT SUIT
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm (all-around)
zip: 40 cm (all-around)
‒ Comfort fit
Be prepared,
Bewhatever
prepared,the
whatever
weather.the
This
weather.
professional
This professional‒ Comfort fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
enduro suitenduro
is the pinnacle
suit is the
of pinnacle
performance
of performance
and
and
practicality. practicality.
The specially
The
developed
specially outer
developed
material
outer material
COLOURS COLOURS
made of Dynatec
made of
and
Dynatec
Dynatec
and
Stretch
Dynatec
(with
Stretch
a partial
(with a partial
or Black
Grey or Black
ceraspace print)
ceraspace
offersprint)
the highest
offers the
levels
highest
of abrasion
levels of abrasionJacket: GreyJacket:
Trousers: Black
Trousers: Black
resistance. The
resistance.
three-layer
The laminate
three-layer
with
laminate
BMW climate
with BMW climate
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
membrane membrane
offers perfect
offers
temperature
perfect temperature
regulation inregulation
this
in this
34 – 48, 72 –34
88– (long),
48, 72 –1888
– 22
(long),
(short)
18 – 22 (short)
breathable, breathable,
windproof and
windproof
waterproof
and suit.
waterproof
A variety
suit.
of A variety of
ventilation zips
ventilation
and other
zipsclever
and other
details
clever
helpdetails
create help create MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
a bona fide a‘comfort
bona fide
zone’
‘comfort
for thezone’
rider.for the rider.
46 – 66, 98 –46
118
– 66,
(long),
98 –24
118– 32
(long),
(short)
24 – 32 (short)

‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
outer material
outer
made
material
of made of
Dynatec and
Dynatec
Dynatec
and
Stretch
Dynatec
(with
Stretch
a partial
(with
ceraspace
a partial ceraspace
print), developed
print), by
developed
BMW in by
partnership
BMW in partnership
with
with
Schoeller Textil
Schoeller
AG. Textil AG.
‒ Three-layer
‒ Three-layer
laminate with
laminate
BMW climate
with BMW
membrane:
climate membrane:
windproof, waterproof
windproof, and
waterproof
highly breathable
and highly breathable
‒ NP2 protectors
‒ NP2 at
protectors
back, shoulders,
at back, elbows,
shoulders,
hipselbows,
and hips and
knees (steplessly
knees height-adjustable)
(steplessly height-adjustable)
‒ Coccyx protector
‒ Coccyxretrofittable
protector retrofittable
‒ Unparalleled
‒ Unparalleled
all-round ventilation
all-roundthanks
ventilation
to a thanks
variety to a variety
of vents; double
of vents;
frontdouble
zip serves
frontas
zipanserves
air vent
as an air vent
‒ Mesh lining
‒ Mesh
in jacket
lining
andintrousers,
jacket and
plus
trousers,
3D mesh
pluslining
3D mesh lining
in back; breathable
in back; and
breathable
elastic and elastic
‒ Eight jacket
‒ Eight
pockets,
jacket
seven
pockets,
of which
seven
areofwaterproof,
which are waterproof,
men’s jacket
men’s
with an
jacket
additional
with anchest
additional
pocket,
chest pocket,
three trouser
three
pockets,
trouser
incl.
pockets,
one keyincl.
case
one key case
‒ Wide sleeves
‒ Wide
andsleeves
trouserand
cuffs
trouser
feature
cuffs
a windbreaker
feature a windbreaker
for optimumforprotection
optimum in
protection
inclementinweather
inclement weather
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
storm hoodstorm
integrated
hoodinto
integrated
the collar
into the collar
‒ Leather on
‒ Leather
insides of
onknees
insides
forofa knees
firm grip
foron
a firm
the grip
tank on the tank
when you’rewhen
ridingyou’re
off-road
riding off-road
‒ Velcro fasteners
‒ Velcro
and
fasteners
press studs
and press
offer adjustable
studs offerwidths
adjustable widths
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on jacket
print on jacket

Colour: Black
Colour: Black
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Suits/FabricSuits/Fabric
& leather & leather

NEW NEW

‒ Sophisticated
‒ Sophisticated
ventilation system
ventilation
using
system
flaps on
using
chest,
flaps on chest,
zips on armszips
andonlegs,
arms
and
and
large
legs,airand
outlet
large
panel
air outlet
on back
panel on back
‒ 3D air-mesh
‒ 3D
lining
air-mesh
on thelining
backon
to the
allow
back
air circulation
to allow air circulation
under back under
protector
back protector
‒ Velcro and‒ press
Velcrostuds
and press
for width
studs
adjustment
for width adjustment
‒ Wide, easily
‒ Wide,
adjustable
easilyleg
adjustable
openings
leg openings
‒ Jacket: Six
‒ front
Jacket:
pockets
Six front
(two
pockets
waterproof),
(two waterproof),
one large one large
and one small
andpocket
one small
on the
pocket
loweronback,
the lower
two zipped
back, two zipped
inner pockets
inner pockets
‒ Easy-access
‒ Easy-access
pouch for the
pouch
TrinkPak
for the
Hydra
TrinkPak Hydra
‒ Four trouser
‒ Four
pockets
trouser pockets
‒ Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
the sleeves,
on the
back
sleeves,
and trousers
back and trousers
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOURS COLOURS

Blue-black Blue-black
or Grey
or Grey
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 66, 98 –46
118
– 66,
(long),
98 –24
118– 32
(long),
(short)
24 – 32 (short)
(Grey version,
(Grey
46 –version,
60 only)46 – 60 only)

Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

RALLYERALLYE
SUIT SUIT
MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

The Rallye suit
TheisRallye
full ofsuit
handy
is full
features
of handy
that
features
make itthat
the make it the
perfect globetrotter.
perfect globetrotter.
The watertight
Theinsert
watertight
can be
insert
worncan be worn
both under both
and over
under
theand
jacket
overfor
the
optimum
jacket forprotection
optimum protection
from rain, wind
fromand
rain,dirt.
wind
This
and
well-ventilated
dirt. This well-ventilated
suit is also suit is also
made of abrasion-resistant
made of abrasion-resistant
ProTechWool
ProTechWool
material andmaterial and
has several has
pockets
several
for pockets
storing your
for storing
personal
your
items.
personal items.

Colour: Blue/Black
Colour: Blue/Black
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32

‒ Off-road suit
‒ Off-road
suitablesuit
for suitable
warm tofor
moderate
warm to moderate
temperatures
temperatures
with detachable
with detachable
waterproof insert
waterproof insert
‒ ProTechWool,
‒ ProTechWool,
a quick-drying,
a quick-drying,
temperature-regulating
temperature-regulating
performance
performance
fabric madefabric
from made
wool and
frompolyamide
wool and polyamide
with a carbon
with
finish
a carbon finish
‒ Wind and‒waterproof
Wind and inner/outer
waterproof jacket:
inner/outer
whenjacket: when
worn as an worn
over jacket
as an also
over protects
jacket also
from
protects
dirt from dirt
‒ Trousers with
‒ Trousers
wind and
withwaterproof
wind and BMW
waterproof
climate
BMW climate
membrane membrane
insert with comfort
insert with
mapping:
comfortMembrane
mapping: Membrane
qualities matched
qualities
tomatched
different to
areas
different
of theareas
bodyof the body
‒ Material reinforced
‒ Materialinreinforced
areas most
in areas
susceptible
most susceptible
to falls
to falls
‒ Elastic, breathable
‒ Elastic, mesh
breathable
liningmesh
in thelining
jacketin the jacket
‒ Trousers with
‒ Trousers
elastic with
inserts
elastic inserts
‒ Long leather
‒ Long
trimleather
on the trim
interior
on the
at the
interior
knee at
forthe
secure
knee for secure
grip during grip
off-road
during
riding
off-road riding
‒ Hem edge
‒ reinforced
Hem edge reinforced
‒ NP2 protectors
‒ NP2 on
protectors
shoulders,
on elbows,
shoulders,
hipselbows,
and knees
hips and knees
(adjustable (adjustable
to three different
to three
heights)
different heights)
‒ Long NP ‒Pro
Long
back
NP
protector
Pro back protector
‒ Optional chest
‒ Optional
guard,chest
attached
guard,
viaattached
four press
viastuds
four press studs

ATLANTIS
ATLANTIS
SUIT SUIT
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

COLOUR

COLOUR

NEW NEW

This premium
This
touring
premium
suittouring
made from
suit made
high-quality
from high-quality Anthracite Anthracite
leather offers
leather
comfort
offers
andcomfort
protection
andfor
protection
year-round
for year-round WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
motorcycling.
motorcycling.
The breathable
The breathable
nubuck cowhide
nubuck
leather
cowhide leather
34 – 48
34 – 48
boasts incredible
boastsabrasion
incredible
resistance
abrasionand
resistance
waterproofing,
and waterproofing,
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
offering maximum
offeringcomfort
maximum
andcomfort
temperature
and temperature
regulation regulation
46 – 66, 24 –46
32– (short),
66, 24 –98
32–(short),
118 (long)
98 –118 (long)
even over long
evendistances.
over long distances.
‒ All-weather
‒ All-weather
touring suittouring
made ofsuit
high-quality
made of high-quality
nubuck cowhide
nubuck
leather
cowhide leather
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
full-grain cowhide
full-grain
leather
cowhide leather
(1.2 –1.4 mm),
(1.2highly
–1.4 mm),
water-resistant
highly water-resistant
and water-repellent
and water-repellent
‒ NP2 protectors
‒ NP2 on
protectors
shoulders,
on elbows,
shoulders,
hipselbows,
and knees
hips and knees
(adjustable (adjustable
to three different
to three
heights)
different heights)
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NP Pro back
NP
protector
Pro back protector
‒ Coccyx protector
‒ Coccyxretrofittable
protector retrofittable
‒ Naturally breathable
‒ Naturally leather
breathable
regulates
leatherbody
regulates body
temperaturetemperature
and moisture
and
extremely
moistureeffectively
extremely effectively
‒ Taped, watertight
‒ Taped,seams
watertight
and seams
rubber-lined,
and rubber-lined,
waterproof waterproof
zip fasteners
zipprevent
fasteners
unwanted
preventwater
unwanted
penetration
water penetration
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
membrane membrane
flap under the
flapjacket’s
under the
front
jacket’s
zip, front zip,
combined with
combined
a second,
withinner
a second,
zip inner zip
‒ Waterproofing
‒ Waterproofing
offered by membrane
offered by membrane
fabric behind
fabric
the behind the
trouser fly helps
trouser
to fly
prevent
helpswater
to prevent
penetration
water penetration
‒ Loops on‒trousers
Loops on
fortrousers
attachingforoptional
attaching
braces
optional braces
‒ Stretch zones
‒ Stretch
at thezones
shoulders,
at the back
shoulders,
and above
back the
and above the
knee, as well
knee,
as atasthe
well
rear
astrouser
at the rear
waistband
trouser waistband
‒ Adjustable
‒ at
Adjustable
waist, arm
atand
waist,
trouser
arm and
cuffs
trouser cuffs
‒ Two zipped
‒ Two
outer
zipped
pockets
outer
on pockets
both theon
jacket
bothand
the jacket and
trousers, two
trousers,
zipped two
innerzipped
pockets
inner
in the
pockets
jacketin the jacket
‒ Sleeve cuffs
‒ Sleeve
feature
cuffs
two feature
zips, which
two zips,
allowwhich
you toallow
wearyou to wear
gloves either
gloves
insideeither
or outside
insidethe
or outside
suit (thethe
second
suit (the
zip second zip
can be left open
can be
when
left open
wearing
when
gloves
wearing
inside
gloves
the suit)
inside the suit)
‒ Grey reflective
‒ Greyprint
reflective
on shoulders
print on shoulders
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm (all-around)
zip: 40 cm (all-around)
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

Colour: Anthracite
Colour: Anthracite
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Suits/Leather
Suits/Leather

DARKNITE
DARKNITE
SUIT SUIT
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

A modern leather
A modern
suit leather
cut in asuit
classic
cut in
style,
a classic style,
the DarkNite
the
suit
DarkNite
offers the
suitpurest
offersriding
the purest
experience.
riding experience.
Made with high-quality,
Made with high-quality,
unsealed cowhide
unsealed
leather,
cowhide leather,
each suit retains
each suit
its natural
retainsauthenticity
its natural authenticity
and boasts and boasts
a unique patina.
a unique
Additions
patina.such
Additions
as removable
such as NPL
removable NPL
and NP2 protectors,
and NP2 protectors,
padded inserts
padded
and inserts
more mean
and more mean
you can rideyou
in confidence
can ride in confidence
– without sacrificing
– withoutthe
sacrificing the
jacket’s classic
jacket’s
styling.
classic styling.
‒ Modern suit
‒ Modern
made ofsuit
high-quality
made of high-quality
cowhide leather
cowhide leather
‒ Abrasion-resistant,
‒ Abrasion-resistant,
natural full-grain
natural
cowhide
full-grain
leather
cowhide leather
(1.0 –1.1 mm)
(1.0 –1.1 mm)
‒ Water-repellent,
‒ Water-repellent,
but not waterproof
but not waterproof
‒ Naturally breathable
‒ Naturally leather
breathable
regulates
leatherbody
regulates body
temperaturetemperature
and moisture
and
effectively
moisture effectively
‒ NPL protectors
‒ NPL at
protectors
the back,atshoulders,
the back, elbows
shoulders,
andelbows and
knees (steplessly
knees height-adjustable),
(steplessly height-adjustable),
NP2 protectors
NP2 protectors
at hips (removable)
at hips (removable)
‒ Stretch fabric
‒ Stretch
at thefabric
back,atabove
the back,
the knee
above the knee
and on the and
rear trouser
on the rear
waistband
trouserfor
waistband
optimumfor optimum
freedom of freedom
movement
of movement
‒ Padded inserts
‒ Padded
at the
inserts
collaratand
theshoulders
collar and shoulders
‒ Jacket waistband
‒ Jacketand
waistband
women’s
andtrousers
women’s
adjustable
trousers adjustable
via press stud
via fastener
press stud fastener
‒ Sleeve and
‒ Sleeve
trouserand
cuffs
trouser
feature
cuffs
metal
feature
zips metal zips
‒ Stand-up‒collar
Stand-up
closable
collar
with
closable
press stud
with press stud
‒ Three zipped
‒ Three
outer
zipped
jacketouter
pockets,
jacket
three
pockets,
inner three
pockets
inner pockets
(incl. a smartphone
(incl. a smartphone
pocket), fourpocket),
trouserfour
pockets
trouser pockets
(zipped back
(zipped
pockets)
back pockets)
‒ Premium ‒metal
Premium
BMWmetal
Motorrad
BMWlettering
Motorrad
onlettering
back, on back,
embossed BMW
embossed
logotype
BMW
onlogotype
the left upper
on thearm
left upper arm
‒ Cotton lining
‒ Cotton
at thelining
chestatand
theback
chestwith
andlarge
backprint
with large print
on the back,onmesh
the back,
liningmesh
in thelining
sleeves
in the
andsleeves
trousers
and trousers
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOUR

Black

COLOUR

Black

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

34 – 48

34 – 48

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour: Black

34

34

46 – 60

Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour: Black
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Suits/Leather
Suits/Leather

SPORT SPORT
SUIT SUIT

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
R SUIT R SUIT

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

Take controlTake
of the
control
streets
of the
in this
streets
professional-grade
in this professional-grade
suit
suit
made of 100
made
% cowhide
of 100 %
nappa
cowhide
leather.
nappa
NP2leather.
protectors
NP2 protectors
and INOX stainless
and INOX
steel
stainless
sliderssteel
safeguard
slidersthe
safeguard
rider in the rider in
the event ofthe
a fall,
event
while
of a3D
fall,
mesh
whilein3D
themesh
back in
and
thethe
back and the
AirVent system
AirVent
in the
system
front in
ensure
the front
it never
ensure
getsit too
never gets too
hot or cold inside
hot or the
coldsuit.
inside
Every
theelement
suit. Every
is designed
element is designed
to maximizetoperformance,
maximize performance,
including the
including
cut, which
the cut, which
encouragesencourages
riders to assume
riders an
to assume
aerodynamic
an aerodynamic
racing
racing
position. The
position.
result isThe
total
result
domination
is total domination
every time you
every time you
take to the tarmac.
take to the tarmac.
‒ Sporty leather
‒ Sporty
two-part
leather
suit
two-part suit
‒ 100 % cowhide
‒ 100 %
nappa
cowhide
leather
nappa
(approx.
leather
1.3 (approx.
mm)
1.3 mm)
‒ NP2 protectors
‒ NP2 stitched
protectors
in at
stitched
shoulders,
in at elbows
shoulders,
andelbows and
knees; removable
knees; hip
removable
and back
hipprotectors
and back protectors
‒ Optional retrofittable
‒ Optional retrofittable
NP2 coccyxNP2
protector
coccyx protector
‒ Integrated,
‒ Integrated,
shock-absorbing
shock-absorbing
material at collarbone
material at collarbone
and on chest
and on chest
‒ Plastic-covered
‒ Plastic-covered
INOX stainless
INOX
steel
stainless
slider at
steel
shoulders
slider at shoulders
‒ Detachable
‒ Detachable
knee slidersknee
made
sliders
of hardened
made ofplastic
hardened plastic
‒ Front zip can
‒ Front
alsozip
becan
used
also
as be
air vent
used as air vent
‒ 3D mesh ‒lining
3D mesh
in back
lining
for improved
in back forcirculation
improved circulation
‒ Leather stretch
‒ Leather
inserts
stretch
for maximum
inserts forcomfort
maximum
at the
comfort at the
shoulders, sleeves,
shoulders,
kidneys
sleeves,
andkidneys
knees and knees
‒ Kevlar stretch
‒ Kevlar
inserts
stretch
for the
inserts
bestfor
possible
the best
fit possible
and
fit and
freedom of freedom
movement
of for
movement
the armsfor
and
thelegs
arms and legs
‒ Highly elasticated
‒ Highly elasticated
LYCRA lining
LYCRA
in high-motion
lining in high-motion
areas
areas
‒ Soft neoprene-edged
‒ Soft neoprene-edged
collar
collar
‒ Cuffs on arms
‒ Cuffs
andonlegs
arms
made
and of
legs
Kevlar
made
stretch
of Kevlar
material
stretch material
‒ Trouser waistband
‒ Trousermade
waistband
of stretch
madefabric
of stretch fabric
‒ Two outer‒pockets,
Two outer
one
pockets,
Napoleon
onepocket,
Napoleon
onepocket,
inner one inner
jacket pocket
jacket pocket
‒ Preshaped
‒ Preshaped
sleeves andsleeves
knees for
andexcellent
knees for
seated
excellent seated
posture on posture
the motorcycle
on the motorcycle
‒ All seams‒are
All safety
seamsseams
are safety
stitched
seams
with
stitched
safety thread
with safety thread
‒ Connector
‒ zip
Connector
(all-around)
zip (all-around)
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOUR

This uncompromising
This uncompromising
one-piece DoubleR
one-piece
racing
DoubleR
suit racing suit
is up to the is
toughest
up to the
sporting
toughest
challenges,
sporting challenges,
whether onwhether on
the road or the road
racetrack.
or theFeatures
racetrack.
like
Features
highly abrasionlike highly abrasionresistant cowhide
resistant
leather,
cowhide
high-quality
leather, high-quality
composite composite
protectors, protectors,
INOX stainless
INOX
steel
stainless
sliderssteel
at the
sliders
shoulders
at the shoulders
and elbows,and
andelbows,
the integral
and the
back
integral
hump back
put function
hump put function
and comfortand
intocomfort
every manoeuvre.
into every manoeuvre.
‒ Body-hugging
‒ Body-hugging
one-piece race
one-piece
suit in race
BMWsuit
Motorrad
in BMW Motorrad
motorsport motorsport
design
design
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
cowhide leather,
cowhide leather,
approx. 1.2 mm
approx.
thick1.2 mm thick
‒ Composite
‒ Composite
protectors at
protectors
the shoulders,
at the elbows,
shoulders, elbows,
hips and knees
hips and knees
‒ Includes separate
‒ Includes
back
separate
protector
backshield
protector
(p. 98)
shield (p. 98)
‒ Plastic-covered
‒ Plastic-covered
INOX stainless
INOX
steel
stainless
slider at
steel
theslider at the
shoulders and
shoulders
elbowsand elbows
‒ Replaceable
‒ Replaceable
rigid-plasticrigid-plastic
sliders at the
sliders
kneesat the knees
‒ Preshaped
‒ Preshaped
joints for optimal
joints posture
for optimal
in the
posture in the
racing position
racing position
‒ Aerodynamic
‒ Aerodynamic
hump
hump
‒ Numerous‒ stretch
Numerous
leather
stretch
and leather
textile inserts
and textile inserts
for maximum
forcomfort
maximum comfort
‒ Perforated‒ leather
Perforated
on the
leather
chest
onand
theback
chestforand back for
excellent ventilation
excellent ventilation
‒ Washable‒lining
Washable lining
‒ Ends of trouser
‒ Endslegs
of trouser
are zipped
legs and
are zipped
can be and
tucked
can be tucked
inside or worn
inside
overorboots
worn over boots
‒ Matching‒DoubleR
Matching
Skin
DoubleR
undersuit
Skin undersuit
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOUR

COLOUR

Black/White/Blue/Red
Black/White/Blue/Red
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60

46 – 60

COLOUR

Black/White/Red
Black/White/Red
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60

46 – 60

DoubleR Skin
DoubleR
undersuit
Skin undersuit
See page 92
See
forpage
details
92 for details
Colour:
Colour:
Black/White/Red
Black/White/Red

36
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Colour:
Colour:
Black/White/Blue/Red
Black/White/Blue/Red
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Suits/Leather
Suits/Leather

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
R RACERAIR
RACE
SUIT
AIR SUIT
MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

Now racersNow
can enjoy
racersan
can
even
enjoy
more
an dynamic
even more
ride
dynamic
with ride with
this preshaped
this preshaped
one-piece made
one-piece
from made
abrasion-resistant
from abrasion-resistant
cowhide leather.
cowhide
Maximum
leather.all-round
Maximum
protection
all-round isprotection is
guaranteedguaranteed
by the airbag
bysystem
the airbag
(API)
system
and protectors,
(API) and protectors,
as well as aas
separate
well as back
a separate
protector
backand
protector
INOX stainless
and INOX stainless
steel sliders.steel sliders.
‒ One-piece
‒ One-piece
racing suit with
racing
Active
suit with
Protection
Active Inflatable
Protection Inflatable
(API) system
(API) system
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
cowhide leather,
cowhide leather,
approx. 1.2 mm
approx.
thick1.2 mm thick
‒ Intelligent‒API
Intelligent
systemAPI
for optimum
system forsafety
optimum
on the
safety
trackon the track
‒ API activates
‒ API
anactivates
inflatablean
cushion
inflatable
on cushion
the neck,on the neck,
shoulders and
shoulders
clavicleand
in the
clavicle
eventinofthe
a crash
event of a crash
‒ API activation
‒ APItime:
activation
45 milliseconds
time: 45 milliseconds
‒ Composite
‒ Composite
protectors at
protectors
the shoulders,
at the elbows,
shoulders, elbows,
hips and knees
hips and knees
‒ Separate ‒back
Separate
protector
backshield
protector shield
‒ Plastic-covered
‒ Plastic-covered
INOX stainless
INOX
steel
stainless
slider at
steel
theslider at the
shoulders and
shoulders
elbowsand elbows
‒ Replaceable
‒ Replaceable
rigid-plasticrigid-plastic
sliders at the
sliders
kneesat the knees
‒ Preshaped
‒ Preshaped
joints for optimal
joints posture
for optimal
in posture in
the racing position
the racing position
‒ Aerodynamic
‒ Aerodynamic
hump
hump
‒ Numerous‒ stretch
Numerous
leather
stretch
and leather
textile inserts
and textile inserts
for maximum
forcomfort
maximum comfort
‒ Perforated‒ leather
Perforated
on the
leather
chest
onand
theback
chest and back
for excellentfor
ventilation
excellent ventilation
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOUR

COLOUR

Black/White/Blue/Red
Black/White/Blue/Red
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60

38

46 – 60

38

Colour: Black/White/Blue/Red
Colour: Black/White/Blue/Red
Reaction time
Reaction time

DeploymentDeployment

Combining Combining
all the benefits
all the
of the
benefits
DoubleR
of the
suit
DoubleR
with smart
suit technology,
with smart technology,
the DoubleR
the
Race
DoubleR
Air provides
Race Air provides
ultrafast protection
ultrafastfor
protection
the track.for
The
theAPI
track.
system
The API
takes
system
just 45
takes
milliseconds
just 45 milliseconds
to inflate a cushion
to inflatearound
a cushion around
the shoulders
the–shoulders
a milestone
– ainmilestone
safety technology.
in safety technology.
Must be switched
Must beoffswitched
for use on
offpublic
for useroads.
on public roads.
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JACKETS/
JACKETS/
TROUSERS
TROUSERS
Comprehensive
Comprehensive
protection
protection
is essential
is essential
for
for
motorcyclists
motorcyclists
– from the
– from
backthe
to the
back
knees.
to the knees.
WhetherWhether
their second
theirskin
second
is made
skin of
is made
genuine
of genuine
leather, robust
leather,synthetic
robust synthetic
materialsmaterials
or water-or waterresistantresistant
denim, it’s
denim,
all about
it’s all
comfort,
about comfort,
style
style
and maximum
and maximum
safety. safety.
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StreetGuard
StreetGuard
AIR jacket
AIR jacket

42

42

Street AIR
Street
Dry AIR
jacket
Dry jacket

43

43

Street AIR
Street
vestAIR vest

43

43

VentureNeon
VentureNeon
jacket jacket

44

44

Tokyo jacket
Tokyo jacket

45

45

Race jacket
Race jacket

45

45

AirShell AirShell
jacket jacket

46

46

Boulder Boulder
jacket jacket

47

47

DownTown
DownTown
jacket jacket

48

48

SanDiego
SanDiego
jacket jacket

49

49

BlackLeather
BlackLeather
jacket jacket

50

50

DoubleRDoubleR
jacket jacket

51

51

Club leather
Clubjacket
leather jacket

52

52

Ride jeans
Ride jeans

53

53

FivePocket
FivePocket
jeans jeans

54

54

WaterProof
WaterProof
jeans jeans

55

55

Rider trousers
Rider trousers

55

55

SummerSummer
trouserstrousers

56

56

City trousers
City trousers

57

57

City Denim
Citytrousers
Denim trousers

57

57
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Jackets/StreetGuard
Jackets/StreetGuard
AIR & Street
AIR
AIR
& Street AIR

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

STREETSTREET
AIR VEST
AIR VEST

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Colour: Anthracite
Colour: Anthracite

UNISEX

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

STREETGUARD
STREETGUARD
AIR JACKET
AIR JACKET

STREETSTREET
AIR DRY
AIR
JACKET
DRY JACKET

‒ Two outer‒pockets,
Two outer
four
pockets,
waterproof
four inner
waterproof
pockets,
inner
incl.
pockets, incl.
one
designed
carefullymultimedia
designed multimedia
pocket
pocket
The professional-grade
The professional-grade
StreetGuardStreetGuard
AIR touringAIR
jacket
touring jacketone carefully
Reflective
on front
print
andon
back
front and back
provides effective
provides
protection,
effective protection,
whatever the
whatever
road hasthe
in road has ‒inReflective‒print
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm (all-around)
zip: 40 cm (all-around)
store for you.
store
Integrated
for you. preparation
Integrated preparation
for the Street
forAIR
the Street AIR
‒ Comfort fit
vest enhances
vestpassive
enhances
safety,
passive
as dosafety,
additional
as doNP2
additional NP2 ‒ Comfort fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
protectors, protectors,
abrasion-resistant
abrasion-resistant
ProtectionGuard
ProtectionGuard
material, material,
striking reflective
strikingprint
reflective
and countless
print andother
countless
smartother smart
features. In features.
addition, In
theaddition,
BMW climate
the BMW
membrane
climate membrane
and
and
COLOUR COLOUR
a range of ventilation
a range ofzips
ventilation
preventzips
theprevent
build-upthe
of build-up
heat,
of heat,
Anthracite Anthracite
and ensureand
all riders
ensure
find
alltheir
riders
perfect
find their
temperature.
perfect temperature.
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
Best of all though,
Best of itallmeans
though,
you
it means
can enjoy
youthe
canride,
enjoy the ride,
36 – 48
36 – 48
whatever the
whatever
weather.the weather.

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

48 – 60
‒ API-ready‒(Active
API-ready
Protection
(Active Inflatable)
Protection Inflatable)
StreetGuardStreetGuard
jacket
jacket
‒ Combines‒ with
Combines
the Street
withAIR
the vest
Street
to AIR
provide
vestairbag
to provide airbag
technology technology
protection, protection,
significantlysignificantly
better impact
better impact
absorbtion than
absorbtion
conventional
than conventional
body armour
body armour
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
elasticated elasticated
three-layer laminate
three-layer laminate
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
ProtectionGuard
ProtectionGuard
material material
in vulnerable
inareas
vulnerable areas
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NP2 protectors
NP2 at
protectors
the shoulders
at the shoulders
and elbowsand elbows
‒ Waterproof,
‒ Waterproof,
windproof and
windproof
incredibly
andbreathable
incredibly breathable
thanks to the
thanks
BMWtoclimate
the BMW
membrane
climate membrane
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
storm collarstorm
with integrated
collar withstorm
integrated
hoodstorm hood
‒ Ventilation‒ zips
Ventilation
on the zips
fronton
and
the
rear
front and rear
42

42

48 – 60

‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on theprint
chest,
onsleeves
the chest,
andsleeves
back and back
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
The Street The
AIR Dry
Street
jacket
AIRisDry
breathable,
jacket is breathable,
windproof and
windproof and
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
waterproof, waterproof,
making it perfect
making
forittouring.
perfect for
Every
touring.
last detail
Every last detail
‒ CE-certified
has been carefully
has been
thought
carefully
out.
thought
The jacket
out. The
is also
jacket is also ‒ CE-certified
compatible compatible
with the BMW
withMotorrad
the BMWStreet
Motorrad
AIR vest,
Street AIR vest,
which has an
which
independent
has an independent
airbag safety
airbag
system.
safety
So system. So
COLOURS COLOURS
you’re perfectly
you’re
prepared,
perfectlywhatever
prepared,happens.
whatever happens.
Black
Black
Grey
Grey
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
enduro jacket,
enduro
also jacket,
suitablealso
for suitable
touring, for touring,
WOMEN’S
SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
with Active with
Protection
Active Inflatable
Protection(API)
Inflatable
technology
(API) technology
38 – 48
38 – 48
‒ Combines‒ with
Combines
the Street
withAIR
the vest
Street
to AIR
provide
vestairbag
to provide airbag
technology technology
protection, protection,
significantlysignificantly
better impact
better impact MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
absorbtion than
absorbtion
conventional
than conventional
body armour
body armour
48 – 60
48 – 60
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
polyamide fabric
polyamide
with breathable,
fabric with breathable,
water-repellent
water-repellent
coating
coating
‒ Wind and‒waterproof
Wind and thanks
waterproof
to integrated
thanks to integrated
Z-liner membrane
Z-liner membrane
‒ Ventilation‒ zips
Ventilation
on the zips
chest
onand
theback
chest and back
‒ NP2 protectors
‒ NP2 on
protectors
shoulders
onand
shoulders
elbows,and elbows,
back protectors
back retrofittable
protectors retrofittable
‒ Material reinforced
‒ Materialinreinforced
vulnerable
inareas
vulnerable areas
‒ Stretch sleeve
‒ Stretch
inserts,
sleeve
width-adjustable
inserts, width-adjustable
sleeve
sleeve
hem and waist
hem and waist
‒ Two waterproof
‒ Two outer
waterproof
flap pockets,
outer flap
two
pockets,
chest two chest
pockets, one
pockets,
sleeve one
pocket
sleeve
on the
pocket
left, one
on the
pocket
left, one pocket
on the loweronback
the lower back

UNISEX

For enhanced
Forpassive
enhanced
safety:
passive
threesafety:
sensors
three
andsensors
an
and an
intelligent activation
intelligentalgorithm
activationdetect
algorithm
critical
detect
crashcritical crash
situations and
situations
automatically
and automatically
deploy the vest’s
deployintegrated
the vest’s integrated
airbag system.
airbag
Only
system.
suitable
Only
for suitable
use withfor
API-ready
use with API-ready
BMW Motorrad
BMWjackets.
Motorrad jackets.
‒ Vest with ‒integrated,
Vest with independent
integrated, independent
airbag system
airbag system
‒ Protects your
‒ Protects
shoulders,
your collarbone,
shoulders, collarbone,
ribcage andribcage
back and back
‒ Only for use
‒ Only
withfor
compatible,
use with compatible,
API-ready API-ready
BMW Motorrad
BMWjackets
Motorrad
(e.g.jackets
Street (e.g.
AIR Dry
Street
or AIR Dry or
StreetGuardStreetGuard
AIR jackets)AIR jackets)
‒ Vest and jacket
‒ Vestconnected
and jacket connected
using zips and
using
press
zipsstuds
and press studs
‒ Electronics
‒ Electronics
and main switch
and main
incorporated
switch incorporated
into back into back
‒ Three sensors
‒ Three
monitor
sensors
your
monitor
situation
your
and
situation
the airbag
andisthe airbag is
automatically
automatically
triggered when
triggered
necessary
when necessary
‒ Suitable for
‒ Suitable
rider andfor
passenger
rider and passenger
‒ Fully waterproof
‒ Fully and
waterproof
ready for
and
any
ready
weather
for any weather
‒ Upper: 82‒%Upper:
polyester,
82 %
14polyester,
% polypropylene,
14 % polypropylene,
4 % Spandex
4 % Spandex
‒ Available in
‒ Available
a range ofinergonomic
a range of ergonomic
sizes
sizes
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
COLOUR

Black

COLOUR

Black
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Jackets/Fabric
Jackets/Fabric

TOKYO TOKYO
JACKETJACKET

NEW NEW

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

COLOUR

COLOUR

Black
Black
A dirt- and water-resistant
A dirt- and water-resistant
outer, as well
outer,
as the
as AirVent
well as the AirVent
system integrated
systeminto
integrated
the front,
into
makes
the front,
the Tokyo
makesjacket
the Tokyo jacket
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
ideal for theideal
dailyfor
commute
the daily–commute
even in summer.
– even in
It also
summer. It alsoS – 4XL
S – 4XL
comes withcomes
NPL protectors
with NPLat
protectors
the shoulders
at theand
shoulders
elbows.and elbows.
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
men’s commuter
men’s jacket
commuter jacket
for summerfor
temperatures
summer temperatures
‒ Polyester ‒upper,
Polyester
dirt- upper,
and water-resistant
dirt- and water-resistant
finish
finish
‒ Lightweight,
‒ Lightweight,
removable NPL
removable
protectors
NPL at
protectors
the
at the
shoulders and
shoulders
elbowsand elbows
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Additional‒two-way
Additional
front
two-way
zip with
front
mesh
zip inner
with mesh inner
serves as anserves
air vent
as an air vent
‒ Magnet closure
‒ Magnet
at the
closure
collarat the collar
‒ Adjustable
‒ press-stud
Adjustable press-stud
sleeve and sleeve
waist and waist
‒ Four outer‒pockets
Four outer
(twopockets
with zips,
(two
two
with
with
zips,
press
twostuds),
with press studs),
three inner pockets
three inner
(incl.
pockets
one for(incl.
yourone
smartphone)
for your smartphone)
‒ Extra: waterproof
‒ Extra: pouch
waterproof
in jacket
pouch
pocket
in jacket
e.g. pocket
for youre.g. for your
smartphonesmartphone
or wallet or wallet
‒ Subtle reflective
‒ Subtleprint
reflective
on sleeves
print and
on sleeves
neck and neck
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

Colour: Neon
Colour:
Orange
Neon Orange

RACE JACKET
RACE JACKET

VENTURE
VENTURE
NEON JACKET*
NEON JACKET*
MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

COLOUR

COLOUR

Neon Orange
Relive the historic
Relive the
early
historic
years of
early
BMW
years
Motorrad
of BMWwith
Motorrad withNeon Orange
this limited-edition
this limited-edition
casual men’s
casual
summer
men’s
jacket
summer jacket
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
(just 1,000 were
(just 1,000
made)were
in a vintage
made) in
look.
a vintage
Made look.
from Made from XS – 4XL XS – 4XL
neon-coloured
neon-coloured
cowhide nappa
cowhide
leather,
nappa
thisleather,
slim jacket
this slim jacket
keeps enduro
keeps
riders
enduro
safe out
riders
on safe
the road
out on
thanks
the road
to thanks to
a robust material
a robust
mixmaterial
and NPL
mix
protectors.
and NPL protectors.
‒ Intelligent‒mix
Intelligent
of leather,
mixfabric
of leather,
and elastic
fabric and elastic
‒ Neon cowhide
‒ Neon
nappa
cowhide
leather,
nappa
bright
leather,
Schoeller
brightDynatec
Schoeller Dynatec
fabric and Cordura
fabric and
stretch
Cordura
fabric
stretch
in Black
fabric in Black
‒ Eye-catching
‒ Eye-catching
reinforced material
reinforced
at the
material
shoulders
at the shoulders
and elbowsand elbows
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
shouldersatand
shoulders
elbowsand elbows
for maximum
forprotection
maximum protection
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Special, hard-wearing
‒ Special, hard-wearing
poplin lining,
poplin
3D air-mesh
lining, 3D
lining
air-mesh lining
in back protector
in backarea
protector area
‒ Hip length,
‒ Hip
slimlength,
cut, 73slim
cm back
cut, 73
length
cm back
(sizelength
L)
(size L)
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

COLOUR

COLOUR

Black/Red Black/Red
The Race jacket
The Race
brings
jacket
a bit brings
of the racetrack
a bit of thetoracetrack
the road.to the road.
The front airThe
ventfront
system
air vent
increases
systemrider
increases
comfort,
rider
while
comfort, while
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
white areas,white
saddle-stitched
areas, saddle-stitched
seams and seams
the dynamic
and the dynamicS – 4XL
S – 4XL
Race logo highlight
Race logo
thehighlight
jacket’sthe
sporting
jacket’s
pedigree.
sporting pedigree.
‒ Sport-style
‒ Sport-style
fabric jacketfabric jacket
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
polyamide/polyester
polyamide/polyester
outer
outer
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
the shoulders
at the shoulders
and elbowsand elbows
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Perforated‒ inner
Perforated
lining,inner
air-permeable
lining, air-permeable
3D air mesh3D air mesh
lining in thelining
back in the back
‒ Double front
‒ Double
zip with
front
mesh
zip inner
with mesh
servesinner
as anserves
air vent
as an air vent
‒ Ventilation‒ zips
Ventilation
at the shoulders
zips at the shoulders
‒ Two zipped
‒ Two
outer
zipped
pockets,
outer
one
pockets,
zipped one
innerzipped
pocketinner pocket
‒ Stylish stand-up
‒ Stylishcollar
stand-up
with acollar
presswith
studa closure
press stud closure
‒ Steplessly‒ adjustable
Steplesslywaist
adjustable waist
‒ Sleeve vent
‒ Sleeve
with zipvent
andwith
Velcro
zip strap
and Velcro strap
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

Colour: Black/Red
Colour: Black/Red
* Only available
* Only
in selected
availablecountries.
in selected countries.
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45

45

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Jackets/Fabric
Jackets/Fabric

Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

Colour: Neon
Colour:
Yellow/Grey
Neon Yellow/Grey

AIRSHELL
AIRSHELL
JACKETJACKET

BOULDER
BOULDER
JACKETJACKET

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
Be preparedBe
whatever
prepared
thewhatever
weatherthe
withweather
the AirShell
with the
jacket.
AirShell jacket.
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
Thanks to the
Thanks
breathable,
to the breathable,
windproof and
windproof
waterproof
and waterproof
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
BMW climate
BMW
membrane
climate membrane
insert and the
insert
removable
and the removable
padded thermal
padded
vest,
thermal
it can be
vest,
worn
it can
all be
year
worn
round.
all year
Keepround. Keep
COLOUR COLOUR
things light things
and airy
light
at the
andheight
airy atof
the
summer,
height of
and
summer,
warm and warm
Neon Yellow/Grey
Neon Yellow/Grey
and dry in the
andcooler
dry inmonths.
the cooler
With
months.
its neon
With
colouring,
its neon colouring,
WOMEN’S
SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
this jacket isthis
ideal
jacket
for boosting
is ideal for
visibility
boosting
in city
visibility
traffic.in city traffic.
34 – 48
34 – 48
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
motorcycling
motorcycling
jacket in eye-catching
jacket in eye-catching MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
neon yellowneon
to ensure
yellowoptimum
to ensurevisibility
optimum
in city
visibility
trafficin city traffic
46 – 60
46 – 60
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant,
colour-fast polyamide/
colour-fast polyamide/
polyester blend
polyester blend
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
the shoulders,
at the shoulders,
elbows andelbows
back and back
‒ Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable
and insert
breathable
with insert with
BMW climate
BMW
membrane
climate membrane
and a removable
and a padded
removable padded
thermal vestthermal vest
‒ Large, air-permeable
‒ Large, air-permeable
mesh inserts
mesh
made
inserts
from made from
abrasion-resistant
abrasion-resistant
AirTex
AirTex
‒ 3D lining ‒at3D
thelining
back at
forthe
optimum
back forairoptimum
circulation
air circulation
‒ Two zipped
‒ Two
sidezipped
pockets,
side
one
pockets,
waterproof
one inner
waterproof
pocket,
inner pocket,
one pocket one
in insert
pocket in insert
‒ Stud fasteners
‒ Studatfasteners
waistband
atand
waistband
Velcro straps
and Velcro straps
on adjustable
on sleeve
adjustable
cuffssleeve
and collar
cuffs and collar
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on arms
print
and
onshoulder
arms and
area
shoulder area
‒ Collar closure
‒ Collar
trimmed
closure
in trimmed
faux suede
in faux suede

46

46

‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
Whether in Whether
the spring,
in summer
the spring,
or summer
autumn, or
and
autumn,
whether
and whether
‒ Comfort fit
‒ Comfort fit
for the everyday
for the
oreveryday
any otherorday,
anyifother
you need
day, ifa you
casual
need a casual
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
jacket, look jacket,
no further
lookthan
no further
the Boulder.
than the
Its Boulder.
air vent Its air vent
system ensures
system
proper
ensures
air circulation,
proper air circulation,
and if the weather
and if the weather
COLOUR COLOUR
takes a turntakes
for the
a turn
worse,
for its
theremovable
worse, its insert
removable
also insert also
Grey
Grey
provides effective
provides
protection
effective against
protection
the against
wind and
therain.
wind and rain.
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60
‒ Short, casual
‒ Short,
jacket
casual
for the
jacket
urban
forenvironment
the urban environment
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
polyester/cotton
polyester/cotton
blend with blend with
a water-repellent
a water-repellent
wax finish wax finish
‒ Lightweight,
‒ Lightweight,
removable NPL
removable
protectors
NPL at
protectors
the
at the
shoulders and
shoulders
elbowsand elbows
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Breathable,
‒ Breathable,
wind and waterproof
wind and removable
waterproof insert
removable insert
with BMW climate
with BMW
membrane
climate membrane
‒ Dirt and water-resistant
‒ Dirt and water-resistant
finish
finish
‒ Double front
‒ Double
zip with
front
mesh
zip inner
with mesh
servesinner
as anserves
air vent
as an air vent
‒ Steplessly‒ adjustable
Steplesslycollar
adjustable
and sleeves
collar and sleeves
‒ Two zipped
‒ Two
sidezipped
pockets,
side
two
pockets,
chest pockets,
two chest
two
pockets, two
inside pockets
inside
(one
pockets
of which
(one
is waterproof),
of which is waterproof),
one
one
waterproof pocket
waterproof
in insert
pocket in insert
‒ Best paired
‒ Best
with paired
the Ride
with
quilted
the Ride
jacket
quilted jacket
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
in the neck
print in
area,
the reflective
neck area, reflective
BMW Motorrad
BMWlettering
Motorrad
printed
lettering
in Anthracite
printed in Anthracite
‒ Collar closure
‒ Collar
trimmed
closure
in trimmed
faux suede
in faux suede

46 – 60

47

47

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Jackets/Fabric
Jackets/Fabric

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Anthracite outer
Anthracite
jacket,outer
Blackjacket,
inner Black
jacketinner jacket

Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Grey outer jacket,
Grey outer
Blackjacket,
inner Black
jacketinner jacket

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Dark BrownDark Brown

DOWNTOWN
DOWNTOWN
JACKETJACKET

SANDIEGO
SANDIEGO
JACKETJACKET

WOMEN’S COLOUR
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
half-length half-length
parka-style parka-style
jacket for city
jacket for city WOMEN’S COLOUR
Grey outer jacket,
Grey outer
Blackjacket,
inner Black inner
andwear
business wear
You’re all business
You’re alluntil
business
the clock
untilhits
thefive-thirty.
clock hitsAfter
five-thirty. After and business
‒ Lightweight,
elastic, abrasion-resistant
elastic, abrasion-resistant
polyester outer
polyester outer
that the bikethat
is the
theonly
bikecompany
is the onlyyou
company
need. And
you this
need. And this‒ Lightweight,
MEN’S COLOUR
MEN’S COLOUR
‒ BMW climate
‒ BMW
membrane
climate membrane
(windproof, (windproof,
waterproof waterproof Anthracite outer
half-length,half-length,
two-in-one two-in-one
parka-style parka-style
jacket will help
jacket
youwill help you
Anthracite
jacket,outer
Blackjacket,
inner Black inner
and breathable)
make the perfect
make the
getaway.
perfect
Thanks
getaway.
to the
Thanks
removable
to the removable and breathable)
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
padded thermal
padded
jacket,
thermal
can also
jacket, can also
thermojacket,
thermojacket,
you can wear
youit can
comfortably
wear it comfortably
over another
over another
34 – 48
34 – 48
be worn separately
jacket or suit
jacket
as a handy
or suit as
protective
a handylayer.
protective
This makes
layer. This
it makes itbe worn separately
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
the shoulders
at the shoulders
the ideal companion
the ideal companion
for anyone who
for anyone
commutes
who commutes
to work
to work
46 – 60
46 – 60
and elbowsand elbows
on their bike.
on their bike.
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Press-stud
‒ Press-stud
sleeve, waist
sleeve,
adjustable
waistusing
adjustable
back using
belt back belt
‒ Two waterproof
‒ Two zipped
waterproof
pockets
zipped pockets
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
sleeve
sleeve
‒ Two zipped
‒ Two
innerzipped
pockets
inner pockets
‒ Colour-matched
‒ Colour-matched
lining: dark lining:
blue for
dark
men,
blue for men,
yellow for women
yellow for women
‒ Fashionable
‒ Fashionable
collar accessory
collar accessory
‒ Discreet reflective
‒ Discreetsleeve
reflective
insert
sleeve insert
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

48

48

Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Colour: MidColour:
Brown Mid Brown

‒ Zip and stud
‒ Zip
fastener
and stud
at the
fastener
wrist at the wrist
Ride with style
Ridethis
with
summer
style this
– insummer
a classic
– in
mix
a classic
of waxed
mix of waxed
‒ Lapel collar
‒ Lapel
closable
collar
with
closable
press stud
with press stud
fabric and abrasion-resistant
fabric and abrasion-resistant
leather. Youleather.
can even
You can even ‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
remove theremove
shoulder
the
and
shoulder
elbow protectors
and elbow to
protectors
wear it asto wear it‒as
Regular fit‒ Regular fit
a casual jacket
a casual
around
jacket
town.
around
It’s incredibly
town. It’scomfortable,
incredibly comfortable,
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
with enough
with
pockets
enough
for pockets
all your bits
for all
and
your
pieces.
bits and
Perfect
pieces. Perfect
for everydayfor
use.
everyday use.

WOMEN’S COLOUR
WOMEN’S COLOUR

‒ Relaxed-cut
‒ Relaxed-cut
motorcycle motorcycle
and leisure and
jacket
leisure jacket
for men andfor
women
men and women
‒ Straight, hip-length
‒ Straight, fit
hip-length
for men; shorter
fit for men;
tailored
shorter tailored
fit for women
fit for women
‒ 1.0 to 1.2-mm
‒ 1.0 abrasion-resistant
to 1.2-mm abrasion-resistant
cowhide sleeves
cowhide sleeves
and shoulders,
and with
shoulders,
a lightlywith
used
a lightly
look used look
‒ Rest of jacket
‒ Rest
is hard-wearing
of jacket is hard-wearing
waxed fabricwaxed fabric
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
the shoulders
at theand
shoulders and
elbows
elbows
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Inner zip on
‒ Inner
waistzip
hem
onlets
waist
you
hem
remove
lets you
shoulder
remove shoulder
and back protectors
and back protectors
‒ Full-length
‒ Full-length
metal front zip
metal front zip
‒ Multiple chest
‒ Multiple
and side
chest
pockets
and side
with
pockets
zips with zips
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
fabric on back
fabric on back
‒ Intricate lining
‒ Intricate
with ‘Make
lining with
Life a‘Make
Ride’ Life
printed
a Ride’
in printed in
large letterslarge
on the
letters
back;ontwo
theinner
back;pockets
two inner
andpockets and
one smartphone
one smartphone
pocket
pocket

46 – 60

Mid Brown Mid Brown

MEN’S COLOUR
MEN’S COLOUR

Dark BrownDark Brown

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

34 – 48

34 – 48

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

46 – 60

49

49

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Jackets/Leather
Jackets/Leather

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

Colour: Brown
Colour: Brown

BLACKLEATHER
BLACKLEATHER
JACKETJACKET

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
R JACKET
R JACKET

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

‒ Leather jacket
‒ Leather
with worn
jacketfinish,
with worn
relaxed
finish,
fit relaxed fit
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
‒ Abrasion ‒and
Abrasion
tear-resistant
and tear-resistant
water buffalo
water
leather,
buffalo leather, 46 – 60
46 – 60
approx. 1.0 –approx.
1.2 mm1.0 –1.2 mm
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
the shoulders
at theand
shoulders and
elbows
elbows
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Padded inserts
‒ Padded
on shoulders,
inserts on upper
shoulders,
armsupper
and sides
arms and sides
‒ Waist adjustable
‒ Waistwith
adjustable
stud fastener
with stud fastener
‒ Stand-up‒collar
Stand-up
closable
collar
with
closable
press stud
with press stud
‒ Zip at the‒wrist
Zip at the wrist
‒ Two outer‒side
Twopockets,
outer side
one
pockets,
chest pocket
one chest
(men),
pocket (men),
two inner pockets
two inner pockets
‒ Unpolished
‒ Unpolished
metal zip with
metal
an antique
zip with look
an antique look
‒ Large ‘Ride
‒ Large
Wild’ print
‘Rideon
Wild’
theprint
backon
lining
the back lining
‒ BMW logotype
‒ BMW
onlogotype
the upper
onarm,
the upper
BMW arm,
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
lettering onlettering
the rear on
waistband
the rear waistband

‒ Sport-style
‒ Sport-style
leather jacket
leather
for the
jacket
urban
forenvironment
the urban environment
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
cowhide leather
cowhide
(1.2 mm)
leather (1.2 mm)
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
the shoulders
at the shoulders
and elbowsand elbows
‒ NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
‒ Perforated‒ leather
Perforated
inserts
leather
for maximum
inserts forcomfort
maximum comfort
‒ Double front
‒ Double
zip with
front
perforated
zip with leather
perforated
innerleather
servesinner serves
as an air vent
as an air vent
‒ Two side ‒pockets,
Two side
two
pockets,
chest pockets,
two chest
two
pockets,
inner two inner
pockets, all pockets,
zipped all zipped
‒ Steplessly‒ adjustable
SteplesslyVelcro
adjustable
waistband
Velcro waistband
‒ Stand-up‒collar
Stand-up
closable
collar
with
closable
press stud
with press stud
‒ Sleeve vent
‒ Sleeve
with zipvent
andwith
studzip
fastener
and stud fastener
‒ Sleeve cuffs
‒ Sleeve
feature
cuffs
leather
feature
trimleather trim
‒ Brightly coloured
‒ Brightly
leather
coloured
appliqués
leatheron
appliqués
the fronton the front
accentuate accentuate
the masculine
the figure
masculine figure
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit

‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
Laid-back style
Laid-back
and effective
style and
protection
effective don’t
protection
have don’t have ‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
to be mutually
to be
exclusive.
mutuallyThe
exclusive.
fashionable
The fashionable
BlackLeather
BlackLeather
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
jacket – withjacket
its abrasion
– with its
and
abrasion
tear-resistant,
and tear-resistant,
water buffalo
water buffalo
leather outer
leather
and protectors
outer and for
protectors
the shoulders
for theand
shoulders and
COLOUR COLOUR
elbows – offers
elbows
all the
– offers
protection
all theyou
protection
need for
you
safe
need for safe
Black
Black
motorcycling,
motorcycling,
and ensuresand
thatensures
wherever
that
you
wherever
go,
you go,
WOMEN’S
SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
you’ll alwaysyou’ll
lookalways
the part.
look the part.
34 – 48
34 – 48

50

50

COLOUR

COLOUR

Brown
Brown
The DoubleR
The
jacket
DoubleR
addsjacket
a dashadds
of style
a dash
to city
of style
ridingto city riding
or touring thanks
or touring
to bright
thanks
leather
to bright
appliqués
leatherthat
appliqués that MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
accentuate accentuate
the masculine
the figure.
masculine
The figure.
AirVentThe
system
AirVent system46 – 60
46 – 60
at the front and
at the
perforated
front andleather
perforated
inserts
leather
ensure
inserts
proper
ensure proper
ventilation and
ventilation
comfort,
and
even
comfort,
when even
warmer
when
weather
warmer weather
kicks in. kicks in.

51

51

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Jackets/Leather
Jackets/Leather
& Trousers/Fabric
& Trousers/Fabric

RIDE JEANS
RIDE JEANS
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

These RideThese
jeans are
Ride
fully
jeans
fledged
are fully
casual
fledged
motorcycling
casual motorcycling
trousers with
trousers
five-pocket
with five-pocket
styling. They
styling.
offer enhanced
They offer enhanced
abrasion resistance
abrasionthanks
resistance
to the
thanks
carefully
to the
selected
carefully selected
material blend
material
and integrated
blend andKevlar
integrated
inserts
Kevlar
in vulnerable
inserts in vulnerable
spots. Riders
spots.
can quickly
Riders can
andquickly
easily remove
and easily
theremove
knee the knee
protectors from
protectors
the outside,
from the
turning
outside,
the turning
trousersthe
into
trousers into
casual jeanscasual
for everyday
jeans for
wear.
everyday wear.
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Stylish five-pocket
‒ Stylish five-pocket
motorcycling
motorcycling
jeans
jeans
For use on
‒ For
and use
off the
on and
bike off the bike
Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
blend of cotton,
blend
polyester
of cotton,
and
polyester
Corduraand Cordura
Kevlar inserts
‒ Kevlar
for enhanced
inserts forabrasion
enhanced
resistance
abrasion in
resistance
the
in the
seat and at seat
the hips,
and at
and
theonhips,
the and
sidesonofthe
thesides
upperof the upper
thighs and knees;
thighs and
invisible
knees;
from
invisible
the outside
from the outside
Steplessly‒ height-adjustable
Steplessly height-adjustable
NPL knee protectors,
NPL knee protectors,
removable from
removable
the outside
from the
for aoutside
quick change
for a quick
from
change from
motorcycle motorcycle
to leisure trousers
to leisure trousers
Removable
‒ Removable
NP2 hip protectors
NP2 hip protectors
Separate ‒men
Separate
and women’s
men andversions
women’s versions
(men: straight-cut,
(men: straight-cut,
women: slim-fit)
women: slim-fit)
Leather label
‒ Leather
on waistband
label onfeaturing
waistband
BMW
featuring
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
lettering and
lettering
embossed
and with
embossed
‘engineered
with ‘engineered
in Germany’in Germany’
‘Make Life‒ a‘Make
Ride’ Life
printa on
Ride’
theprint
inneron
waistband
the inner waistband
Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
Regular fit‒ Regular fit
CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

COLOUR

Grey

COLOUR

Grey

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

Width/length:
Width/length:
W26 – 36/L32
W26 – 36/L32
Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour:
with Red/White
Black with stripes
Red/White stripes

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour:
with Blue/White
Black with Blue/White
stripes
stripes

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

Width/length:
Width/length:
W29 – 42/L34
W29 – 42/L34

CLUB LEATHER
CLUB LEATHER
JACKETJACKET
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

‒
Fitted out for
Fitted
the city:
out for
in the
theClub
city: in
leather
the Club
jacket
leather
you’lljacket you’ll‒
look good on
look
and
good
off the
on and
motorcycle.
off the motorcycle.
Wherever you
Wherever you
go, you’ll find
go,allyou’ll
eyesfind
on you.
all eyes
Pairing
on you.
comfort
Pairing
with
comfort with ‒
practicality, practicality,
it might justitbecome
might just
thebecome
new favourite
the new favourite ‒
thing in yourthing
wardrobe.
in your wardrobe.
‒
‒
‒

WOMEN’S COLOUR
WOMEN’S COLOUR
Motorcycling
‒ Motorcycling
and casual and
leather
casual
jacket
leather jacket
Black withstripes
red/white stripes
Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
and pleasantly
andsoft
pleasantly
cowhide,
soft cowhide, Black with red/white
approx 1.0 –approx
1.2 mm1.0
thick,
–1.2with
mmathick,
slightly
with
aged
a slightly
look aged look MEN’S COLOUR
MEN’S COLOUR
Removable
‒ Removable
NPL protectors
NPLatprotectors
the shoulders
at theand
shoulders
elbows and elbows
Black with blue/white
Black with stripes
blue/white stripes
NPL back‒protector
NPL backcan
protector
be retrofitted
can be retrofitted
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
Easy-on-off
‒ Easy-on-off
satin cuffs satin cuffs
XS – 3XL XS – 3XL
Different cuts
‒ Different
for men
cuts
andfor
women
men and women
MEN’S SIZES
Coloured ‒leather
Coloured
strips
leather
on sleeves,
strips on
in Blue
sleeves,
(men)
in Blue (men) MEN’S SIZES
S – 4XL
S – 4XL
or Red (women)
or Red (women)

‒ Four outer‒ zip
Four
pockets,
outer zip
two
pockets,
inside (men),
two inside (men),
one inside (women)
one inside (women)
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Short, figure-hugging
‒ Short, figure-hugging
fit
fit
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

52

52

Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

53
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Trousers/textile
Trousers/textile

FIVEPOCKET
FIVEPOCKET
JEANS JEANS

WATERPROOF
WATERPROOF
JEANS JEANS

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

MEN’S CUTMEN’S CUT

Combining Combining
the classic look
the classic
of jeanslook
withofthe
jeans
performance
with the performance
of motorcycling
of motorcycling
trousers, the
trousers,
FivePocket
the FivePocket
jeans look jeans look
as stylish offasthe
stylish
bike off
as the
on it.
bike
Theasstraight-cut
on it. The straight-cut
denim
denim
comes withcomes
additional
withlength
additional
for easy
length
cuffing,
for easy
while
cuffing, while
protectors at
protectors
the kneesatcombine
the knees
excellent
combine
shock
excellent shock
absorption absorption
with a high with
level aofhigh
comfort.
level of comfort.
‒ Casual motorcycling
‒ Casual motorcycling
trousers with
trousers
five-pocket
with five-pocket
jean stylingjean styling
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
mix of materials
mix of materials
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
height-adjustable
height-adjustable
NPL protectors
NPL at
protectors
the
at the
knees, NP2knees,
protectors
NP2 at
protectors
the hips at the hips
‒ Slim-fitting
‒ Slim-fitting
‒ Straight legs
‒ Straight
with turn-ups
legs with turn-ups
‒ Front button
‒ Front
fastening
buttonwith
fastening
zip fly (Denim)
with zip fly (Denim)
or button flyor(Grey)
button fly (Grey)
‒ Leather label
‒ Leather
on rearlabel
waistband
on rearfeaturing
waistband featuring
BMW Motorrad
BMWlogotype
Motorrad
and
logotype
embossed
and embossed
with ‚engineered
with ‚engineered
in Germany‘in Germany‘
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

COLOUR

COLOUR

With a classic
With
denim
a classic
look,denim
the WaterProof
look, the WaterProof
jeans provide
jeans provide
Blue
Blue
ample protection
amplefrom
protection
the wind
from
and
therain.
wind
And
and
thanks
rain. And
to thanksMEN’S
to
SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
the BMW climate
the BMW
membrane,
climate membrane,
they’re alsothey’re
breathable.
also breathable.
Width/length:
Width/length:
W29 – 42/L34,
W29
W30
– 42/L34,
– 34/L32,
W30 – 34/L32,
Don’t just brave
Don’tthe
justelements
brave the– elements
conquer them.
– conquer them.
W34 – 38/L36
W34 – 38/L36
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
motorcycling
motorcycling
trousers in atrousers
classic in a classic
five-pocket five-pocket
denim look denim look
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
blend of cotton,
blendpolyester
of cotton,and
polyester and
Cordura as Cordura
a three-layer
as a laminate
three-layer laminate
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
protectors at
protectors
knees (NPL,
at knees
stepless
(NPL,
height
stepless height
adjustment)adjustment)
and hips (NP2)
and hips (NP2)
‒ Waterproof,
‒ Waterproof,
windproof and
windproof
incredibly
andbreathable
incredibly breathable
thanks to the
thanks
BMWtoclimate
the BMW
membrane
climate membrane
‒ Mesh lining
‒ Mesh
for added
liningcomfort
for added comfort
‒ Leather label
‒ Leather
on waistband
label onfeaturing
waistband
BMW
featuring
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
lettering and
lettering
embossed
and with
embossed
‘engineered
with ‘engineered
in Germany’in Germany’
‒ ‘Make Life‒ a‘Make
Ride’ Life
printa on
Ride’
theprint
inneron
waistband
the inner waistband
‒ Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

WOMEN’S COLOUR
WOMEN’S COLOUR

Denim

Denim

Colour: BlueColour: Blue

MEN’S COLOUR
MEN’S COLOUR

Denim, Grey
Denim, Grey

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

Width/length:
Width/length:
W26 – 36/L32
W26 – 36/L32
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

Width/length:
Width/length:
W29 – 42/L34
W29 – 42/L34

Colour: Denim
Colour: Denim

Colour: Grey
Colour: Grey

RIDER TROUSERS
RIDER TROUSERS
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

COLOUR

COLOUR

These waterproof,
These waterproof,
textile motorcycling
textile motorcycling
trousers aretrousers
ideal are ideal
Schwarz Schwarz
for spring, summer
for spring,
and
summer
autumn.
and
Abrasion-resistant
autumn. Abrasion-resistant WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
material, protectors
material, and
protectors
reflective
anddetails
reflective
cater
details
to
cater to 34 – 48
34 – 48
high-performance
high-performance
motorcycling,
motorcycling,
while widthwhile
adjusters
width adjusters
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
on the legs on
andthe
stretch
legs and
inserts
stretch
at the
inserts
yoke and
at the
waistband
yoke and waistband
46 – 60
46 – 60
offer the desired
offer the
level
desired
of comfort.
level of comfort.
‒ Fabric motorcycling
‒ Fabric motorcycling
trousers, ideal
trousers,
for spring,
ideal for spring,
summer and
summer
autumnand autumn
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
cotton/polyamide
cotton/polyamide
outer
outer
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
protectors at
protectors
knees (NPL,
at knees
three(NPL,
heightthree height
positions) and
positions)
hips (NP2)
and hips (NP2)
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
material at the
material
seat at the seat
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
BMW climate
BMW
membrane
climate membrane
insert
insert
(windproof, (windproof,
waterproof, waterproof,
breathable)breathable)
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on trouser
printhem
on trouser
with hem with
BMW Motorrad
BMWlettering
Motorrad lettering
‒ Ventilation‒ zips
Ventilation
on cargo
zips
pockets
on cargo pockets
‒ Two back‒pockets,
Two back
two
pockets,
side ziptwo
pockets,
side zip pockets,
two waterproof
two cargo
waterproof
pockets
cargo pockets
‒ Belt included
‒ Belt included
‒ Connector
‒ zip
Connector
(40 cm) zip (40 cm)
‒ Regular fit,
‒ men’s
Regularand
fit, women’s
men’s andsizes
women’s sizes

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

54

54

55

55

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Trousers / textile
Trousers / textile

SUMMER
SUMMER
TROUSERS
TROUSERS

CITY TROUSERS
CITY TROUSERS

UNISEX

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

UNISEX

When temperatures
When temperatures
are high, these
are high,
summer
these
trousers
summer trousers
come into their
come
own
into
bytheir
keeping
own you
by keeping
luxuriously
youcool.
luxuriously
But cool. But
they’re more
they’re
than just
more
lightweight,
than just lightweight,
good-looking
good-looking
and
and
protective –protective
simply unzip
– simply
the legs
unzip
andthe
you’ve
legs and
got ayou’ve
pair got a pair
of shorts. of shorts.
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Functional‒ summer
Functional
motorcycling
summer motorcycling
trousers trousers
Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
polyester-cotton
polyester-cotton
blend
blend
Material reinforced
‒ Materialinreinforced
vulnerable
inareas
vulnerable areas
Removable
‒ Removable
protectors (NP2
protectors
on hips,
(NP2
NPL
onon
hips,
knees,
NPL on knees,
three heightthree
positions)
height positions)
Classic cargo
‒ Classic
cut cargo cut
Trouser bottoms
‒ Trouser
unzip
bottoms
aboveunzip
kneeabove knee
Two insert‒ pockets,
Two insert
one
pockets,
pocket one
in the
pocket
seat in the seat
(each zippered)
(each zippered)
Two cargo‒ pockets
Two cargo
at sides
pockets
with
atpress
sides studs
with press studs
Woven belt
‒ Woven
with BMW
belt Motorrad
with BMWbranding
Motorrad branding
on the buckle
on the buckle
Adjustable
‒ leg
Adjustable
cuffs with
legVelcro
cuffs with
fasteners
Velcro fasteners
Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
Regular fit‒ Regular fit
CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

COLOUR

COLOUR

Anthracite Anthracite
Airy yet lightweight,
Airy yet lightweight,
these relaxed-cut
these relaxed-cut
cotton trousers
cotton trousers
offer maximum
offerprotection
maximum in
protection
the city. The
in the
NPL
city. The NPL
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
protectors are
protectors
removable
are from
removable
the outside,
from the
so outside,
these so these34 – 48
34 – 48
robust motorcycling
robust motorcycling
trousers cantrousers
be transformed
can be transformed
into
into
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
cool, oh-so-comfy
cool, oh-so-comfy
casualwearcasualwear
in no time. in no time.
46 – 60
46 – 60
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Summer motorcycling
‒ Summer motorcycling
trousers trousers
For use on
‒ For
and use
off the
on and
bike off the bike
Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
blend of cotton
blendand
of cotton
Corduraand Cordura
Relaxed fit‒ with
Relaxed
preshaped
fit with preshaped
knees
knees
Separate ‒men’s
Separate
and women’s
men’s andversions
women’s versions
Height-adjustable
‒ Height-adjustable
NPL knee protectors,
NPL knee protectors,
removable removable
from the outside
from the
for aoutside
quick change
for a quick
from
change
motorcycle
from motorcycle
to leisure trousers
to leisure trousers
Removable
‒ Removable
NP2 hip protectors
NP2 hip protectors
Multiple large
‒ Multiple
and small
largepockets;
and small
one
pockets;
zippered
one
in zippered in
men’s version,
men’s
twoversion,
in women’s
two inversion
women’s version
Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
Regular fit‒ Regular fit
CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

COLOURS COLOURS

Beige, Black
Beige, Black

Colour: Anthracite
Colour: Anthracite

UNISEX SIZES
UNISEX SIZES

XS – 4XL

XS – 4XL

CITY DENIM
CITY TROUSERS
DENIM TROUSERS
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

COLOUR

COLOUR

Colour: Indigo
Colour:
(withIndigo
a worn(with
look)a worn look)
A relaxed fit,ANPL
relaxed
protectors
fit, NPL(removable
protectors (removable
from the outside)
from the outside)
and a robust
and
blend
a robust
of cotton
blendand
of cotton
Corduraand
mean
Cordura
you can
mean you WOMEN’S
can
SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
transform these
transform
casual
these
motorcycling
casual motorcycling
trousers into
trousers
stylish into stylish
34 – 48
34 – 48
leisurewearleisurewear
in a matter of
in seconds.
a matter of seconds.
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

46 – 60
Casual unlined
‒ Casual
motorcycle
unlined motorcycle
jeans
jeans
For use on
‒ For
and use
off the
on and
bike off the bike
Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
blend of cotton
blendand
of cotton
Corduraand Cordura
Relaxed fit‒ with
Relaxed
preshaped
fit with preshaped
knees
knees
Separate ‒men’s
Separate
and women’s
men’s andversions
women’s versions
Height-adjustable
‒ Height-adjustable
NPL knee protectors,
NPL knee protectors,
removable removable
from the outside
from the
for aoutside
quick change
for a quick
from
change
motorcycle
from motorcycle
to leisure trousers
to leisure trousers
Removable
‒ Removable
NP2 hip protectors
NP2 hip protectors
Multiple large
‒ Multiple
and small
largepockets;
and small
one
pockets;
zippered
one
in zippered in
men’s version,
men’s
twoversion,
in women’s
two inversion
women’s version
Connector
‒ zip:
Connector
40 cm zip: 40 cm
Regular fit‒ Regular fit
CE-certified
‒ CE-certified

46 – 60

Colour: Beige
Colour: Beige

Colour: Indigo
Colour: Indigo
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56
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BOOTS/
BOOTS/
SNEAKERS
SNEAKERS
Even theEven
longest
theof
longest
rides eventually
of rides eventually
comes tocomes
an
to an
end. But end.
there’s
Butno
there’s
reason
noyou
reason
can’tyou
stillcan’t
go forstill go for
a stroll around
a strollthe
around
city. This
the city.
is why
This
BMW
is why
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
designs stylish,
designsstreet-ready
stylish, street-ready
boots and
boots
practical
and practical
sneakerssneakers
that make
that
zero
make
compromises
zero compromises
when it when it
comes tocomes
comfort
to and
comfort
safety.
andMeanwhile,
safety. Meanwhile,
those those
who favour
who
a sportier
favour a look
sportier
are sure
look are
to love
surethe
to love the
SportDrySportDry
leather boots.
leather boots.
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SportDry
SportDry
boot
boot

60

60

DoubleRDoubleR
boots boots

60

60

Gravel boots
Gravel boots

61

61

GS Pro boots
GS Pro boots

61

61

VentureGrip
VentureGrip
boot
boot

62

62

RocksterRockster
boots boots

62

62

Urban boots
Urban boots

63

63

AllroundAllround
boots boots

64

64

AirFlow AirFlow
boots boots

64

64

AirFlow AirFlow
overboots
overboots

65
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ProTouring
ProTouring
boots boots

65
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Ride sneakers
Ride sneakers

66

66

Dry sneakers
Dry sneakers

67
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Boots

Boots

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
R BOOTR BOOT

GRAVELGRAVEL
BOOT BOOT

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

Optimum protection
Optimum with
protection
maximum
withcomfort.
maximum
High
comfort. High
rigidity withrigidity
full freedom
with full
of freedom
movement.
of movement.
Sophisticated
Sophisticated
safety shell safety
technology
shell technology
provides theprovides
DoubleR
the
boot
DoubleR
with boot with
the best of both
the best
worlds,
of both
on and
worlds,
off the
on track.
and off the track.

SPORT SPORT
DRY BOOT
DRY BOOT
‒ Insole lined
‒ Insole
with moisture-wicking,
lined with moisture-wicking,
UNISEX
Cambrelle Cambrelle
Built for speed,
Builttailored
for speed,
for comfort:
tailored for
SportDry
comfort:boots
SportDry
are boots areantibacterialantibacterial
‒ Perforated,
‒ Perforated,
breathable mesh
breathable
liningmesh
in thelining
shaft in the shaft
made of 2.2-mm
made cowhide
of 2.2-mm
leather
cowhide
and leather
featureand
removable
feature removable
‒ Large
Motorrad
BMWappliqué
Motorrad
onappliqué
shin guard
on shin guard
side and heel
side
abrasion
and heel
protectors.
abrasion The
protectors.
breathable,
The breathable, ‒ Large BMW
®
®
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
membrane
membrane ‒ CE-certified
windproof and
windproof
waterproof
and GORE-TEX
waterproof GORE-TEX
keeps your keeps
feet comfortable
your feet comfortable
during the hottest
during the hottest
overtaking manoeuvres,
overtaking manoeuvres,
while the torsion-resistant
while the torsion-resistant
ankle
ankle
COLOUR COLOUR
guard (TCS),
guard
shock
(TCS),
absorber
shock
and
absorber
toe reinforcements
and toe reinforcementsBlack
Black
provide top-level
provide
protection.
top-level protection.
UNISEX

SIZES

39 – 49
‒ Sport-style
‒ Sport-style
leather bootleather
with removable
boot with plastic
removable
side plastic side
and heel protectors
and heel protectors
‒ Upper: cowhide
‒ Upper:
leather
cowhide
(2.2 leather
mm), synthetic
(2.2 mm),leather
synthetic leather
at the ankleat the ankle
‒ Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable
and breathable
®
®
membrane
membrane
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
‒ Rigid ankle
‒ Rigid
protection
ankle with
protection
the with the
Torsion Control
Torsion
System
Control
(TCS)
System (TCS)
‒ Anatomically
‒ Anatomically
moulded shin
moulded
guard shin guard
‒ Interior reinforcement
‒ Interior reinforcement
at toes
at toes
‒ Shock absorber
‒ Shock
atabsorber
the heel at the heel
‒ Shift-lever‒ guard
Shift-lever
madeguard
of soft
made
PU of soft PU
‒ Inner shaft‒ zip,
Inner
large
shaft
Velcro
zip, large
calf fastening
Velcro calf fastening
for adjustment
for adjustment
‒ Stretchy areas
‒ Stretchy
at theareas
instepatand
the heel
instep and heel
‒ Reflective‒patches
Reflective
on patches
heels on heels
‒ Oil and fuel-resistant
‒ Oil and fuel-resistant
rubber solerubber sole
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
washable insole
washable insole
60

60

SIZES

39 – 49

‒ High-quality
‒ High-quality
racing bootracing
with safety
boot shell
with safety
technology,
shell technology,
made from made
carbonfrom
andcarbon
aramid and aramid
‒ Inner boot‒features
Inner boot
thefeatures
patented
theD-Axial
patented
ankle
D-Axial ankle
support system
support system
‒ Outer boot
‒ Outer
made boot
from made
tear and
from
abrasion-resistant
tear and abrasion-resistant
cowhide leather
cowhide
withleather
textile upper
with textile upper
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
stainless-steel
stainless-steel
side abrasion
side
protectors
abrasion protectors
‒ Non-slip specialist
‒ Non-slipracing
specialist
solesracing soles
‒ Breathable,
‒ Breathable,
moisture-wicking
moisture-wicking
fine leather fine
lining
leather lining
‒ Zips make‒ boot
Zips easy
maketoboot
put easy
on to put on
‒ Speed lacing
‒ Speed
and Velcro
lacing width
and Velcro
adjustment
width adjustment
for
for
maximum comfort
maximum comfort
‒ Velcro fastening
‒ Velcroavailable
fastening
with
available
DoubleR
with
and
DoubleR and
DoubleR Race
DoubleR
AIR suits
Race AIR suits
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black/Blue Black/Blue
40 – 47

40 – 47

UNISEX

What’s the What’s
best way
the
forbest
a biker
waytofor
stay
a biker
connected
to stay connected
to their
to their
bike? A pairbike?
of comfortable
A pair of comfortable
enduro boots.
enduro
Theirboots.
fully Their fully
®
®
weather-proof
weather-proof
material with
material
breathable
with GORE-TEX
breathable GORE-TEX
membrane membrane
offers the best
offers
protection
the bestfrom
protection
the elements,
from the elements,
all year long.allAyear
variety
long.
of safety
A variety
features
of safety
andfeatures
an extremely
and an extremely
tough sole only
tough
add
sole
to these
only add
boots’
to these
utterboots’
perfection.
utter perfection.
‒ Waterproof,
‒ Waterproof,
practical leather
practical
enduro
leather
bootenduro boot
‒ Outer made
‒ Outer
of full-grain,
made ofhydrophobic
full-grain, hydrophobic
cowhide cowhide GS PROGS
BOOTS
PRO BOOTS
leather (2.4 leather
– 2.6 mm)
(2.4 – 2.6 mm)
COLOUR COLOUR
UNISEX
UNISEX
‒ Foam-padded
‒ Foam-padded
shin and ankle
shinprotectors
and ankle protectors
Black/White/Red
Going off-road
Going
means
off-road
making
means
no compromises.
making no compromises.
And
AndBlack/White/Red
‒ Reinforcements
‒ Reinforcements
at heel and at
toes
heel and toes
you certainly
you
won’t
certainly
be making
won’t any
be making
with these
any splashwith these splash-SIZES
SIZES
‒ Moulded ‒TPU
Moulded
reinforcements
TPU reinforcements
around gear-shift
aroundarea
gear-shift area
resistant off-road
resistant
boots
off-road
madeboots
of 100%
made
full-grain
of 100%
calf
full-grain calf41 – 48
41 – 48
‒ Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable
and breathable
leather.
They’re
leather.
fitted
They’re
with
a
fitted
removable
with
a
padded
removable
inner
padded
inner
®
®
membrane
membrane
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
boot, and have
boot,anand
articulated
have an ankle
articulated
joint for
ankle
comfort
joint for comfort
‒ Robust, non-slip
‒ Robust,
rubber
non-slip
solerubber sole
and protection.
and protection.
‒ Anatomically
‒ Anatomically
shaped anti-bacterial
shaped anti-bacterial
insole
insole
‒ Suede on‒the
Suede
shafton
forthe
improved
shaft forgrip
improved
of motorcycle
grip of motorcycle
‒ High-quality
‒ High-quality
enduro boots
enduro
with inner
bootsshoe
with and
inner shoe and
‒ Velcro panel
‒ Velcro
for stepless
panel for
width
stepless
adjustment
width adjustment
classic plastic
classic
protectors
plastic protectors
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
‒ 100 % full-grain
‒ 100 %
calf
full-grain
leather calf
(approx.
leather
2.8(approx.
to 3.0 mm)
2.8 to 3.0 mm)
below protectors
below protectors
COLOUR COLOUR
‒ Tall, stable‒ shaft
Tall, stable
with ankle
shaftjoint
with ankle joint
Black
Black
‒ Shaft height
‒ Shaft
approx.
height
38 cm
approx.
in size
3842
cmboots
in size 42 boots
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
washable elastic
washable
neoprene
elasticinner
neoprene
with inner with
SIZES
SIZES
gel ankle cushions
gel ankle cushions
38 – 48
38 – 48
‒ Anatomically
‒ Anatomically
shaped calfshaped
and shin
calf
protector
and shin protector
‒ Plastic reinforcements
‒ Plastic reinforcements
at heel and at
toes
heel and toes
‒ Splash-resistant
‒ Splash-resistant
thermoformed
thermoformed
3D front plate
3D front plate
‒ Thermoformed
‒ Thermoformed
3D foam front
3Dcover
foam front cover
‒ Soft, smooth
‒ Soft,
cuffsmooth
aroundcuff
opening
around
helps
opening
keep helps
dirt out
keep dirt out
‒ Four robust
‒ Four
plastic
robust
clasps
plastic clasps
‒ One-piece
‒ One-piece
metal tip metal tip
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
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61

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Boots

Boots

NEW NEW

ROCKSTER
ROCKSTER
BOOTS BOOTS
UNISEX

UNISEX

The Rockster
The
provides
Rockster
all provides
the protection
all theof
protection
a motorcycling
of a motorcycling
boot – but you
bootwouldn’t
– but you
know
wouldn’t
just by
know
looking
justat
byit.looking at it.
A special hydrophobic
A special hydrophobic
treatment ensures
treatment
theensures
cowhidethe cowhide
leather is both
leather
water-repellent
is both water-repellent
and breathable.
and breathable.
A trendy A trendy
design makes
design
the boots
makesperfect
the boots
for everyday
perfect for
wear
everyday
too. wear too.

VENTURE
VENTURE
GRIP BOOT
GRIP BOOT
UNISEX

UNISEX

‒
‒
‒
‒

Stylish boots:
‒ Stylish
cool,boots:
comfortable
cool, comfortable
and safe and safe
Suitable for
‒ Suitable
all-day use,
for all-day
both on
use,
andboth
off the
on and
bike off the bike
100 % calf‒ leather
100 % calf
(approx.
leather
1.6 (approx.
to 1.8 mm),
1.6 to
waterproofed
1.8 mm), waterproofed
Leather mix
‒ Leather
of oiledmix
smooth
of oiled
leather
smooth
and leather
suede and suede
on the shafton the shaft
Heel and ‒toe
Heel
reinforced
and toe reinforced
Reinforced
‒ Reinforced
in gear-shiftinarea
gear-shift
(left) area (left)
Easy to put
‒ Easy
on thanks
to puttoonlong
thanks
zipsto long zips
Functional,
‒ Functional,
leather-lookleather-look
lining, quick-drying
lining, quick-drying
and breathable
and breathable
Smooth leather
‒ Smooth
bootleather
trim boot trim
Tough rubber
‒ Tough
treadrubber tread
Anatomically
‒ Anatomically
shaped, removable
shaped, and
removable
washable
andinsole
washable insole
that wicks moisture
that wicks
and
moisture
absorbsand
impacts
absorbs impacts
Short, decorative
‒ Short, buckle
decorative
withbuckle
metal closure
with metal closure
Shaft height
‒ Shaft
at back
height
approx.
at back
23 cm
approx.
in size
2343
cmboots
in size 43 boots
CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634

‒ Robust outer
‒ Robust
sole with
outer
high
soletorsional
with high
resistance
torsional resistance
A year-round
A year-round
boot that combines
boot thatall
combines
the best all
features
the best features
‒ Extremely‒thick
Extremely
tread for
thick
better
tread
traction
for better
off-road
traction off-road ‒
for touring and
for touring
enduroand
riding
enduro
is an riding
absolute
is an
must-have.
absolute must-have.
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
antibacterialantibacterial
inner sole inner sole
‒
This allrounder
Thismade
allrounder
of full-grain
made of
cowhide
full-grain
leather
cowhide
comes
leather comes
‒ Elasticated
‒ Elasticated
at top of shaft
at top
to help
of shaft
keeptoout
help keep out
‒
with non-slip
with
soles
non-slip
and asoles
host of
and
carefully
a host of
designed
carefully designed water and dirt
water and dirt
‒
safety features.
safety features.
‒ Front closure,
‒ Front
softclosure,
padding
soft
onpadding
the shin on the shin
‒ Shaft height
‒ Shaft
at back
height
approx.
at back
36 cm
approx.
in size
3642
cmboots
in size 42 boots‒
‒ Sleek, waterproof
‒ Sleek, leather
waterproof
enduro
leather
bootenduro
for everyday
boot for
use
everyday‒use
CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
‒
‒ Comfortable
‒ Comfortable
and robust,and
suitable
robust,
for suitable
touring for touring
‒
‒ High wear‒ resistance
High wear resistance
COLOUR COLOUR
‒ Classic enduro
‒ Classic
styleenduro
with buckles,
style with
dashes
buckles,
of colour
dashes of colour
Brown
Brown
‒
on the soles,
onathe
taller
soles,
shaftaand
talleroiled
shaftleather
and oiled leather
‒
SIZES
SIZES
‒ 100 % full-grain
‒ 100 %
cowhide
full-grain
leather,
cowhide
oiled
leather, oiled
‒
36
–
48
36
–
48
‒ BMW climate
‒ BMW
membrane
climate membrane
(windproof, (windproof,
waterproof waterproof
and highly breathable)
and highly breathable)
COLOUR COLOUR
‒ Impact-absorbing
‒ Impact-absorbing
shin guards,shin
thermally
guards,formed
thermally formed
Black
Black
and stiffened
and stiffened

‒ Plastic, foam-padded
‒ Plastic, foam-padded
ankle protector
ankle protector
‒ Moulded ‒reinforcements
Moulded reinforcements
around gear-shift
aroundarea
gear-shift area
on both sides
on both sides
‒ Suede leather
‒ Suede
innerleather
shaft for
inner
improved
shaft forgrip
improved grip
when standing
when standing
‒ Three adjustable
‒ Three quick-release
adjustable quick-release
fasteners with
fasteners with
high-qualityhigh-quality
clasps
clasps
‒ Velcro panel
‒ Velcro
for stepless
panel for
calfstepless
width adjustment
calf width adjustment
‒ Stretch leather
‒ Stretch
at the
leather
arch and
at the
instep
arch for
andimproved
instep for improved
mobility when
mobility
walking
when
andwalking
changing
andgear
changing gear

62

62

SIZES

36 – 48

SIZES

36 – 48

URBANURBAN
BOOTS BOOTS
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

COLOUR

COLOUR

Brown
Brown
Everything you
Everything
need inyou
a short-shaft
need in a short-shaft
motorcycling
motorcycling
boot.
boot.
Special hydrophobic
Special hydrophobic
treatment ensures
treatment
theensures
cowhidethe cowhideWOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
leather is both
leather
water-repellent
is both water-repellent
and breathable.
and breathable.
The boot The boot
37– 40
37– 40
is reinforcedisat
reinforced
the heelsatand
thetoes,
heelsand
andfeatures
toes, and
elastic
features elastic
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
material around
material
the around
ankle forthe
added
anklecomfort.
for added comfort.
41– 48
41– 48
‒ Sturdy, short-shaft
‒ Sturdy, short-shaft
boot
boot
‒ 100% nubuck
‒ 100%
cowhide
nubuck
(approx.
cowhide
1.6(approx.
–1.8 mm),
1.6 –1.8 mm),
hydrophobic,
hydrophobic,
seams waterproofed
seams waterproofed
with naturalwith
latexnatural latex
‒ PU shin and
‒ PU
ankle
shinprotector
and ankle
with
protector
generous
with
foam
generous
padding
foam padding
‒ Reinforcements
‒ Reinforcements
at heel and at
toes
heel and toes
‒ Lined zip ‒closure
Lined to
zipprevent
closurewater
to prevent
leakage
water leakage
‒ Short Velco
‒ Short
strap Velco
closure
strap closure
‒ Stretch material
‒ Stretch
around
material
the ankle
around
forthe
increased
ankle forcomfort
increased comfort
‒ Easy-on pull
‒ Easy-on
tab at the
pullrear
tab at the rear
‒ Functional‒ lining,
Functional
quick-drying
lining, quick-drying
and breathable
and breathable
‒ Calfskin boot
‒ Calfskin
shaft collar
boot shaft collar
‒ Tough rubber
‒ Tough
treadrubber tread
‒ Anatomically
‒ Anatomically
shaped, removable
shaped, and
removable
washable
and washable
insole that wicks
insolemoisture
that wicks
and
moisture
absorbsand
impacts
absorbs impacts
‒ Slimmer fit
‒ for
Slimmer
women
fit for
up to
women
size 40
up to size 40
‒ Subtle reflective
‒ Subtlestripes
reflective
on heel
stripes on heel
‒ Shaft height
‒ Shaft
at front
height
approx.
at front
26 cm,
approx. 26 cm,
at back approx.
at back
21 cm
approx.
in size
2142
cmboots
in size 42 boots
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
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BMW Motorrad
Boots

Boots

AIRFLOW
AIRFLOW
BOOTS BOOTS

AIRFLOW
AIRFLOW
COVER COVER
BOOTS BOOTS

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

The light and
The
well-ventilated
light and well-ventilated
AirFlow boots
AirFlow
makeboots make
you feel likeyou
you’re
feelwearing
like you’re
sandals
wearing
while
sandals
out riding.
while out riding.

ALLROUND
ALLROUND
BOOTS BOOTS
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

The name says
The name
it all. With
saysthis
it all.
rugged
With this
touring
rugged
boot,
touring
new boot, new
Black
riders can explore
riders can
far-flung
explore
places
far-flung
all year
places
round.
all year
It offers
round. It offers
SIZES
maximum protection
maximum against
protection
the against
wind and
therain
wind
thanks
and rain
to thanks
35to
– 48
®
®
membrane
membrane
and a robust
and a robust
the breathable
the GORE-TEX
breathable GORE-TEX
material blend
material
of cowhide
blend of
leather
cowhide
and leather
Cordura.
and Cordura.
‒ Entry-level
‒ touring
Entry-level
boottouring
for year-round
boot for year-round
use
use
‒ Upper made
‒ Upper
of hydrophobic
made of hydrophobic
cowhide cowhide
leather and leather
Corduraand Cordura
‒ Ankle and‒shin
Ankle
reinforced
and shinwith
reinforced
moulded
with moulded
plastic and plastic
foam and foam
‒ Heel and ‒toe
Heel
reinforced
and toe reinforced
‒ Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable
and breathable
®
®
membrane
membrane
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
‒ Flex zones
‒ at
Flex
heel
zones
and at
instep
heel for
andmore
instep
freedom
for more freedom
of movement
of movement
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
‒ Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
heel
on heel
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
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COLOUR

Black

SIZES

35 – 48

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Outer material
‒ Outer
is amaterial
combination
is a combination
of leather and
of leather
textile and textile
AirTex material
‒ AirTex
as material
mesh insert
as mesh insert
Shin and ‒ankle
Shinreinforcement
and ankle reinforcement
Toecap and
‒ Toecap
heel reinforcement
and heel reinforcement
Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
heel
on heel
Removable,
‒ Removable,
anatomically
anatomically
shaped insole
shaped insole
Ankle height
‒ Ankle
approx.
height
20 cm
approx. 20 cm

COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black

36 – 48

Black

36 – 48

UNISEX

The searchThe
for shelter
searchinforheavy
shelter
downpours
in heavy downpours
is finally over!
is finally over!
Simply pull Simply
on these
pull
water-resistant
on these water-resistant
overshoes, overshoes,
specially specially
designed for
designed
the AirFlow
for the
boot,
AirFlow
and carry
boot,onand
your
carry
way.on your way.
The overshoes
The offer
overshoes
maximum
offerprotection
maximumthanks
protection
to thanks to
abrasion-resistant
abrasion-resistant
reinforcements
reinforcements
and a tailored,
and a tailored,
flutter-free fit
flutter-free
(even at high
fit (even
speeds).
at high speeds).
‒
‒
‒
‒

Waterproof,
‒ Waterproof,
dirt-repellent
dirt-repellent
overshoe overshoe
Specially ‒designed
Speciallyfor
designed
the AirFlow
for the
boot
AirFlow boot
PROTOURING
PROTOURING
BOOTS BOOTS
Stretch, PU-coated
‒ Stretch, PU-coated
material with
material
taped stitching
with taped stitching
COLOUR COLOUR
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
reinforcements
reinforcements
on inner ankle,
on inner ankle,
Black
Black
In spring orIn
autumn,
spring or
theautumn,
ProTouring
the ProTouring
boot puts you
boot
onputs you on
toe, heel, and
toe,beneath
heel, and
gear
beneath
lever gear lever
the safe side
the
– always.
safe side
Soft,
– always.
hydrophobic
Soft, hydrophobic
cowhide cowhide MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
‒ Zip and elasticated
‒ Zip and elasticated
sections forsections
easy on/off
for easy on/off
®
for better ®
ventilation
for betterand
ventilation39
and
leather, breathable
leather, GORE-TEX
breathable GORE-TEX
– 48
39 – 48
‒ Short sole‒section
Short sole
at front
section
of foot
at front
for stability
of footwhen
for stability
ridingwhen riding
flex zones inflex
thezones
uppers
in the
make
uppers
this touring
make this
boottouring
reliableboot reliable
‒ Elasticated
‒ Elasticated
at top of shaft
at top of shaft
footwear forfootwear
any weather.
for any
Particularly
weather. Particularly
on long-distance
on long-distance
‒ Flutter-free
‒ Flutter-free
design, including
design,atincluding
high speeds
at high speeds
rides, you’ll rides,
noticeyou’ll
the difference
notice theindifference
comfort provided
in comfort
byprovided by
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
with BMW
print Motorrad
with BMWlettering
Motorrad lettering
advanced ergonomic
advanced technology.
ergonomic technology.
And thanksAnd
to the
thanks to the
range of adjustment
range of adjustment
options, theoptions,
boot fitsthe
so boot
well you’d
fits so well you’d
COLOUR COLOUR
never knownever
all theknow
built-in
all safety
the built-in
features
safety
were
features
there. were there.
Black
Black
‒ Professional-grade
‒ Professional-grade
touring boottouring
for year-round
boot for year-round
use
use
DOUBLE SIZES
DOUBLE SIZES
‒ Full-grain‒hydrophobic
Full-grain hydrophobic
soft cowhide
soft cowhide
36/37 to 48/49
36/37 to 48/49
(approx. 2.0(approx.
mm thick)
2.0 mm thick)
‒ Large shin‒ protector,
Large shinwith
protector,
additional
withstiffening
additional stiffening
and foam padding
and foam padding
‒ Abrasion-resistant
‒ Abrasion-resistant
heel protector
heel protector
‒ Reinforced
‒ Reinforced
in gear-shiftinarea
gear-shift area
‒ Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable
and breathable
®
®
membrane
membrane
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
‒ Soft velour
‒ Soft
liningvelour
around
lining
opening
around opening
‒ Washable,‒ anatomically
Washable, anatomically
formed insole
formed
with insole with
antibacterialantibacterial
function function
‒ Flex zones
‒ at
Flex
heel
zones
and at
instep
heel and instep
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Sneakers Sneakers

NEW NEW

DRY SNEAKERS
DRY SNEAKERS

RIDE SNEAKERS
RIDE SNEAKERS
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
BMW Motorrad-branded
BMW Motorrad-branded
inner sole inner sole
‒ Bright,
colours
summer colours
SometimesSometimes
even motorcycle
even motorcycle
riders want riders
to wander
want to wander ‒ Bright, summer
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
through thethrough
urban landscape
the urban on
landscape
foot – preferably
on foot –inpreferably in ‒ CE-certified
lightweight lightweight
sneakers made
sneakers
of high-quality
made of high-quality
cowhide cowhide
leather thatleather
look asthat
coollook
withasjeans
coolas
with
they
jeans
do with
as they do with
motorcycling
motorcycling
gear. Reinforcements,
gear. Reinforcements,
protectors and
protectors and
extra padding
extra
in the
padding
gear-shift
in thearea
gear-shift
offer allarea
the offer
safety
all the safety
you need on
you
theneed
bike.on the bike.
UNISEX

UNISEX

‒ High-quality
‒ High-quality
leather sneakers
leather
forsneakers
the city for the city
and short trips
and short trips
‒ 100 % fine,
‒ 100
lightweight
% fine, lightweight
cowhide leather
cowhide leather
‒ Suitable for
‒ Suitable
warm summer
for warm
and
summer
humid climates
and humid climates
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
and incredibly
andbreathable
incredibly thanks
breathable
to thanks to
perforated velour
perforated
leather
velour
on the
leather
sideson the sides
‒ Added moulded
‒ Added
protection
moulded at
protection
the heel at the heel
‒ Reinforced
‒ Reinforced
in gear-shiftinarea
gear-shift area
‒ Interior-reinforced
‒ Interior-reinforced
heels and toecaps
heels and toecaps
‒ Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
the sidesonand
theatsides
the heel
and at the heel
for added safety
for added
whensafety
driving
when
at night
driving at night
‒ Half-height
‒ Half-height
shaft with inner
shaftzip
with
forinner
quickzip
removal
for quick removal
‒ Lacing to ‒adjust
Lacing
width
to adjust width
‒ Leather-trimmed
‒ Leather-trimmed
laces
laces
‒ Shaft height
‒ Shaft
at back
height
approx.
at back
16 cm
approx.
in size
1643
cmboots
in size 43 boots
‒ Rubber sole
‒ Rubber
with Boxer
sole motif
with Boxer motif
‒ Practical 3D
‒ Practical
air mesh3D
lining
air mesh
for breathability
lining for breathability
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COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Blue

36 – 48

Blue

36 – 48

UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

Black
Motorcycling
Motorcycling
boots aren’tboots
always
aren’t
necessary
alwaysfor
necessary
a flying for a flying
visit to the city.
visitKeep
to theitcity.
simple
Keep
onitthe
simple
streets
on the
withstreets
a pair with a pair
SIZES
of casual sneakers.
of casualOf
sneakers.
course, they
Of course,
also offer
theyoptimum
also offer optimum
39 – 48
comfort andcomfort
safety inand
all kinds
safetyof
inweather
all kindsthanks
of weather
to robust
thanks to robust
ankle protection
ankleand
protection
breathable
and OutDry
breathable
technology.
OutDry technology.

COLOUR

Black

SIZES

39 – 48

‒ Half-height
‒ Half-height
sneakers, waterproof,
sneakers, waterproof,
windproof windproof
and breathable
and breathable
‒ Ideal for city
‒ Ideal
visitsfor
and
cityshort
visitstrips
and short trips
‒ BMW climate
‒ BMW
membrane:
climate membrane:
three-ply laminate
three-ply laminate
with patented
withOutDry
patented
technology
OutDry technology
‒ Mix of waxed
‒ Mix
and
of unwaxed
waxed and
leather
unwaxed leather
‒ Formed plastic
‒ Formed
outerplastic
reinforcement
outer reinforcement
on heel withon heel with
integrated reflective
integratedmarkings
reflective markings
‒ Interior-reinforced
‒ Interior-reinforced
heels and toecaps
heels and toecaps
‒ Ankle protection
‒ Ankle with
protection
rounded
with
plastic
rounded
shellplastic shell
and gel padand
inside
gel pad inside
‒ Half-height
‒ Half-height
shaft with inner
shaftzip
with
forinner
quickzip
removal
for quick removal
‒ Additional‒front
Additional
lacing front
to adjust
lacing
width
to adjust width
‒ Shaft height
‒ Shaft
at back
height
approx.
at back
16 cm
approx.
in size
1642
cmboots
in size 42 boots
‒ Leather lace
‒ Leather
cover embossed
lace cover with
embossed
BMW logo
with BMW logo
‒ Lightly treaded
‒ Lightly
rubber
treaded
solerubber
with Boxer
sole motif
with Boxer motif
‒ Brightly coloured
‒ Brightly
3Dcoloured
air mesh3D
performance
air mesh performance
lining
lining
for comfort for
andcomfort
ventilation
and ventilation
‒ Insole with
‒ Insole
antibacterial
with antibacterial
surface, underside
surface,slightly
underside slightly
textured fortextured
better airfor
circulation
better air circulation
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13634
to DIN EN 13634
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GLOVES
GLOVES
A rider’s A
hands
rider’s
need
hands
theneed
best the
possible
best possible
protection
protection
at all times.
at all
BMW
times.
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
offers wind
offers
andwind and
waterproof
waterproof
gloves, reinforced
gloves, reinforced
on the sides
on the
andsides and
at the ballatofthe
theball
hand,
of the
to hand,
ensuretoaensure
firm grip
a firm
on grip on
proceedings
proceedings
in all conditions.
in all conditions.
There’s no
There’s no
compromise
compromise
on comfort,
on comfort,
either: the
either:
Two-in-One
the Two-in-One
glove, forglove,
example,
for example,
comes with
comes
multi-purpose
with multi-purpose
two-chamber
two-chamber
technology
technology
and touchscreenand touchscreencompatible
compatible
fingertips.
fingertips.
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Two in One
Twogloves
in One gloves

70

70

EnduroGuard
EnduroGuard
gloves gloves

71

71

DoubleRDoubleR
gloves gloves

72

72

AirFlow AirFlow
gloves gloves

73

73

Rallye gloves
Rallye gloves

74

74

GS Dry gloves
GS Dry gloves

75

75

Atlantis Atlantis
gloves gloves

76
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ProSummer
ProSummer
gloves gloves

77

77

ProWinter
ProWinter
gloves gloves

77

77

RocksterRockster
gloves gloves

78

78

DownTown
DownTown
gloves gloves

79

79

AllroundAllround
gloves gloves

80

80

Silk undergloves
Silk undergloves

80

80
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Gloves

Gloves

TWO INTWO
ONE IN
GLOVES
ONE GLOVES

ENDUROGUARD
ENDUROGUARD
GLOVESGLOVES

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

2-in-1 features
2-in-1
forfeatures
greater comfort
for greater
while
comfort
touring:
while
thetouring: the
sporty glovesporty
with twin-chamber
glove with twin-chamber
technology technology
is full of
is full of
handy features
handy
that
features
make itthat
the make
perfect
it the
globetrotter.
perfect globetrotter.
While the first
While
chamber
the first
is chamber
unlined and
is unlined
offers excellent
and offers excellent
grip with kangaroo
grip withleather,
kangaroo
the leather,
waterproof
the second
waterproof second
®
®
membrane
membrane
chamber with
chamber
a breathable
with a GORE-TEX
breathable GORE-TEX
offers complete
offersprotection
completefrom
protection
the elements.
from the elements.
®
®
‒ Sporty gloves
‒ Sporty
withgloves
GORE-TEX
with GORE-TEX
2-in-1 technology
2-in-1 technology
‒ Riders choose
‒ Riders
between
choose
chambers
betweenaccording
chambers according
to the weather
to the weather
‒ SuperFabric
‒ SuperFabric
and shock-absorbing
and shock-absorbing
foam on ballfoam
of hand
on ball of hand
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
leather on edge
leather
of on
hand
edge of hand
‒ Plastic protective
‒ Plasticshell
protective
over knuckles
shell over
with
knuckles with
shock-absorbing
shock-absorbing
foam
foam
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
foam on finger
foam
backs
on finger backs
‒ Wiper lip on
‒ Wiper
left index
lip onfinger
left index finger
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
index fingerindex
and thumb
finger and
tips thumb tips
‒ Colour markings
‒ Colourmake
markings
it easymake
to put
it easy
on and
to put
takeon
offand take off
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594

COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black/Grey Black/Grey
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
6 - 6½ –12 -12½

UNISEX

The multifunctional
The multifunctional
EnduroGuard
EnduroGuard
glove with twinglove with twinchamber technology
chamber technology
is truly unique,
is truly
allowing
unique,
riders
allowing
to riders to
easily switch
easily
chambers
switch when
chambers
weather
when
conditions
weather conditions
change. The
change.
PROOF
The
chamber
PROOFis chamber
windproof
is and
windproof and
waterproof,waterproof,
with a liningwith
for thermal
a lining for
insulation.
thermal The
insulation. The
GRIP chamber
GRIP
features
chamber
wafer-thin,
features abrasion-resistant
wafer-thin, abrasion-resistant
kangaroo leather
kangaroo
for aleather
crease-free,
for a crease-free,
tactile fit. tactile fit.
‒ Enduro gloves
‒ Enduro
withgloves
twin-chamber
with twin-chamber
technology,technology,
which
which
allows ridersallows
to switch
riders
chambers
to switchwhen
chambers
weather
when weather
conditions change.
conditions change.
‒ PROOF upper
‒ PROOF
chamber
upper
is chamber
breathable,
is breathable,
waterproof and
waterproof and
®
®
2-in-1 technology
2-in-1 technology
windproof thanks
windproof
to GORE-TEX
thanks to GORE-TEX
with a lightweight,
with a lightweight,
insulating pique
insulating
jerseypique
liningjersey lining
‒ GRIP lower
‒ GRIP
chamber
lower
made
chamber
of highly
made
abrasion-resistant
of highly abrasion-resistant
kangaroo leather
kangaroo
(approx.
leather
0.7(approx.
mm), unlined
0.7 mm),
andunlined and
perforated for
perforated
maximum
forgrip
maximum grip
‒ Back of hand:
‒ Back
blend
of hand:
of soft
blend
cowhide
of soft
leather
cowhide
and leather and
Schoeller Dynatec
Schoeller Dynatec
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
‒ Highly abrasion-resistant
ceraspace print
ceraspace
on theprint on the
knuckle protectors
knuckle and
protectors
ball of the
andhand
ball of the hand
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
leather on edge
leather
of on
hand
edge of hand
‒ Plastic protective
‒ Plasticshell
protective
over knuckles
shell over
with
knuckles
shock-abwith shock-absorbing foam
sorbing foam
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
foam on finger
foam
backs
on finger
and back
backsofand
the back of the
hand
hand
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
index fingerindex
and thumb
finger and
tips thumb tips
‒ Rubber wiper
‒ Rubber
lip onwiper
left index
lip onfinger
left index finger
‒ Mid-length
‒ Mid-length
cuff with Velcro
cuff with
widthVelcro
adjustment
width adjustment
‒ Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
the outside
on the outside
‒ Special seams
‒ Special
prevent
seams
pressure
prevent
points
pressure
on the
points
fingers
on the fingers
and palm ofand
the palm
handof the hand
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black

Black

6 - 6½ –12 -12½
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Gloves

Gloves

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
R GLOVES
R GLOVES

AIRFLOW
AIRFLOW
GLOVESGLOVES

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

This sturdyThis
yet sporty
sturdy100
yet%
sporty
kangaroo
100 %leather
kangaroo
glove
leather glove
punches well
punches
above its
well
weight.
aboveThe
its weight.
plastic The
protective
plastic protective
shell with titanium
shell with
inserts
titanium
overinserts
the knuckles,
over theSuperFabric
knuckles, SuperFabric
material withmaterial
impact-absorbing
with impact-absorbing
gel and impact-absorbing
gel and impact-absorbing
Suprotec foam
Suprotec
padding
foam
onpadding
the backon
of the
the back
handof
allthe
help
hand all help
to provide maximum
to provideprotection.
maximum protection.
‒ Hard-wearing
‒ Hard-wearing
yet flexible sports
yet flexible
glovesports glove
‒ 100 % kangaroo
‒ 100 %leather
kangaroo leather
‒ It provides‒ optimum
It providesprotection
optimumthanks
protection
to double
thanks to double
thickness SuperFabric
thickness SuperFabric
material andmaterial
shock-absorbing
and shock-absorbing
gel at the edges
gel atand
the palms
edges of
and
thepalms
hand.of the hand.
‒ Tough plastic
‒ Tough
protective
plasticshell
protective
over the
shell
knuckles
over the knuckles
with titanium
with
inserts
titanium
for even
inserts
greater
for even
protection
greater protection
‒ Impact-absorbing
‒ Impact-absorbing
SuproTec foam
SuproTec
on thefoam
backon the back
of the hand,ofthickness
the hand,varies
thickness
depending
varies depending
on functionon function
and zone and zone
‒ Finger bridge
‒ Finger
between
bridge
little
between
and ring
little
fingers
and ring
helps
fingers helps
prevent theprevent
most common
the mostracetrack
commonfinger
racetrack
injuries
finger injuries
‒ Stretch inserts
‒ Stretch
for ainserts
more comfortable
for a more comfortable
fit
fit
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Blue/White/Red/Black
Blue/White/Red/Black
6 - 6½ –12 -612½
- 6½ –12 - 12½

UNISEX

These gloves
These
are designed
gloves aretodesigned
complement
to complement
the
the
AirFlow suit,AirFlow
but aresuit,
alsobut
perfect
are also
for any
perfect
summer
for any summer
excursion. They
excursion.
combine
They
thin,
combine
abrasion-resistant
thin, abrasion-resistant
materials such
materials
as goatskin
such as
leather
goatskin
and leather
AirTex that
and AirTex that
deliver bothdeliver
grip and
both
protection.
grip and Knuckle
protection.
protectors
Knuckle protectors
and impact-absorbing
and impact-absorbing
foam protect
foam
the protect
back of the back of
the hand, while
the hand,
holes while
in theholes
insides
in the
of the
insides
fingers
of the fingers
ensure optimum
ensureventilation.
optimum Your
ventilation.
next summer
Your next
tour
summer tour
won’t be complete
won’t bewithout
complete
them!
without them!
‒ Lightweight,
‒ Lightweight,
well-ventilated
well-ventilated
summer gloves
summer gloves
‒ Highly breathable
‒ Highly goatskin
breathable
leather
goatskin
and leather
large and large
air-permeable
air-permeable
Schoeller AirTex
Schoeller
applications
AirTex applications
on the
on the
back of the back
handof the hand
‒ Perforations
‒ Perforations
on back of hand
on back
andofbetween
hand and
fingers
between fingers
for improved
forventilation
improved ventilation
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
palm, balls of
palm,
the balls
handsoflined
the hands
with lined with
Schoeller Keprotec
Schoellerpadding
Keprotec padding
‒ Leather-covered
‒ Leather-covered
plastic protective
plasticshell
protective
over shell over
knuckles, with
knuckles,
ventilation
withholes
ventilation
and aholes
shock-absorbing
and a shock-absorbing
foam lining foam lining
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
foam on finger
foam
backs
on finger backs
‒ Short wrist
‒ Short
cuff with
wrist
Velcro
cuff with
strapVelcro strap
‒ Soft cuff material
‒ Soft cuff
prevents
material
chafing
prevents
of the
chafing
wrist of the wrist
‒ Preshaped
‒ Preshaped
design prevents
design
pressure
prevents
points
pressure points
at the fingers
at the fingers
‒ Palm unlined
‒ Palm
for aunlined
firmer for
gripa firmer grip
‒ Suede leather
‒ Suede
thumbs
leather
for thumbs
wiping visor
for wiping visor
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
COLOURS COLOURS

Black
Grey

Black
Grey

SIZES

SIZES

6 - 6½ –12 -612½
- 6½ –12 - 12½

72

72

73

73

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Gloves

NEW NEW

Gloves

RALLYERALLYE
GLOVESGLOVES
UNISEX

NEW NEW

UNISEX

When the road
When
heats
the up,
roadthese
heatslightweight,
up, these lightweight,
summery summery
enduro gloves
enduro
helpgloves
you to help
keepyou
yourtocool.
keepYou’ll
your always
cool. You’ll always
have the upper
havehand
the upper
with this
hand
mixwith
of materials:
this mix ofrobust
materials: robust
kangaroo leather,
kangaroo
goatskin
leather,
leather
goatskin
and leather
elasticated
and elasticated
Spandex. And
Spandex.
the shock-resistant
And the shock-resistant
hard shell offers
hard shell
the offers the
ultimate protection
ultimatefor
protection
off-road for
touring.
off-road touring.
‒ Every detail
‒ Every
of these
detail
summer
of these
enduro
summer
gloves
enduro gloves
has been designed
has beenfor
designed
off-road for
riding.
off-road riding.
‒ Two colours
‒ Two
to match
colours
the
torallye
match
suits
the rallye suits
‒ Palm made
‒ Palm
of abrasion-resistant
made of abrasion-resistant
kangaroo leather,
kangaroo leather,
double-thickness
double-thickness
in key areas;insandwich
key areas;construction
sandwich construction
made of memory
made of
foam
memory
and a foam
double
and
leather
a double
layerleather layer
along the scaphoid
along thebone
scaphoid bone
‒ Top of glove
‒ Top
made
of glove
from made
an elasticated
from an elasticated
and airy goat
and airy goat
leather and leather
Spandex
and
mix
Spandex mix
‒ BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWhard
Motorrad
shell with
hardmemory
shell with
foam
memory
underlay
foam underlay
‒ Short cuffs
‒ Short
madecuffs
of goat
made
leather,
of goat
withleather,
velcro fastening
with velcro fastening
‒ Ultimate ventilation
‒ Ultimateprovided
ventilation
byprovided
slits in the
byhard
slits shell
in the hard shell
and nettingand
at the
netting
base at
ofthe
the base
fingers
of the fingers
‒ Palm: Special
‒ Palm:
seams
Special
prevent
seams
pressure
prevent
points
pressure points
at the fingers
at the fingers
‒ Lower hand
‒ Lower
not lined
hand not lined
‒ Leather pads
‒ Leather
with foam
padscushioning
with foam cushioning
protect the protect
fingers the fingers
when driving
when
through
driving
foliage
through
and foliage
also prevent
and also
wear
prevent wear
and tear and tear
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
COLOURS COLOURS

Grey/Red Grey/Red
Black/Blue Black/Blue
SIZES

SIZES

6 - 6½ –12 -612½
- 6½ –12 - 12½

GS DRYGS
GLOVES
DRY GLOVES
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

COLOURS COLOURS

Waterproof,Waterproof,
breathable and
breathable
suitableand
for suitable
touring. That’s
for touring. That’s
Blue/Black or
Blue/Black
Grey
or Grey
what any biker
what
would
any biker
expect
would
fromexpect
a leather/textile
from a leather/textile
enduro
enduro
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
®
Gore Grip®technology.
Gore Grip technology.
This
This 6 – 8 (individual
glove with GORE-TEX
glove with GORE-TEX
6 – 8sizes
(individual
for better
sizesfit)for better fit)
one’s madeone’s
from robust
made from
double-thickness
robust double-thickness
leather and leather and
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
abrasion-resistant
abrasion-resistant
SuperFabric,
SuperFabric,
and features
and
a soft
features a soft
8 - 8 ½ –12 -812
- 8½½ –12 - 12 ½
knuckle protector
knuckleforprotector
good measure.
for good measure.
‒ Enduro touring
‒ Enduro
glove
touring
madeglove
from made
leather/textile
from leather/textile
blend
blend
‒ Palm and ‒finger
Palmtips
andreinforced
finger tipswith
reinforced
goatskin
with
leather
goatskin leather
‒ Top and back
‒ Topofand
hand
back
made
of hand
from made
abrasion-resistant
from abrasion-resistant
Cordura andCordura
Corduraand
Stretch
Cordura Stretch
‒ Leather on
‒ Leather
thumb and
on thumb
index finger
and index finger
‒ Stretchy Spandex
‒ Stretchy
onSpandex
back of fingers,
on backwith
of fingers,
foam lining
with foam lining
‒ Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
highly breathable
and highly breathable
®
Gore Grip®technology
Gore Grip technology
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
‒ Perfect fit‒and
Perfect
easyfit
on/off
and easy
with three-layer
on/off with laminate
three-layer laminate
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
leather on edge
leather
and
onball
edge
of hand
and ball of hand
‒ Wear-resistant
‒ Wear-resistant
SuperFabricSuperFabric
on the ball of
onthe
thehand,
ball of the hand,
lined with memory
lined with
foam
memory foam
‒ Knuckle protector
‒ Knuckle protector
‒ Mid-length
‒ Mid-length
cuff made from
cuff made
Cordura
from
with
Cordura
Velcro with Velcro
for adjustable
forfit,
adjustable
and straps
fit, on
andthe
straps
inneron
wrist
thefor
inner wrist for
removing gloves
removing gloves
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
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74

75

75

BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Gloves

Gloves

ATLANTIS
ATLANTIS
GLOVESGLOVES

PROSUMMER
PROSUMMER
GLOVESGLOVES

UNISEX

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

These waterproof
These leather
waterproof
gloves
leather
reallygloves
comereally
into their
come into their
own in spring
own
and
in autumn
spring and
temperatures.
autumn temperatures.
The robust The robust
®
®
suede cowhide
suede
upper
cowhide
and breathable
upper and GORE-TEX
breathable GORE-TEX
Gore Grip membrane
Gore Grip membrane
complement
complement
the aesthetics
the of
aesthetics
the
of the
Atlantis suit,Atlantis
makingsuit,
the making
glove perfect
the glove
for fun-filled
perfect for
touring.
fun-filled touring.

®
When the sun
When
is beating
the sundown,
is beating
breathable
down, GORE-TEX
breathable ®
GORE-TEX
Black
Black
Gore Grip technology
Gore Grip technology
in these lightweight
in these lightweight
summer summer WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
gloves will help
gloves
to keep
will help
youto
cool.
keep
And
youif cool.
a storm
And
rolls
if ain,
storm rolls in,
6 – 8 (individual
6 – 8sizes
(individual
for better
sizesfit)for better fit)
the wind and
thewaterproof
wind and goatskin
waterproof
leather
goatskin
and leather
stretch and stretch
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
nylon will keep
nylon
you
willwarm
keepand
youdry.
warm and dry.
8 - 8½ –12 -8
12½
- 8½ –12 -12½

‒ Leather touring
‒ Leather
glove
touring
for spring
gloveand
for autumn
spring and autumn
‒ Suede cowhide
‒ Suede
upper,
cowhide
goatskin
upper,
nappa
goatskin
leather
nappa
palm,
leather palm,
both hydrophobic
both hydrophobic
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
leather in vulnerable
leather inareas,
vulnerable
Keprotec
areas, Keprotec
padding at the
padding
ball ofatthe
thehand
ball of the hand
‒ Shock-absorbing
‒ Shock-absorbing
memory foam
memory
on fingers
foamand
on fingers
knuckles
and knuckles
®
®
gloves with
gloves
Gore Grip
withtechnology
Gore Grip technology
are
are
‒ GORE-TEX
‒ GORE-TEX
100 % windproof,
100 % waterproof
windproof, and
waterproof
breathable,
and breathable,
offering
offering
excellent grip
excellent
and a tactile
grip and
fit a tactile fit
‒ Slim fit, can
‒ Slim
be worn
fit, can
over
beorworn
under
over
sleeve
or under sleeve
‒ Touchscreen-friendly
‒ Touchscreen-friendly
thumb and thumb
index finger
and index finger
‒ Rubber wiper
‒ Rubber
lip onwiper
left index
lip onfinger
left index finger
‒ Special stitching
‒ Special
increases
stitchingcomfort
increases
by comfort
preventing
by preventing
pressure points
pressure points
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594

‒ Lightweight,
‒ Lightweight,
waterproof summer
waterproof
touring
summer
gloves
touring gloves
‒ Hydrophobic
‒ Hydrophobic
goatskin leather
goatskin
and leather
stretch and
nylon
stretch nylon
®
®
gloves with
gloves
Gore Grip
withtechnology
Gore Grip technology
are
are
‒ GORE-TEX
‒ GORE-TEX
100 % windproof,
100 % waterproof
windproof, and
waterproof
breathable,
and breathable,
offering
offering
excellent grip
excellent
and a tactile
grip and
fit a tactile fit
‒ Ultra-lightweight,
‒ Ultra-lightweight,
moisture-wicking
moisture-wicking
piqué jerseypiqué jersey
performance
performance
lining
lining
‒ Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
leather on edge
leather
and
onpalm
edgeofand
hand,
palm of hand,
and on gripand
areaon
ofgrip
thumb
area of thumb
‒ Knuckles ‒with
Knuckles
shock-absorbing
with shock-absorbing
PORON® foam
PORON® foam
‒ Narrow grip
‒ Narrow
tab on wrist,
grip tab
large
on wrist,
grip tab
large
on cuff
grip tab on cuff
‒ Stretch leather
‒ Stretch
knuckle
leather
section
knuckle section
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
fingertips fingertips
‒ Rubber wiper
‒ Rubber
lip onwiper
left index
lip onfinger,
left index
suede
finger,
wiping
suede wiping
surface on left
surface
thumb
on left thumb
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on back,
print
edge
on back,
and cuff
edge and cuff
‒ Separate ‒cuts
Separate
for men
cuts
andfor
women
men and women
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594

COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Anthracite Anthracite
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
6 - 6½ –12 -12½

PROWINTER
PROWINTER
GLOVESGLOVES
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

Black
Black
We warmly We
recommend
warmly recommend
these windproof
theseand
windproof
waterproof
and waterproof
®
®
winter gloves,
winter
which
gloves,
hold which
their own
holdeven
theirinown even
in
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
SIZES
SIZES
the coldest,the
wettest
coldest,
weather
wettest
thanks
weather
to their
thanks
Thinsulate
to their Thinsulate
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
padding and
padding
soft fleece
and lining.
soft fleece
The long
lining.
neoprene
The longcuff
neoprene cuff
and specially
and
developed
specially finger
developed
construction
finger construction
also help toalso help to
prevent chilly
prevent
hands.chilly hands.
‒ Highly insulating,
‒ Highlywaterproof
insulating, winter
waterproof
gloves
winter gloves
‒ Palm: hydrophobic
‒ Palm: hydrophobic
goatskin, double
goatskin,
thickness
doubleon
thickness
ball
on ball
of hand andofgrip
hand
area
and
ofgrip
thumb
area of thumb
‒ High-tech‒elastic
High-tech
Nyspan
elastic
on Nyspan
back for on
maximum
back for maximum
comfort comfort
‒ Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable
and with
breathable with
®
®
membrane
membrane
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
‒ Excellent ‒insulation
Excellentwith
insulation
Thinsulate
with padding
Thinsulate
and
padding and
aluminium layer
aluminium
on back
layer
of hand
on back of hand
‒ Lining made
‒ Lining
of brushed
made of
synthetic
brushedfibre
synthetic
(palm) fibre (palm)
and teddy fleece
and teddy
(back)
fleece (back)
‒ High-tech,‒ impact-resistant
High-tech, impact-resistant
and energy-absorbing
and energy-absorbing
knuckle shells
knuckle shells
‒ Touchscreen-friendly
‒ Touchscreen-friendly
fingertips fingertips
‒ Rubber wiper
‒ Rubber
lip onwiper
left index
lip onfinger,
left index
suede
finger,
wiping
suede wiping
area on left area
thumb
on left thumb
‒ Reflective‒strips
Reflective
on edge
strips
and
onon
edge
littleand
finger
on little finger
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Gloves

Gloves

DOWNTOWN
DOWNTOWN
GLOVESGLOVES
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

Want to useWant
your to
phone
use your
without
phone
taking
without
your gloves
taking your
off? gloves off?
Black
Black
Try these thin
Trygloves
these made
thin gloves
from soft
made
goatskin
from soft
leather
goatskin
and leatherSIZES
and
SIZES
lightweight fabric.
lightweight
They’ve
fabric.
gotThey’ve
touchscreen-compatible
got touchscreen-compatible
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
fingertips tofingertips
help youto
stay
help
connected.
you stay connected.
Thanks to Thanks to
®
®
WINDSTOPPER
WINDSTOPPER
technology,technology,
the
the
GORE-TEXGORE-TEX
material is 100
material
% windproof
is 100 %and
windproof
breathable.
and breathable.

ROCKSTER
ROCKSTER
GLOVESGLOVES
COLOURS COLOURS
UNISEX
‒ Short leather
‒ Short
glove
leather
for warm-weather
glove for warm-weather
riding
riding
Black
The lightweight
The lightweight
Rockster leather
Rockster
glove
leather
is ideal
glove
for is ideal for ‒ Upper hand
‒ Upper
and palm
handmade
and palm
of soft,
made
thick-grain
of soft, thick-grain Black
Brown
Brown
warmer temperatures.
warmer temperatures.
PerforationsPerforations
on the sidesonensure
the sides ensure
goatskin leather
goatskin leather
excellent airexcellent
circulation,
air circulation,
while the unlined
while the
palm
unlined
allowspalm
for allows‒ for
Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
leather on edge
leather
and
onpalm
edgeofand
hand
palm of hand
SIZES
SIZES
an unencumbered
an unencumbered
grip.
grip.
‒ Knuckles ‒and
Knuckles
ball of hand
and ball
withof hand with
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
shock-absorbing
shock-absorbing
Temperfoam
Temperfoam
‒ Palm unlined
‒ Palm
for an
unlined
unencumbered
for an unencumbered
grip, back ofgrip,
hand
back of hand
lined with lightweight
lined with lightweight
tricot
tricot
‒ Perforations
‒ Perforations
between the
between
fingers the fingers
‒ Strap with‒ two
Strap
press
withstuds
two press
on wrist
studs
to adjust
on wrist
width
to adjust width
on back of hand
on back of hand
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
index fingerindex
and thumb
finger and
tips thumb tips
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
UNISEX
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‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Thin and ‒lightweight,
Thin and lightweight,
with a shortwith
cuffa short cuff
Soft goatskin
‒ Soft
palm
goatskin
with perforated
palm with effect
perforated effect
Back of hand:
‒ Back
goatskin
of hand:
and
goatskin
lightweight
and lightweight
elastic fabricelastic fabric
Double-thickness
‒ Double-thickness
leather on edge
leather
and
onpalm
edgeofand
hand
palm of hand
®
®
gloves with
gloves
WINDSTOPPER
with WINDSTOPPER
GORE-TEX
‒ GORE-TEX
technologytechnology
are 100 % windproof
are 100 % and
windproof and
breathable;breathable;
water-resistant
water-resistant
upper
upper
‒ Strap with‒ two
Strap
press
withstuds
two press
on wrist
studs
to adjust
on wrist
width
to adjust
on width on
back of hand
back of hand
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
‒ Touchscreen-compatible
index fingerindex
and thumb
finger and
tips thumb tips
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Gloves

Gloves

NEW NEW

ALLROUND
ALLROUND
GLOVESGLOVES
UNISEX

UNISEX

SILK UNDERGLOVE
SILK UNDERGLOVE
COLOUR

COLOUR

Black
Black
A glove for every
A glove
scenario
for every
– because
scenariowith
– because
this waterproof
with this waterproof
glove, you’ll glove,
be prepared
you’ll be
whatever
prepared
thewhatever
weather.the
Made
weather.
from Made from
SIZES
SIZES
a fabric/leather
a fabric/leather
mix and lined
mixwith
andinsulating
lined withmicro-fibre
insulating micro-fibre
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
6 - 6½ –12 -12½
padding, this
padding,
glove isthis
equipped
glove iswith
equipped
new features
with new
to keep
features to keep
you comfortable
you comfortable
in moderateintomoderate
cool temperatures.
to cool temperatures.
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
touring gloves
touring
for allgloves
occasions
for all occasions
‒ Fabric upper
‒ Fabric
and aniline-dyed
upper and aniline-dyed
cowhide leather
cowhide leather
‒ Material reinforced
‒ Materialinreinforced
vulnerableinareas
vulnerable
Double-thickness
areas Double-thickness
on edge of on
hand,
edge
partially
of hand,
reinforced
partially palm
reinforced
with palm with
Keprotec padding
Keprotec padding
‒ Generous‒stretch
Generous
leather
stretch
across
leather
the knuckles
across the knuckles
‒ Two grip tabs
‒ Two
forgrip
fastening
tabs foratfastening
the wrist at
and
the
forwrist and for
cuff width adjustment
cuff width adjustment
‒ Narrow reflective
‒ Narrowstripes
reflective
on the
stripes
backon
of the
the back
handof the hand
‒ Soft wiping
‒ Soft
surface
wiping
on the
surface
thumbs
on the
andthumbs
rubber and
lip rubber lip
‒ Index fingertips
‒ Indexmade
fingertips
from made
specialfrom
leather
special leather
‒ Soft lining‒for
Soft
maximum
lining forcomfort
maximum comfort
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
60 -gram Thinsulate
60 -gram padding
Thinsulate
onpadding on
the back of the
the back
handof the hand
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
according toaccording
DIN EN 13594
to DIN EN 13594
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UNISEX

UNISEX

These pureThese
silk undergloves
pure silk undergloves
are designed
aretodesigned
be pairedto be paired
with motorcycling
with motorcycling
gloves, as they
gloves,
protect
as they
sensitive
protect
skin
sensitive skin
from leatherfrom
irritation.
leather irritation.
‒ To be worn
‒ To
with
bemotorcycling
worn with motorcycling
glove in spring
glove in spring
and autumnand autumn
‒ Made of pure
‒ Made
silk of pure silk
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black
7 –11

Black
7 –11
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FUNCTIONAL/
FUNCTIONAL/
PROTECTIVE
PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING
CLOTHING
A true motorcycling
A true motorcycling
fan neverfan
letsnever
the weather
lets the weather
ruin the ride:
ruin the
for them,
ride: for
‘too
them,
cold’,‘too
‘toocold’,
wet’‘too
and wet’ and
‘too hot’ ‘too
are foreign
hot’ areconcepts.
foreign concepts.
To ensure
Tothe
ensure
fun the fun
never stops,
never
even
stops,
in extreme
even in extreme
weather weather
conditions,
conditions,
BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
offers a wide
offersrange
a wide
of range
functional
of functional
head-to-toe
head-to-toe
clothing clothing
and safety-enhancing
and safety-enhancing
accessories.
accessories.

Vests

82

82

Vests

84

84

Jackets Jackets

86

86

Wet-weather
Wet-weather
suits
suits

89

89

Kidney belts
Kidney
& performance
belts & performance
socks socks

90

90

Shirts & Shirts
functional
& functional
underwear
underwear

92

92

Storm hoods
Storm&hoods
neck tubes
& neck tubes

96

96

Protective
Protective
equipment
equipment

98

98
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Functional clothing/Vests
Functional clothing/Vests

Colour: Black
Colour: Black

NEW Colour:
NEW
Dark
Colour:
Grey Dark Grey

HIGH VIZ
HIGH
VEST
VIZ VEST

COOL DOWN
COOL VEST
DOWN VEST

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

HEAT UP
HEAT
VEST
UP VEST
COLOUR

COLOUR

A shining example
A shining
of example
enhanced
ofsafety:
enhanced
the reflective
safety: the reflectiveThis revolutionary
This revolutionary
functional vest
functional
uses evaporation
vest uses evaporation
to cool
to Dark
cool Grey Dark Grey
Black*
Black*
material of this
material
safety
ofvest
this is
safety
guaranteed
vest is guaranteed
to attract the
to attract the
riders. When
riders.
the vest
When
is wet
the vest
or damp,
is wetthe
or HyperKewl
damp, the HyperKewl
attention ofattention
other road
ofusers,
other road
whileusers,
the close-fitting,
while the close-fitting, system locks
system
in thelocks
moisture
in the
and
moisture
stores itand
for stores
up to eight
it for up to eight
SIZES
SIZES
flutter-free design
flutter-free
ensures
design
maximum
ensuresvisibility
maximum
during
visibility duringhours, providing
hours,a providing
6 to 12 °Catemperature
6 to 12 °C temperature
reduction for
reduction for
XS–4XL XS–4XL
every ride. every ride.
the wearer. the wearer.
(Black only (Black
available
only
in available
XS–2XL) in XS–2XL)
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Bright yellow
‒ Bright
vest yellow
made of
vest
air-permeable
made of air-permeable
polyester polyester‒ A cooling‒vest
A cooling
with HyperKewl
vest with HyperKewl
functional functional
Large reflective
‒ Largepanels
reflective
on the
panels
chest,
onback
the chest,
and sides
back and sidesfabric at thefabric
front at
and
the
back
front and back
Excellent ‒visibility
Excellent
in all
visibility
weather
in all
conditions
weather conditions
‒ Constant ‒cooling
Constant
effect
cooling
through
effect
evaporation
through evaporation
Elasticated
‒ polyamide
Elasticatedand
polyamide
elastaneand
inserts
elastane
on both
inserts
sides
on both sides
‒ Outer material:
‒ Outer
nylon
material:
and polyester
nylon andfunctional
polyesterfibre
functional fibre
Close, flutter-free
‒ Close, fit
flutter-free fit
‒ Stretchy side
‒ Stretchy
sections
side
made
sections
of mesh
made of mesh
Compatible
‒ Compatible
with all BMW
with
Motorrad
all BMWjackets
Motorrad jackets
‒ Front zip ‒ Front zip
Certified according
‒ Certifiedtoaccording
EN 1150 to EN 1150

COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Neon YellowNeon Yellow
XS–4XL

UNISEX

COLOUR

This lightweight
This lightweight
heated vestheated
can bevest
worncan
under
be worn
all under all Black
BMW Motorrad
BMWjackets.
Motorrad
Thejackets.
heatingThe
elements
heatingare
elements are SIZES
positioned according
positionedtoaccording
the specific
to the
needs
specific
of the
needs of the XS–3XL
rider, while the
rider,
vest’s
whilesettings
the vest’s
cansettings
be adjusted
can be
viaadjusted via
the optionalthe
controller.*
optional controller.*

COLOUR

Black

SIZES

XS–3XL

‒ Heated polyester
‒ Heatedvest
polyester
with slim-cut
vest with
fit slim-cut fit
‒ Breathable,
‒ Breathable,
moisture-wicking
moisture-wicking
and windproof
and windproof
‒ Five heating
‒ Five
elements
heatinglocated
elements
in the
located
chest,in the chest,
back and kidney
back and
areas
kidney areas
‒ Maximum‒heat
Maximum
outputheat
35 Woutput
at 12 V35 W at 12 V
‒ Optional three‒ Optional
step threecontroller
stepavailable
controller available
for heat-output
for heat-output
regulation regulation
‒ Plugs into‒on-board
Plugs intosocket
on-board socket
‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
fleece liningfleece
for optimum
lining forinsulation
optimum insulation
‒ High, insulating
‒ High,collar
insulating collar
‒ One inside
‒ One
pocket
inside pocket

XS–4XL

* While stocks
* While
last. stocks last.

84

UNISEX

84

* Cannot be combined
* Cannot be
with
combined
K7x or Cwith
400K7x
X models.
or C 400 X models.
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Functional clothing/Jackets
Functional clothing/Jackets

RIDE QUILTED
RIDE QUILTED
JACKETJACKET

NEW NEW

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

The breathable
The Ride
breathable
quilting
Ride
jacket
quilting
is especially
jacket isthin,
especially thin,
meaning it can
meaning
be worn
it can
under
be worn
all BMW
under
Motorrad
all BMW Motorrad
jackets. Thanks
jackets.
to the
Thanks
stylish,
to slim-fit
the stylish,
design,
slim-fit
it can
design, it can
also be worn
also
by be
itself.
worn by itself.

Men’s colour:
Men’s colour:
Black
Black

Women’s colour:
Women’s colour:
Black
Black

‒ Practical quilted
‒ Practical
jacket,
quilted
thin and
jacket,
lightweight,
thin and lightweight,
comfortablycomfortably
warm, breathable
warm, breathable
‒ Can be worn
‒ Can
alone
be worn
or with
alone
any or with any
Motorrad motorcycling
Motorrad motorcycling
jacket
jacket
‒ Polyamide‒ upper
Polyamide upper
‒ Thin quilting
‒ Thin
withquilting
PrimaLoft
with(80
PrimaLoft
g), double-thickness
(80 g), double-thickness
at elbows and
at elbows
shoulders
and shoulders
‒ Soft shell‒stretch
Soft shell
inserts
stretch
at the
inserts
side for
at the
a good
sidefit
for a good fit
‒ Loop at collar
‒ Loop
to attach
at collar
toto
motorcycling
attach to motorcycling
jacket
jacket
‒ Zip at the‒lower
Zip atback
the allows
lower back
you to
allows
use the
you40-cm
to use the 40-cm
connectingconnecting
zip on motorcycling
zip on motorcycling
jackets andjackets
trousers
and trousers
‒ Water stop
‒ Water
on thestop
bottom
on the
hembottom
and collar
hem and collar
to avoid a suction
to avoideffect
a suction
in weteffect
weather
in wet weather
‒ Close-fitting
‒ Close-fitting
collar for maximum
collar forcomfort
maximum comfort
‒ Two zipped
‒ Two
outer
zipped
pockets,
outer
PackAway
pockets, PackAway
inner pocketinner
(small
pocket
pack (small
size) pack size)
‒ Biker look‒with
Biker
quilting
look with
at elbows
quiltingand
at elbows
shoulders
and shoulders
‒ Figure-hugging
‒ Figure-hugging
cut, women’s
cut,jacket
women’s
features
jacket features
additional tapering
additional
at the
tapering
waistat the waist
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
WOMEN’S COLOURS
WOMEN’S COLOURS

Black
Red

Black
Red

MEN’S COLOURS
MEN’S COLOURS

Black
Blue

Black
Blue

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

XS – 3XL

XS – 3XL

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

S – 4XL

Women’s colour:
Women’s colour:
Red
Red
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Men’s colour:
Men’s colour:
Blue
Blue

S – 4XL

PCM JACKET
PCM JACKET
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

Whatever the
Whatever
mercurial
thespring
mercurial
and autumn
spring and
weather
autumn weather Black
brings, this jacket’s
brings, this
innovative
jacket’sphase
innovative
change
phase
material
change
willmaterial SIZES
will
keep you warm,
keepdry
youand
warm,
comfortable.
dry and comfortable.
The multifunctional
The multifunctional
XS – 4XL
jacket can not
jacket
onlycan
be not
worn
only
underneath
be worn underneath
any motorcycling
any motorcycling
jacket – its removable
jacket – itssleeves
removable
mean
sleeves
it canmean
also be
it can
worn
also be worn
by itself as aby
vest.
itself as a vest.

COLOUR

Black

SIZES

XS – 4XL

‒ Highly functional
‒ Highlymid-layer
functionalthat
mid-layer
can that can
be worn both
beon
worn
andboth
off the
on and
bike off the bike
‒ Blend of soft
‒ Blend
shell,ofstretch
soft shell,
and stretch
Schoeller
andPCM
Schoeller
fabricsPCM fabrics
‒ Schoeller‒PCM:
Schoeller
activePCM:
temperature
active temperature
regulation and
regulation
dynamic
and
climate
dynamic
control
climate control
‒ Graphical‒material
Graphical
description
material description
on the
on the
left pocket pouch
left pocket
(inner)
pouch (inner)
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
sleeves offer
sleeves
the perfect
offer the
fit, perfect fit,
by itself or as
byaitself
vestor
under
as a avest
motorcycling
under a motorcycling
jacket
jacket
‒ Two zipped
‒ Two
outer
zipped
pockets
outer
on pockets
sides on sides
‒ Opening at
‒ Opening
the lowerat
back
the allows
lower back
you to
allows
use the
you40-cm
to use the 40-cm
connecting connecting
zip on motorcycling
zip on motorcycling
jackets and jackets
trousersand trousers
‒ Loop at collar
‒ Loop
to attach
at collar
toto
motorcycling
attach to motorcycling
jacket
jacket
‒ Perfect for‒ temperatures
Perfect for temperatures
between 10between
°C and 20
10°C
°C and 20 °C
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Functional clothing/Jackets
Functional clothing/Jackets
& rain suits & rain suits

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

PRORAIN
PRORAIN
WET-WEATHER
WET-WEATHER
OVERSUIT
OVERSUIT
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

COLOUR

COLOUR

Yellow/DarkYellow/Dark
Grey
Grey
Never be atNever
odds with
be atthe
odds
weather
with the
again.
weather
In light
again.
drizzle
In light drizzle
or pouring rain,
or pouring
this jumpsuit
rain, this
with
jumpsuit
an integrated
with anstorm
integrated storm
SIZES
SIZES
hood has you
hood
covered.
has you
The
covered.
waterproof
The waterproof
material is material is XS – 4XL XS – 4XL
heat-resistant
heat-resistant
on the inneronleg,
thenon-slip
inner leg,
in the
non-slip
seat, in the seat,
and comes and
withcomes
high-visibility
with high-visibility
reflective prints.
reflective prints.

RIDE WINDBREAKER
RIDE WINDBREAKER
UNISEX

Men’s cut Men’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour: Black

Women’s cut
Women’s cut
Colour: Black
Colour: Black

RIDE FLEECE
RIDE FLEECE
JACKETJACKET
MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

COLOUR

COLOUR

Black
Black
Ride on, ride
Ride
smart.
on, Smart
ride smart.
bikers
Smart
don’tbikers
flinch don’t
in cooler
flinch in cooler
temperatures
temperatures
– they just pull
– they
on just
theirpull
functional
on theirjacket
functional jacket
WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES
with windbreaker
with windbreaker
material underneath.
material underneath.
Featuring Featuring XS – 3XL XS – 3XL
a smooth upper
a smooth
and aupper
cosy and
inneralining,
cosy inner
BMWlining,
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
SIZES (MEN)
SIZES (MEN)
two-piece suits
two-piece
can besuits
attached
can be
viaattached
integrated
viaopenings
integrated openings
S – 4XL
S – 4XL
in the back.in the back.
‒ High-quality,
‒ High-quality,
functional fleece
functional
jacket
fleece jacket
‒ Smooth, Powerstretch
‒ Smooth, Powerstretch
outer for optimum
outer for
heat
optimum
retention
heat retention
‒ Napped fleece
‒ Napped
inner:fleece
breathable,
inner: breathable,
temperaturetemperatureregulating, moisture-wicking
regulating, moisture-wicking
and fast-drying
and fast-drying
‒ Windbreaker
‒ Windbreaker
material with
material
a windproof
with amembrane
windproof membrane
in chest area
in chest area
‒ Horizontal‒ zip
Horizontal
at the lower
zip atback
the allows
lower back
you to
allows
use you to use
the 40-cm connecting
the 40-cm connecting
zip on motorcycling
zip on motorcycling
jackets
jackets
and trousers
and trousers
‒ Slim cut for
‒ Slim
a perfect
cut for
fit aunderneath
perfect fit underneath
motorcycle motorcycle
clothing clothing
‒ Extra-long‒ at
Extra-long
back andatclose-fitting
back and close-fitting
cuffs
cuffs
‒ High, close-fitting
‒ High, close-fitting
stand-up collar
stand-up collar
‒ Two side ‒pockets
Two side
with
pockets
zips and
with
mesh
zipslining
and mesh lining
‒ Full-length
‒ Full-length
front zip front zip
‒ Soft cover‒ for
Soft
zipcover
fastener
for zip
in neck
fastener
areain neck area
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
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UNISEX

Can you improve
Can you
on perfection?
improve on perfection?
Going by this
Going
performance
by this performance
windbreakerwindbreaker
made of windproof,
made of water-resistant
windproof, water-resistant
soft
soft
shell material,
shell
thematerial,
answer the
is yes.
answer
Designed
is yes.toDesigned
be worn to
as be worn as
a mid-layer,athe
mid-layer,
jacket features
the jacket
a long
features
back,a making
long back,
it the
making it the
perfect companion
perfect companion
for suits without
for suits
a climate
without
membrane.
a climate membrane.
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Performance
‒ Performance
windbreakerwindbreaker
jacket
jacket
100 % soft-shell
‒ 100 %polyester
soft-shell polyester
Three-layer
‒ Three-layer
laminate with
laminate
highly functional
with highlyPU
functional
membrane
PU membrane
Windproof,
‒ Windproof,
waterproof and
waterproof
breathable
and breathable
Slim cut for
‒ Slim
a perfect
cut for
fit aunderneath
perfect fit underneath
motorcycle motorcycle
clothing clothing
Extra-long‒ back
Extra-long
section
back section
High, narrow
‒ High,
stand-up
narrowcollar
stand-up collar
Flexible stretch-fabric
‒ Flexible stretch-fabric
insert at wrist
insert
for aatcomfortable
wrist for a comfortable
fit
fit
Three zippered
‒ Three
mesh-lined
zippered mesh-lined
outer pockets,
outer
including
pockets, including
chest pocket
chest
withpocket
inner opening
with inner
foropening
headphones
for headphones
‒ Inner pocket
‒ Inner
with pocket
mesh lining:
with mesh
packslining:
downpacks
to a small
down
size
to a small size
‒ Full-length
‒ Full-length
front zipperfront zipper
‒ Horizontal‒ zip
Horizontal
at the lower
zip atback
the allows
lower back
you to
allows
use you to use
the 40-cm connecting
the 40-cm connecting
zip on motorcycling
zip on motorcycling
jackets
jackets
and trousers
and trousers
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Grey

Grey

XS – 4XL XS – 4XL
(XS and S with
(XS slightly
and S with
more
slightly
fitted more
cut forfitted
women)
cut for women)

‒ One-piece
‒ One-piece
rain suit, windrain and
suit,waterproof
wind- and waterproof
‒ 100 % nylon
‒ 100
with
%waterproof
nylon with PU
waterproof
coating PU coating
‒ Non-slip material
‒ Non-slip
on material
seat; heat-resistant
on seat; heat-resistant
material on material
inner legon inner leg
‒ High collar
‒ prevents
High collar
rain
prevents
leakingrain
between
leaking
suit
between suit
and helmet,and
withhelmet,
integrated
withstorm
integrated
hoodstorm hood
‒ Large inner
‒ Large
chest inner
pocket
chest pocket
‒ Long front‒ and
Long
leg
front
zipsand
make
legitzips
easymake
to put
it easy
on to put on
‒ Front zipper
‒ Front
with zipper
waterproof
with labyrinth
waterproof
design
labyrinth design
‒ Large reflective
‒ Largeprints
reflective prints
‒ Lightweight,
‒ Lightweight,
stows in small
stows
pouch
in small pouch
with strap and
withclip
strap
closure
and clip closure

RAINLOCK
RAINLOCK
WET-WEATHER
WET-WEATHER
SUIT SUIT
UNISEX

UNISEX

NEW NEW

There’s no There’s
such thing
no as
such
braving
thing the
as braving
rain with
the
this
rain with this Jacket: RedJacket: Red
two-piece wet-weather
two-piece wet-weather
suit – it comes
suit into
– it comes
its owninto
when
its own when
Trousers: Anthracite
Trousers: Anthracite
the heavensthe
open.
heavens
The windproof
open. Theand
windproof
waterproof
and material
waterproof material
SIZES
SIZES
is heat-resistant
is heat-resistant
at the innerat
legthe
and
inner
anti-slip
leg and
at the
anti-slip
seat, at the seat,
XS – 4XL XS – 4XL
which makes
which
it themakes
ideal protective
it the idealgear
protective
for any gear
eventuality.
for any eventuality.
‒ Two-piece
‒ rain
Two-piece
suit, windproof
rain suit,and
windproof
waterproof
and waterproof
‒ 100 % nylon
‒ 100
with
%waterproof
nylon with PU
waterproof
coating PU coating
‒ Non-slip material
‒ Non-slip
on material
seat; heat-resistant
on seat; heat-resistant
material on material
inner legon inner leg
‒ Adjustable
‒ hood
Adjustable
in collar
hood
(removable)
in collar (removable)
‒ Front jacket
‒ Front
zip with
jacket
waterproof
zip with labyrinth
waterproof
design
labyrinth design
‒ Rubber-lined
‒ Rubber-lined
jacket seams
jacket
to prevent
seams to prevent
the jacket from
the jacket
riding from
up riding up
‒ Jacket seam
‒ Jacket
fitted seam
with afitted
pull-cord
with for
a pull-cord
width adjustment
for width adjustment
‒ Large arm‒ openings
Large armmake
openings
it easymake
to it easy to
put on and put
remove
on and
gloves
remove gloves
‒ Trousers with
‒ Trousers
elastic with
waistband
elastic waistband
‒ Long leg ‒zips
Long
make
legthe
zipstrousers
make the
easy
trousers
to put easy
on, lined
to put on, lined
with pleatedwith
material
pleated
to help
material
prevent
to help
water
prevent
leakage
water leakage
‒ Velcro at the
‒ Velcro
arm and
at the
legarm
cuffs
and leg cuffs
‒ Two outer‒jacket
Two outer
pockets
jacket
with
pockets
eyeletswith
for water
eyelets for water
drainage, one
drainage,
waterproof
one inside
waterproof
pocket
inside pocket
‒ Reflective‒print
Reflective
on legs,
print
arms,
on legs,
back arms,
and chest
back and chest
‒ Lightweight,
‒ Lightweight,
packs downpacks
to a small
downsize
to a small size
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Functional clothing/Kidney
Functional clothing/Kidney
belts & functional
belts &stockings
functional stockings

KIDNEYKIDNEY
BELT BELT

HYDROSOCK
HYDROSOCK
FUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL
SOCKS SOCKS

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

Practical entry-level
Practicalkidney
entry-level
belt protects
kidney belt
against
protects
cooling
against
of cooling of
the lumbar spine
the lumbar
musculature
spine musculature
and supports
and
thesupports
lower back.
the lower back.
‒ A practical‒ kidney
A practical
belt kidney
for novice
beltriders
for novice riders
®
®
WINDSTOPPER,
WINDSTOPPER,
‒ Air mesh ‒lining
Air mesh
with GORE-TEX
lining with GORE-TEX
windproof and
windproof
breathable
and breathable
‒ Strong stretch
‒ Strong
inserts
stretch
at the
inserts
side for
at the
a good
sidefit
for a good fit
‒ Velcro fastener
‒ Velcro
forfastener
individual
foradjustment
individual adjustment
‒ BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWlogotype
Motorrad
onlogotype
the backon the back
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black
S–XL

Black
S–XL

‒ Liner made
‒ Liner
of knitted
madeperformance
of knitted performance
polyester, polyester,
UNISEX
odour-neutralising
and moisture-regulating
and moisture-regulating
Better safe Better
than sorry.
safe Waterproof
than sorry. Waterproof
functional socks
functional
are socks areodour-neutralising
Seamless
technology
bonding technology
for easy fit and
for easy fit and
best paired best
with paired
the GSwith
Pro the
bootGS
or Pro
non-waterproof
boot or non-waterproof ‒ Seamless‒bonding
maximum comfort
motorcycling
motorcycling
boots for riding
boots
in for
theriding
rain orinoff-road.
the rain or off-road. maximum comfort
‒ Double-bonded
edges sealed
edges
inside
sealed
and out
inside and out
Made with aMade
three-layer
with a laminate,
three-layer
the
laminate,
highly elastic
the highly elastic ‒ Double-bonded
‒ Reinforced
fabric used fabric
for parts
used
of the
for parts
solesof the soles
four-way stretch
four-way
material
stretch
makes
material
these
makes
knee-high
these knee-high ‒ Reinforced
‒ Four-way ‒stretch
Four-way stretch
socks perfect
socks
for dry
perfect
feet whatever
for dry feet
the
whatever
weather.the weather.
‒ Comfortable
‒ Comfortable
anatomical anatomical
fit
fit
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
performance
performance
socks
socks
‒ Ideal for wearing
‒ Ideal for
with
wearing
non-waterproof
with non-waterproof
COLOUR COLOUR
(enduro) boots
(enduro)
in wetboots
conditions
in wet conditions
Dark Grey Dark Grey
‒ Worked as
‒ aWorked
3-layeras
laminate
a 3-layer laminate
SIZES
SIZES
‒ Outer material:
‒ Outer
a highly
material:
elastic
a highly
mix elastic mix
39/40 – 47/48
39/40 – 47/48
of polyesterofand
polyester
Spandex
and Spandex
‒ Laminated
‒ with
Laminated
waterproof
with BMW
waterproof
climate
BMW
membrane
climate membrane

SUMMER
SUMMER
FUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL
SOCKS SOCKS
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

NEW NEW

Anthracite/Light
Grey
Grey
Motorcyclists
Motorcyclists
have to be light
haveon
to their
be light
feeton
– ideally
their feet
in – ideally inAnthracite/Light
breathable functional
breathablesocks
functional
madesocks
of odour-resistant
made of odour-resistantSIZES
SIZES
material. Thanks
material.
to anatomical
Thanks to anatomical
padding at the
padding
ankle,at the ankle,35 – 38, 39 –35
41,– 38,
42 –39
44,– 45
41,–42
48– 44, 45 – 48
heel and gear-shift
heel andarea,
gear-shift
these area,
socksthese
provide
socks
relief
provide
in
relief in
all the right all
places
the right
– even
places
when
– even
worn when
with motorcycle
worn with motorcycle
boots with aboots
climate
withmembrane.
a climate membrane.

PRO KIDNEY
PRO KIDNEY
BELT BELT
UNISEX

UNISEX

Windproof premium
Windproof
kidney
premium
belt kidney
with removable
belt with fleece
removable fleece
and coccyxand
protector
coccyxoffers
protector
enhanced
offersprotection
enhanced in
protection
the
in the
back area compared
back areato
compared
the classic
to kidney
the classic
belt.kidney belt.
‒ Belt with zip-in
‒ Beltfleece
with zip-in
in kidney
fleece
area
in kidney area
‒ Removable
‒ Removable
coccyx protector
coccyx(DIN
protector
EN 1621,
(DIN
level
EN1)1621, level 1)
‒ Air mesh ‒lining
Air mesh
in kidney
lining
area,
in kidney area,
outer material
outer
made
material
of Cordura
made of Cordura
‒ Windproof‒ and
Windproof
breathable
and breathable
‒ Strong stretch
‒ Strong
inserts
stretch
at the
inserts
side for
at the
an optimum
side for anfitoptimum fit
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black
S–XL
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Black
S–XL

‒ Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
motorcyclingmotorcycling
socks for warmer
sockstemperatures
for warmer temperatures
‒ Functional,
‒ Functional,
odour-resistant
odour-resistant
material blend
material
of blend of
breathable Dry-Tex
breathable
andDry-Tex
polyamide
and polyamide
‒ Padded gear-shift
‒ Paddedarea
gear-shift
and reinforced
area and reinforced
areas at theareas
ankleatand
theheel
ankle and heel
‒ Knitted-in‒ventilation
Knitted-inchannels
ventilation
onchannels
the bottom
on the
of the
bottom
foot of the foot
‒ Excellent ‒fit:Excellent
asymmetric
fit: asymmetric
design, elastic
design,
ribbed
elastic
knit ribbed knit
‒ Calf-length
‒ Calf-length

THERMO
THERMO
FUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL
SOCKS SOCKS
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

NEW NEW

Anthracite/Black
Anthracite/Black
Say goodbye
Say
togoodbye
cold feet to
oncold
the feet
roadon
with
thethese
road with these
functional thermal
functional
socks
thermal
– withsocks
a high
– with
woolacontent
high wool
for content for
SIZES
SIZES
toasty toes.toasty
A reinforced
toes. Ashaft
reinforced
and padding
shaft and
onpadding
the food,on the food,
35–38, 39–41,
35–38,
42–44,
39–41,
45–48
42–44, 45–48
shin and gear-shift
shin andarea
gear-shift
offer added
area offer
comfort.
added comfort.
‒
‒
‒
‒

Practical motorcycling
‒ Practical motorcycling
socks for cooler
sockstemperatures
for cooler temperatures
Regulate ‒temperature
Regulate temperature
by retainingby
heat
retaining heat
Functional,‒ odour-limiting
Functional, odour-limiting
material withmaterial
high wool
withcontent
high wool content
Padded gear-shift
‒ Paddedarea
gear-shift
and reinforced
area andareas
reinforced
on theareas on the
ankle, heel ankle,
and shin
heel and shin
‒ Knitted-in‒ventilation
Knitted-inchannels
ventilation
onchannels
the bottom
on the
of the
bottom
foot of the foot
‒ Excellent ‒fit:Excellent
asymmetric
fit: asymmetric
design, elastic
design,
ribbed
elastic
knit ribbed knit
‒ Knee-length
‒ Knee-length
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Functional clothing/Shirts
Functional clothing/Shirts
& functional&underwear
functional underwear

NEW NEW

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
R SKIN R SKIN
UNISEX

UNISEX

The close-fitting
The close-fitting
functional underwear
functional hugs
underwear
the body
hugs the body
like a second
likeskin
a second
and offers
skinoptimum
and offersbody
optimum
climate
body climate
control whatever
controlthe
whatever
weather.the
It keeps
weather.
youItdry,
keeps
even
you
ondry, even on
warmer days,
warmer
and helps
days,prevent
and helps
excess
prevent
pressure
excess
at pressure
the
at the
shins, knees,
shins,
elbows,
knees,
chest
elbows,
and back.
chest and back.

RIDE SHIRT
RIDE SHIRT
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

Style is always
Style
a reflection
is always aofreflection
attitude. This
of attitude.
is why This
real is why realBlack
bikers don’tbikers
just wear
don’tany
justold
wear
functional
any oldunderwear
functional underwear SIZES
under their suits;
underinstead
their suits;
theyinstead
opt forthey
a relaxed-fit
opt for ashirt
relaxed-fit shirtS–4XL
made of moisture-wicking
made of moisture-wicking
material blends
material
for every
blends for every
occasion. Eye-catching
occasion. Eye-catching
BMW Motorrad
BMWbranding
Motorradisbranding is
the irresistible
thefinishing
irresistible
touch.
finishing touch.
‒ Sporty functional
‒ Sportyshirt
functional
with anshirt
eye-catching
with an eye-catching
all-over printall-over print
‒ Functional‒ polyester
Functionaland
polyester
cotton and
blend
cotton blend
‒ Breathable,
‒ Breathable,
moisture-wicking,
moisture-wicking,
fast-drying and
fast-drying
odour-inhibiting
and odour-inhibiting
‒ Mesh insert
‒ Mesh
on the
insert
underarms
on the underarms
for optimumfor
ventilation
optimum ventilation
‒ Pleasant and
‒ Pleasant
comfortable
and comfortable
to wear
to wear
‒ Eye-catching
‒ Eye-catching
BMW Motorrad
BMWbranding
Motorrad branding
‒ Regular fit‒ Regular fit
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COLOUR

Black

SIZES

S–4XL

‒ One-piece
‒ One-piece
undersuit toundersuit
be worn to
under
be worn
a leather
under
suit
a leather suit
‒ Practical material
‒ Practical
blend
material
of polyamide,
blend of polyamide,
polyester and
polyester
elastane
and elastane
‒ Highly breathable
‒ Highly and
breathable
temperature-regulating
and temperature-regulating
‒ Antibacterial
‒ Antibacterial
and odour-inhibiting
and odour-inhibiting
‒ Fully elastic,
‒ Fully
easy-care
elastic,and
easy-care
quick-drying
and quick-drying
‒ Seamless,‒ anatomically
Seamless, anatomically
shaped knitshaped
for
knit for
maximum comfort
maximum comfort
‒ Foot loops
‒ and
Footthumb
loops and
loops
thumb
for a perfect
loops for
fit a perfect fit
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black
S–XL

Black
S–XL
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Functional clothing/Shirts
Functional clothing/Shirts
& functional&underwear
functional underwear

SUMMER
SUMMER
FUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL
UNDERWEAR
UNDERWEAR

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

Men’s
T-shirt

Men’s
Shirt

Recreate theRecreate
refreshing
thecool
refreshing
breeze cool
of the
breeze
oncoming
of the oncoming
wind – without
wind
the– actual
withoutwind
the actual
– with this
windhighly
– withbreathable
this highly breathable
functional underwear
functional made
underwear
of polypropylene.
made of polypropylene.
Seamless Seamless
and reinforced
and especially
reinforcedfor
especially
motorcycling
for motorcycling
use, the use, the
underwear isunderwear
made from
is an
made
odour-inhibiting
from an odour-inhibiting
material blend
material blend
that offers maximum
that offerscomfort
maximum
on warm
comfort
summer
on warm
days.
summer days.

Men’s
T-shirt

‒ Functional‒ underwear
Functional suitable
underwear
for suitable for
warm summer
warm
temperatures
summer temperatures
‒ Practical material
‒ Practical
blend
material
of recycled
blend of recycled
Men’s
Men’s
polyamide and
polyamide
polyester
and polyester
Colour: Anthracite/Blue
Colour: Anthracite/Blue
‒ Highly breathable,
‒ Highly breathable,
moisture-wicking,
moisture-wicking,
fast-drying, fast-drying,
highly elastic
highly
and elastic
easy-care
and easy-care
‒ Odour-inhibiting,
‒ Odour-inhibiting,
antimicrobial
antimicrobial
silver inweave
silver inweave
‒ Seamless‒and
Seamless
close-fitting,
and close-fitting,
designed fordesigned
motorcycle
for use
motorcycle use
‒ Extremely‒pleasant
Extremely
and
pleasant
cool to and
wear,
cool
softtotowear,
the touch
soft to the touch
‒ Women’s‒collection
Women’sincludes
collection
a long-sleeved
includes a long-sleeved
shirt,
shirt,
t-shirt, top and
t-shirt,
3/4-length
top and trousers
3/4-length trousers
‒ Men’s collection
‒ Men’sincludes
collection
a long-sleeved
includes a long-sleeved
shirt,
shirt,
t-shirt, shorts
t-shirt,
and 3/4-length
shorts and trousers
3/4-length trousers
‒ All items available
‒ All items
separately
available separately
‒ High-quality,
‒ High-quality,
lively jacquard
lively
motorcycling
jacquard motorcycling
motifs on front
motifs
of top
on front of top
‒ Knitted BMW
‒ Knitted
Motorrad
BMWlogotype
Motorrad logotype

Men’s
Shirt
Men’s
Shorts

Men’s
Shorts

Men’s
Men’s
3/4-length trousers
3/4-length trousers

Women’s Women’s
Colour: Light
Colour:
Grey/Red
Light Grey/Red

WOMEN’S COLOUR
WOMEN’S COLOUR

Grey/Anthracite
Grey/Anthracite

MEN’S COLOUR
MEN’S COLOUR

THERMO
THERMO
FUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL
UNDERWEAR
UNDERWEAR

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

MEN AND WOMEN’S
MEN AND CUT
WOMEN’S CUT

Grey/Anthracite
Grey/Anthracite
Women’s Women’s
T-shirt
T-shirt

XS – 3XL

XS – 3XL

MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES

S – 4XL

S – 4XL

WOMEN’S COLOUR
WOMEN’S COLOUR

In the cool and
In the
colder
cool months,
and colder
thismonths,
functional
thisthermal
functional thermal
Light Grey/Red
Light Grey/Red
underwear will
underwear
keep you
willsnug
keepand
youwarm
snugunder
and warm
your under your MEN’S COLOUR
MEN’S COLOUR
gear. The soft,
gear.
moisture-wicking,
The soft, moisture-wicking,
odour-inhibiting
odour-inhibiting Anthracite/Blue
Anthracite/Blue
bamboo material
bamboo
also
material
feels great
also against
feels great
youragainst
skin. your skin.

WOMEN’S SIZES
WOMEN’S SIZES

XS – 3XL XS – 3XL
‒ Underwear
‒ Underwear
for cooler temperatures
for cooler temperatures
MEN’S SIZES
MEN’S SIZES
‒ Functional‒ material
Functional
blend
material
of bamboo
blend of
fibre,
bamboo fibre,
S – 4XL
S – 4XL
polyamide, polyamide,
polyester and
polyester
elastane
and elastane
‒ Excellent ‒heat
Excellent
retention
heat
thanks
retention
to thanks to
PRICES
PRICES
soft and warm
softbamboo
and warm
material
bamboo material
Shirt
Shirt
‒ Highly breathable,
‒ Highly breathable,
moisture-wicking,
moisture-wicking,
fast-drying, fast-drying, Trousers Trousers
highly elastic
highly
and elastic
easy-care
and easy-care
‒ Odour-inhibiting,
‒ Odour-inhibiting,
antimicrobial
antimicrobial
silver inweave
silver inweave
‒ Seamless‒and
Seamless
close-fitting,
and close-fitting,
designed fordesigned
motorcycle
for motorcycle
use
use
‒ Increased‒insulation
Increasedininsulation
sensitive in
areas
sensitive areas
‒ High-necked
‒ High-necked
collar with zip
collar
closure
with zip closure
‒ Long-sleeved
‒ Long-sleeved
shirt and trousers
shirt and
available
trousers
separately
available separately

Women’s Women’s
Shirt
Shirt

Women’s Women’s
3/4-length trousers
3/4-length trousers

£65
£65

£65
£65

Women’s Women’s
Top
Top
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Functional clothing/Storm
Functional clothing/Storm
hoods & tubes
hoods & tubes

RIDE WINDBREAKER
RIDE WINDBREAKER
STORMSTORM
HOOD HOOD
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

This storm This
hoodstorm
is incredibly
hood iswarm
incredibly
and windproof,
warm and windproof, Black
making it ideal
making
for use
it ideal
during
for the
use winter
duringand
the colder
winter and colder SIZES
months of the
months
year. of the year.
S–L

RIDE HAT
RIDE HAT
COLOUR

Black

SIZES

S–L

‒ Storm hood
‒ Storm
for lowhood
temperatures
for low temperatures
‒ High-quality
‒ High-quality
polyester soft
polyester
shell with
softwindbreaker
shell with windbreaker
membrane membrane
provides excellent
provides
wind
excellent
protection
windfor
protection
the
for the
neck and upper
neckchest
and upper
area chest area
‒ Thin Powerstretch
‒ Thin Powerstretch
material in crown
material
area
in crown
for a snug
areafitfor a snug fit
‒ PCM (Phase
‒ PCM
Change
(Phase
Material)
Change
face
Material)
mask face mask
with large breathing
with largeholes
breathing holes
‒ Flat seams,
‒ Flat
so very
seams,
comfortable
so very comfortable
to wear
to wear
‒ Breathable
‒ Breathable
and temperature-regulating
and temperature-regulating

SUMMER
SUMMER
RIDE STORM
RIDE STORM
HOOD HOOD
UNISEX

UNISEX

Thin and lightweight,
Thin and lightweight,
this storm hood
this storm
is ideal
hood is ideal
for the warmer
for the
summer
warmer
months.
summer months.
‒ Storm hood
‒ Storm
with light
hoodwind
withprotection,
light wind protection,
for warm tofor
moderate
warm totemperatures
moderate temperatures
‒ Elastic material,
‒ Elastic
70material,
% polyester
70 % polyester
20 % polyamide,
20 % polyamide,
10 % elastane
10 % elastane
‒ Ultra-fresh‒ antimicrobial
Ultra-fresh antimicrobial
treatment treatment
‒ Seamless‒design
Seamless
for added
designcomfort
for added comfort
‒ Breathable
‒ Breathable
and temperature-regulating
and temperature-regulating

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black
M, L

Lightweight
‒ Lightweight
storm hoodstorm
for summer
hood for
use
summer use
100% high-quality
‒ 100% high-quality
silk; thin, elastic
silk; thin,
and elastic
soft and soft
Seamless‒design
Seamless
for added
designcomfort
for added comfort
Breathable
‒ Breathable
and temperature-regulating
and temperature-regulating

COLOUR

‒ Under-helmet
‒ Under-helmet
beanie made
beanie
of thin
made
polyester,
of thin polyester,
for spring, summer
for spring,
and
summer
autumnand autumn
‒ Protects helmet
‒ Protects
padding
helmet
against
padding
perspiration
against perspiration
‒ Breathable
‒ Breathable
and moisture-wicking
and moisture-wicking
‒ Easy-care,‒ washable
Easy-care,garment
washable garment

M, L

COLOUR

Black

SIZES

M, L

Black
M, L

UNISEX

UNISEX

The Ride neck
Thewarmer
Ride neck
is incredibly
warmer iswarm
incredibly
and warm and
windproof, making
windproof,
it ideal
making
for use
it ideal
during
for the
use during the
winter and colder
winter months
and colder
of the
months
year. of the year.

COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black
S–L

Black
S–L

‒ Functional‒ neck
Functional
warmer
neck
for autumn,
warmer for
winter
autumn,
and spring
winter and spring
‒ Polyester ‒microfleece
Polyester microfleece
with windbreaker
with windbreaker
membrane membrane
over neck and
overchest
neck and chest
‒ Thin, sewn-on
‒ Thin,
buff
sewn-on buff
‒ Warms exposed
‒ Warms
area
exposed
between
area
helmet
between
andhelmet
jacketcollar
and jacketcollar
‒ Easy-care,‒ washable
Easy-care,garment
washable garment

EASY TUBE
EASY TUBE
COLOUR

Ideal for theIdeal
summer.
for the
This
summer.
thin Silk
This
storm
thinhood
Silk storm
helpshood helpsBlack
maintain themaintain
ideal temperature
the ideal temperature
and is so light
andyou
is so
won’t
light you won’t
SIZES
know you’reknow
wearing
you’re
it. wearing it.
M, L
‒
‒
‒
‒

UNISEX

Black
In warmer, summer
In warmer,
weather,
summer
theweather,
Hat Ridethe
beanie
Hat Ride
protects
beanie protects
your helmetyour
padding
helmet
from
padding
excessive
fromperspiration.
excessive perspiration. SIZES

RIDE NECK
RIDEWARMER
NECK WARMER

SILK RIDE
SILK
STORM
RIDE STORM
HOOD HOOD
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

Black

SIZES

M, L

UNISEX

UNISEX

The Easy Tube
The can
Easybe
Tube
worncan
as be
a scarf,
wornbandana,
as a scarf, bandana,
hairband and
hairband
more while
and more
motorcycling.
while motorcycling.
‒ Functional,
‒ Functional,
two-colour two-colour
tube scarf tube scarf
‒ Highly versatile:
‒ Highly
can
versatile:
be worncan
as be
a scarf,
wornface-warmer,
as a scarf, face-warmer,
cap, etc. cap, etc.
‒ Elastic material,
‒ Elastic
100
material,
% polyester
100 % polyester
‒ Seamless‒design
Seamless
for added
designcomfort
for added comfort
‒ Two different
‒ Two
designs:
different
Logo
designs:
and ‘Make
Logo Life
and A
‘Make
Ride’Life A Ride’

Colour scheme:
Colour
Logo
scheme: Logo
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Colour scheme:
Colour
Make
scheme:
Life aMake
Ride Life a Ride
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Protective equipment
Protective equipment

PROTECTOR
PROTECTOR
VEST VEST
UNISEX

UNISEX

This vest offers
This maximum
vest offersprotection
maximumfor
protection
the entire
forupper
the entire upper
body. It reduces
body.the
It reduces
risk of injury
the risk
to the
of injury
spinaltocolumn,
the spinal column,
shoulders and
shoulders
kidney and
area.kidney area.
‒
‒
‒
‒

Body warmer
‒ Body
withwarmer
removable
with chest
removable
and back
chestprotector
and back protector
NP2 back‒protectors,
NP2 back protectors,
certified to DIN
certified
1621to(level
DIN 2)
1621 (level 2)
Flexible body
‒ Flexible
warmer
body
made
warmer
of polyester
made ofand
polyester
Lycra and Lycra
Provides generous
‒ Providesprotection
generousfor
protection
the spinal
for the spinal
column andcolumn
shoulder,
andkidney
shoulder,
and kidney
chest areas
and chest areas
‒ Excellent ‒airExcellent
permeability
air permeability
and air circulation
and air circulation
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black with blue-white
Black with print
blue-white print
S – XL

S – XL

BACK PROTECTOR
BACK PROTECTOR
UNISEX

UNISEX

The back protector
The backreduces
protector
thereduces
risk of injury
the risk
to the
of injury to the
spinal column,
spinal
shoulders
column,and
shoulders
kidney and
area.kidney
It has area. It has
passed the passed
highestthe
levelhighest
of testing
levelfor
ofthe
testing
relevant
for the relevant
safety standards
safety(level
standards
2). (level 2).

SHIELDSHIELD
BACK PROTECTOR
BACK PROTECTOR
UNISEX

UNISEX

COLOUR

COLOUR

Black
This shock-resistant
This shock-resistant
protector minimizes
protector the
minimizes
risk of the risk ofBlack
injury from scratches
injury fromwith
scratches
maximum
withprotection
maximum(level
protection
2). (level SIZES
2).
SIZES
It also comes
It also
withcomes
removable
with and
removable
steplessly
andlengthsteplessly length-46 – 48, 50 –46
52,
– 48,
54 –50
60– 52, 54 – 60
adjustable shoulder
adjustable
straps
shoulder
and astraps
waist and
belt.a waist belt.
‒ High-quality,
‒ High-quality,
impact-resistant
impact-resistant
protection protection
‒ Aluminium‒ honeycomb
Aluminium honeycomb
core, polypropylene
core, polypropylene
outer platesouter plates
‒ Provides generous
‒ Providesprotection
generousfor
protection
the spinal
forcolumn,
the spinal column,
shoulders and
shoulders
kidney and
areas
kidney areas
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
to DIN 1621,tolevel
DIN21621, level 2
‒ Excellent ‒airExcellent
permeability
air permeability
and air circulation
and air circulation
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
adjustable shoulder
adjustable
straps
shoulder
and kidney
straps and
belt kidney belt
‒ Lightweight:
‒ Lightweight:
approximately
approximately
550 grams 550 grams

98
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‒ NP2 back‒protectors
NP2 back with
protectors
outstanding
with outstanding
impact absorption
impact absorption
properties (level
properties
2)
(level 2)
‒ Provides generous
‒ Providesprotection
generousfor
protection
the
for the
spinal column,
spinal
shoulders
column,and
shoulders
kidney and
areas
kidney areas
‒ CE-certified
‒ CE-certified
to DIN 1621,tolevel
DIN21621, level 2
‒ Excellent ‒airExcellent
permeability
air permeability
and air circulation
and air circulation
‒ Steplessly‒ adjustable
Steplesslyshoulder
adjustable
straps
shoulder
and kidney
straps and
belt kidney belt
COLOUR

COLOUR

SIZES

SIZES

Black with blue-white
Black with print
blue-white print
S – XL

S – XL
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BAGS/
BAGS/
ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES
WhateverWhatever
the weather,
the weather,
there willthere
always
willbe
always
ridersbe riders
out and about
out and
– which
about is
– which
why the
is right
why the
equipment
right equipment
is absolutely
is absolutely
essential.essential.
No matter
Nohow
matter
rough
how
therough the
conditions,
conditions,
there’s a there’s
suitablea soft-luggage
suitable soft-luggage
solution in
solution
the BMW
in the
Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
range. Take
range.
theTake the
luggage luggage
roll, for example.
roll, for example.
It attaches
It attaches
quickly and
quickly and
easily to easily
every to
BMW
every
motorcycle,
BMW motorcycle,
and it’s equally
and it’s equally
suitable for
suitable
day trips
for day
or lengthy
trips ortours.
lengthy tours.
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Functional
Functional
rucksackrucksack

102

102

Small functional
Small functional
rucksackrucksack

102

102

Giant bag
Giant bag

103

103

LuggageLuggage
roll
roll

104

104

Small softbag
Small softbag

104

104

Large softbag
Large softbag

104

104

Messenger
Messenger
bag
bag

105

105

Ride hipRide
bag hip bag

105

105

Original Original
BMW Care
BMW
Products
Care Products
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TrinkPakTrinkPak
Hydra Hydra
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Ride sunglasses
Ride sunglasses

107

107

Functional
Functional
sunglasses
sunglasses
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Bags

Bags

FUNCTION
FUNCTION
RUCKSACK
RUCKSACK

An innovative
Anrucksack
innovative
with
rucksack
a partitioned
with a partitioned
main
main
COLOUR COLOUR
compartment.
compartment.
The bag has
The
a maximum
bag has acapacity
maximum
of capacity of Grey/White/Red/Black
Grey/White/Red/Black
30 litres, a waterproof
30 litres, a inner
waterproof
pouchinner
and apouch
wholeand
host
a whole host
of storage options.
of storage
Butoptions.
the realBut
pièce
thede
real
résistance
pièce de résistance
is the carry is
strap
the stored
carry strap
in the
stored
back in
that
theallows
back you
that allows you
to secure the
to rucksack
secure the
directly
rucksack
to your
directly
motorcycle.
to your motorcycle.
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

High-quality
‒ High-quality
motorcycling
motorcycling
rucksack forrucksack
touring for touring
Capacity: ‒expandable
Capacity: expandable
from approx.from
30 to
approx.
35 litres
30 to 35 litres
Upper: Made
‒ Upper:
of hard-wearing
Made of hard-wearing
tarpaulin and
tarpaulin
nylon and nylon
Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
main compartment
main compartment
with
with
laptop section
laptop
(up section
to 15 inches)
(up to 15 inches)
Can be expanded
‒ Can befor
expanded
helmet for helmet
Four outer‒ pockets,
Four outer
inner
pockets,
mesh inner
compartment
mesh compartment
Divisible main
‒ Divisible
compartment,
main compartment,
lower
lower
section cansection
be accessed
can beseparately
accessed separately
Ergonomically
‒ Ergonomically
shaped back
shaped
section
back section
Adjustable
‒ shoulder
Adjustable
straps
shoulder
(padded),
straps (padded),
waist strap (removable)
waist strap (removable)
and chest strap
and chest strap
Travel-bag-style
‒ Travel-bag-style
handle
handle
Fixing straps
‒ Fixing
for additional
straps forluggage
additional
onluggage
outside on outside
Can be attached
‒ Can be
toattached
a bike asto
a luggage
a bike asroll
a luggage roll

SMALL SMALL
FUNCTION
FUNCTION
RUCKSACK
RUCKSACK

The small Function
The small
rucksack
Function
is rucksack
the perfect
is the
sizeperfect
for
size for COLOUR COLOUR
Grey/White/Red/Black
day trips and
day
the
trips
daily
and
commute.
the dailyRain
commute.
showers
Rain
areshowers are Grey/White/Red/Black
no problemno
forproblem
this bag for
thanks
this bag
to itsthanks
waterproof
to its main
waterproof main
compartment
compartment
with an integrated
with anlaptop
integrated
sleeve
laptop
(up to
sleeve (up to
15"). The back
15").ofThe
the back
Function
of the
rucksack
Function
also
rucksack
features
also features
a pouch forathe
pouch
TrinkPak
for the
Hydra.
TrinkPak Hydra.
‒ High-quality,
‒ High-quality,
functional rucksack
functional rucksack
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
main compartment
main compartment
with roll closure,
with roll
incl.closure, incl.
laptop sleeve
laptop
(up to
sleeve
15") and
(up small
to 15")inner
and small
pocketinner pocket
‒ Four outer‒ pockets,
Four outer
incl.
pockets,
one in the
incl.cover
one inflap,
the cover flap,
splash-resistant
splash-resistant
(rubber-lined
(rubber-lined
zips)
zips)
‒ Pouch for‒the
Pouch
TrinkPak
for the
Hydra
TrinkPak
on the
Hydra
backon the back
(approx. 2 litres),
(approx.
closable
2 litres),
with
closable
a presswith
studa press stud
‒ Mesh lining
‒ Mesh
in thelining
coverinflap
the cover flap
‒ Ergonomically
‒ Ergonomically
shaped back
shaped
section
back section
‒ Adjustable
‒ shoulder,
Adjustablechest
shoulder,
and waist
cheststraps
and waist straps
‒ Carry straps
‒ Carry
on the
straps
fronton
and
the
top
front and top
‒ Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
the shoulder
on the
straps,
shoulder straps,
cover flap and
cover
front
flap and front
‒ BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWlogotype
Motorrad
onlogotype
front
on front
‒ Upper: water-resistant,
‒ Upper: water-resistant,
easy-care polyester
easy-careblend
polyester blend
‒ Inner lining:
‒ Inner
polyamide
lining: blend
polyamide blend
‒ Weight approx.
‒ Weight
550approx.
grams 550 grams
‒ Dimensions
‒ Dimensions
(H x W x D): approx.
(H x W x 40
D):xapprox.
30 x 16 cm
40 x 30 x 16 cm
‒ Capacity: ‒approx.
Capacity:
20 litres
approx. 20 litres
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GIANT BAG
GIANT BAG

The sturdy The
travelsturdy
bag (with
travela bag
90-litre
(with
capacity)
a 90-litre
offers
capacity) offers‒ Easy handling:
‒ Easylightweight,
handling: lightweight,
with low-friction
with low-friction
more than enough
more than
room
enough
for all room
your gear.
for allThe
yourtwo-part
gear. The two-partcastors andcastors
telescopic
and and
telescopic
carry handles
and carry handles
inner compartment
inner compartment
features a helmet
features
compartment,
a helmet compartment,‒ Four compression
‒ Four compression
straps
straps
boot bag and
boot
elastic
bag and
crosselastic
straps.
cross
A telescopic
straps. A handle
telescopic handle
‒ Includes separate
‒ Includes
boot
separate
bag boot bag
and low-friction
and low-friction
castors make
castors
it themake
ideal mobile
it the ideal mobile
COLOUR COLOUR
storage solution.
storage solution.
Black/Grey/White
Black/Grey/White

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Sturdy travel
‒ Sturdy
bag designed
travel bagfor
designed
motorcycle
for motorcycle
riders
riders
Approx. 90‒ litres,
Approx.
holds
90 alitres,
complete
holds set
a complete
of rider equipment
set of rider equipment
Hard-wearing
‒ Hard-wearing
outer material,
outer
reinforced
material,back
reinforced
and base
back and base
Lockable ‒main
Lockable
compartment,
main compartment,
interior divided
interior
intodivided
two into two
Padded helmet
‒ Padded
compartment,
helmet compartment,
foldaway partition
foldaway partition
Zippered outer
‒ Zippered
compartment,
outer compartment,
two large compartments
two large compartments
in lid
in lid
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Bags

Bags

NEW NEW

LUGGAGE
LUGGAGE
ROLL ROLL

SMALL SMALL
SOFTBAG
SOFTBAG

LARGE LARGE
SOFTBAG
SOFTBAG

The waterproof
The luggage
waterproof
rollluggage
has a large
roll opening,
has a large
making
opening,
it making
Need
it even Need
more room?
even more
Thisroom?
30-litreThis
softbag
30-litre
cansoftbag
be
can beThe large, high-quality
The large, high-quality
softbag hassoftbag
a waterproof
has a 50-litre
waterproof 50-litre
easy to pack
easy
whatever
to packyou
whatever
might need
you might
to take
need
withtoyou.
take with expanded
you.
by
expanded
an additional
by an5additional
litres. It has
5 litres.
a watertight
It has a watertightmain compartment.
main compartment.
Capacity can
Capacity
be expanded
can beby
expanded
up to by up to
The small mesh
The small
outermesh
pocket
outer
andpocket
waterproof
and waterproof
zipped
zipped
main compartment
main compartment
made of hard-wearing,
made of hard-wearing,
easy-care easy-care5 litres with5patch
litres pockets.
with patch
The
pockets.
sturdy The
EVA sturdy
base fits
EVA
all base fits all
inner pockets
inner
provide
pockets
space
provide
for less
space
bulky
for items.
less bulky items. material, and
material,
is easy and
to attach
is easy
toto
the
attach
luggage
to the
grid
luggage
or
grid or BMW Motorrad
BMWmodels
Motorrad
andmodels
includes
and
a non-slip
includescoating.
a non-slip coating.
Adjustable compression
Adjustable compression
straps for volume
straps adjustment.
for volume adjustment.
the pillion seat
the using
pillion the
seatsupplied
using the
fasteners.
supplied fasteners.
With quick fastening
With quicksystem.
fastening system.
The luggage
The
rollluggage
also comes
roll also
withcomes
an adjustable
with an and
adjustable and
‒ Rear bag ‒made
Rearof
bag
flexible
madematerial
of flexible material
‒ Rear bag ‒made
Rearof
bag
flexible
madematerial
of flexible material
detachabledetachable
shoulder strap
shoulder
plus astrap
padded
pluscarry
a padded
handle.
carry handle.
‒ Capacity: ‒expandable
Capacity: expandable
from approx.from
30 to
approx.
35 litres
30 to 35 litres ‒ Capacity: ‒expandable
Capacity: expandable
from approx.from
50 to
approx.
55 litres
50 to 55 litres
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
luggage rollluggage roll
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
main compartment,
main compartment,
four water-resistant
four water-resistant
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
main compartment,
main compartment,
‒ Capacity: ‒approx.
Capacity:
50 litres
approx. 50 litres
outer pockets
outer pockets
four water-resistant
four water-resistant
outer pockets
outer pockets
‒ Outer: hard-wearing
‒ Outer: hard-wearing
tarpaulin, textile-look
tarpaulin, textile-look
base
base ‒ Tear-resistant,
‒ Tear-resistant,
fabric-finishfabric-finish
polyester polyester
‒ Tear-resistant,
‒ Tear-resistant,
fabric-finishfabric-finish
polyester polyester
‒ Removable,
‒ Removable,
3D-formed 3D-formed
EVA base plate
EVA base plate
‒ Formed EVA
‒ Formed
on base
EVA
andonback
base and back
‒ Formed EVA
‒ Formed
on base
EVA
andonback
base and back
‒ Large opening
‒ Large
foropening
easy packing
for easy packing
‒ Detachable
‒ Detachable
shoulder strap,
shoulder
carry strap,
handlecarry handle
‒ Detachable
‒ Detachable
shoulder strap,
shoulder
carry strap,
handlecarry handle
‒ Detachable
‒ Detachable
shoulder strap,
shoulder
carry strap,
handlecarry handle
‒ Easy attachment
‒ Easy attachment
‒ Easy attachment
‒ Easy attachment
‒ Includes adjustable
‒ Includes straps
adjustable
with straps
snaplock
with snaplock
‒ Retaining‒tabs,
Retaining
adjustable
tabs, straps
adjustable
and snaplocks
straps and snaplocks ‒ Retaining‒tabs,
Retaining
adjustable
tabs, straps
adjustable
and snaplocks
straps and snaplocks
buckles for buckles
easy securing
for easy securing
‒ Large reflective
‒ Largeareas
reflective
on front
areas
andon
sides
front and sides
‒ Large reflective
‒ Largeareas
reflective
on front
areas
andon
sides
front and sides
‒ Reflective‒material
Reflective
on material
front andon
sides,
front and sides,
BMW Motorrad
BMWreflective
Motorradprint
reflective print
COLOUR COLOUR
COLOUR COLOUR
COLOUR

COLOUR

Dark Blue Dark Blue

Dark Grey Dark Grey

Dark Grey Dark Grey

MESSENGER
MESSENGER
BAG
BAG

Whether heading
Whether
to work
heading
or riding
to work
around
or riding
the around
city,
the city,
this practical
this
messenger
practical messenger
bag made of
bag
durable
madecanvas
of durable canvas
material willmaterial
be yourwill
constant
be your
companion.
constant companion.
Offering Offering
a generousa18-litre
generous
capacity
18-litre
with
capacity
plenty with
of room
plenty
for of room for
a 17" laptop aand
17"accessories,
laptop and accessories,
the bag is well-protected
the bag is well-protected
from the elements
from thethanks
elements
to a thanks
waterproof
to a waterproof
main
main
compartment
compartment
with a roll closure.
with a roll closure.
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

High-quality
‒ High-quality
canvas messenger
canvas messenger
bag
bag
Stylish look
‒ Stylish
with diagonal
look with
topdiagonal
edge top edge
Large, waterproof
‒ Large, main
waterproof
compartment
main compartment
with roll closure
with roll closure
Interior: 17-inch
‒ Interior:
laptop
17-inch
compartment
laptop compartment
and bottle holder
and bottle holder
Two zipped
‒ Two
outer
zipped
pockets,
outer
DIN
pockets,
A4 at back,
DIN A4 at back,
front with organizer
front with(not
organizer
waterproof)
(not waterproof)
Decorative
‒ Decorative
locking belt,locking
metal closure
belt, metal
withclosure with
embossed BMW
embossed
logo,BMW
choicelogo,
of four
choice
buckles
of four buckles
Adjustable,
‒ Adjustable,
two-tone shoulder
two-tone
strap
shoulder
featuring
strap featuring
woven BMW
woven
Motorrad
BMWlogotype
Motorrad logotype
Additional‒carry
Additional
handlecarry handle
Length-adjustable,
‒ Length-adjustable,
removable waist
removable
strap waist strap
RIDE HIP
RIDE
BAG
HIP BAG
to secure bag
to secure
when riding
bag when riding
BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWlogotype
Motorrad
onlogotype
back on back
Functional
material
upper
made
material
from made
polyester
fromwith
polyester
a
with a
Perfect for day
Perfect
trips,for
the
day
Ride
trips,
Hip
the
Bag
Ride
offers
Hip plenty
Bag offers plenty ‒ Functional‒ upper
W x H x D:‒ approx.
W x H x47
D:xapprox.
35 x 11 cm
47 x 35 x 11 cm
fabric-look finish,
fabric-look
water-resistant
finish, water-resistant
and easy-care
and easy-care
of room for of
your
room
wallet,
for your
keyswallet,
and more
keysbesides.
and more besides.
Capacity: ‒approx.
Capacity:
18 litres.
approx. 18 litres.
‒ Dimensions
‒ Dimensions
(H x W x D): approx.
(H x W x 18
D):xapprox.
20 x 11 cm
18 x 20 x 11 cm
A waterproof
A main
waterproof
compartment
main compartment
ensures rainensures rain
‒ Capacity: ‒approx.
Capacity:
3 litres
approx. 3 litres
doesn’t dampen
doesn’t
thedampen
fun.
the fun.

COLOUR

Black
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COLOUR

Black

‒ High-quality
‒ High-quality
hip bag for day
hip bag
tripsfor
onday
andtrips
off the
on and
bike off the bike
COLOUR COLOUR
‒ Waterproof
‒ Waterproof
main compartment
main compartment
with
with
Black
Black
full-length two-way
full-length
ziptwo-way
fastenerzip fastener
‒ Inner bag‒with
Inner
a roll
bagclosure
with a roll
keeps
closure keeps
the main compartment
the main compartment
completely completely
dry
dry
‒ Small mesh
‒ Small
bag (left)
mesh
plus
bagthree
(left) plus three
small zipped
small
outer
zipped
pockets
outer pockets
‒ 3D mesh ‒lining
3D mesh
at thelining
back at
forthe
optimal
back air
for circulation
optimal air circulation
‒ Steplessly‒ adjustable
Steplesslywaist
adjustable
strap, waist
carry strap,
handlecarry handle
‒ Decorative
‒ Decorative
reflective print
reflective
(Boxerprint
engine)
(Boxer
on the
engine)
fronton the front
‒ BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWlogotype
Motorrad
onlogotype
cover flap
on cover flap
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
AccessoriesAccessories

ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL
BMW CARE
BMWPRODUCTS
CARE PRODUCTSFOR RIDERFOR
EQUIPMENT
RIDER EQUIPMENT
BMW Care BMW
products
Care
meet
products
the high
meet
standards
the high standards
set by BMWset
Motorrad.
by BMWDeveloped
Motorrad. exclusively
Developedfor
exclusively for
BMW motorcycles
BMW motorcycles
and rider equipment,
and rider equipment,
they
they
counteract the
counteract
signs ofthe
ageing
signsand
of ageing
help maintain
and help maintain
their value and
theirsafety.
value and safety.

FOR MOTORCYCLES
FOR MOTORCYCLES

‒ Functional‒ detergent:
Functionalprotects
detergent:
functional
protectsgarments
functionaland
garments ‒and
Motorcycle
‒ Motorcycle
cleaner: cleans
cleaner:
all motorcycle
cleans all motorcycle
components
components
keeps materials
keeps
windproof,
materialswaterproof
windproof, and
waterproof
breathable
and breathablewith ease, without
with ease,
harming
without
theharming
bike or the
theenvironment
bike or the environment
‒ Waterproofing
‒ Waterproofing
agent for fabric
agent
and
forleather:
fabric and
repels
leather: repels ‒ Chain cleaner:
‒ Chain
quickly
cleaner:
andquickly
easily removes
and easily
abrasive
removes abrasive
water and oil
water
and and
provides
oil and
a protective
provides aseal;
protective
not seal; not
substancessubstances
such as chain
such
lubricant,
as chainsand
lubricant,
and street
sand and street
suitable for suitable
nubuck for nubuck
dirt from thedirt
chain
fromand
thesprockets.
chain and sprockets.
‒ Visor and‒helmet
Visor and
cleaner:
helmet
removes
cleaner:
dirtremoves
and insect
dirt and insect ‒ Chain spray:
‒ Chain
spreads
spray:
evenly,
spreads
holds
evenly,
well, holds well,
remains effectively,
remains without
effectively,
damaging
withoutthe
damaging
equipment
the equipment
and resists and
rain and
resists
extreme
rain and
temperatures
extreme temperatures
‒ Cleaning ‒cloth
Cleaning
for helmet
clothand
for helmet
visor: one
andwet
visor:
andone
onewet and one
‒ Wheel rim‒ cleaner:
Wheel rim
removes
cleaner:
impurities
removeslike
impurities like
dry cloth, ideal
dry for
cloth,
useideal
on the
for move
use ontothe
remove
movedirt
to remove
and
dirt and
brake dust and
brake
dirt
dust
picked
and up
dirtfrom
picked
theup
street
from the street
insect remains
insect remains
‒ Insect remover:
‒ Insect
effortlessly
remover: effortlessly
removes stubborn
removes stubborn
‒ Helmet pad
‒ Helmet
cleaner:pad
removes
cleaner:
dirt,
removes
neutralizes
dirt, neutralizes
encrusted insect
encrusted
remains
insect
andremains
bird droppings
and bird droppings
odours andodours
freshens
and
upfreshens
paddingup padding
‒ Seat cleaner:
‒ Seat
for cleaner:
high-gloss
for faux
high-gloss
leatherfaux
motorcycle
leather motorcycle
‒ Anti-fog spray:
‒ Anti-fog
prevents
spray:
fogging
prevents
andfogging
repairs and
lightrepairs light seats; quickly
seats;
andquickly
effectively
andremoves
effectively
dust
removes
and dirt,
dust and dirt,
scratches; not
scratches;
suitablenot
for suitable
double-glazed
for double-glazed
visors or visors or protects against
protects
the against
onset ofthe
brittleness
onset of and
brittleness
ensuresand ensures
visors with an
visors
anti-fog
with an
coating
anti-fog coating
seats remain
seats
slip-free
remain slip-free
‒ Body + Bike
‒ Body
shower
+ Bike
gel:shower
cleans and
gel: cleans
nourishes
and nourishes
‒ Gloss polish
‒ Gloss
for a deep,
polish high-gloss
for a deep, shine:
high-gloss
protects
shine: protects
the skin, dermatologically
the skin, dermatologically
tested, alsotested,
suitablealso suitable
against the against
effects the
of the
effects
weather,
of the
preserves
weather,all
preserves all
for motorcycle
for motorcycle
cleaning cleaning
painted, chrome
painted,
andchrome
plastic and
parts,
plastic
removes
parts,
dull
removes dull
spots and softens
spots and
micro-scratches
softens micro-scratches
‒ Metal polish:
‒ Metal
quickly
polish:
andquickly
effectively
andremoves
effectively
rust,
removes
tar,
rust, tar,
metal oxides
metal
and oxides
other dirty
andmarks
other dirty
frommarks
aluminium,
from aluminium,
chrome, brass,
chrome,
nickel,
brass,
stainless
nickel,
steel
stainless
and other
steel and other
unpainted metals
unpainted metals

TRINKPAK
TRINKPAK
HYDRA HYDRA

RIDE SUNGLASSES
RIDE SUNGLASSES

FUNCTION
FUNCTION
SUNGLASSES
SUNGLASSES

Get thirsty while
Get thirsty
speeding
whilealong
speeding
the motorway?
along the motorway?
Give
GiveGenuine head-turners:
Genuine head-turners:
these stylish
these
sunglasses
stylish sunglasses
with
withThese functional
Thesesunglasses
functional sunglasses
developed especially
developed especially
up the water
upbottle
the water
and go
bottle
for this
andadaptable
go for thisdrinking
adaptable drinkingmetal frames
metal
fit under
frames
every
fit under
BMWevery
Motorrad
BMWhelmet
Motorrad
andhelmet for
andbikers guarantee
for bikers flawless
guarantee
views
flawless
alongviews
your along your
system. Simply
system.
fill itSimply
with upfilltoit2with
litresupoftoliquid,
2 litres
secure
of liquid, secure
offer 100 %offer
UV protection
100 % UVboth
protection
on andboth
off the
on and
bike.off
With
the bike. With
entire routeentire
thanks
route
to their
thanks
three,
to highly
their three,
curved
highly
and curved and
the lock mechanism,
the lock mechanism,
insert the tube
insert
viathe
thetube
Plug&Play
via the Plug&Play
scratch-resistant
scratch-resistant
plastic lenses
plastic
and lenses
close-fitting
and close-fitting
design.
design.
interchangeable
interchangeable
plastic lenses,
plastic
which
lenses,
allowwhich
you toallow
adaptyou to adapt
connector and
connector
stow everything
and stow in
everything
your Rallye
in your
suit or
Rallye suit or
your UV protection
your UVto
protection
the light and
to the
weather
light and
conditions.
weather conditions.
‒ Stylish, high-performance
‒ Stylish, high-performance
metal-framed
metal-framed
sunglassessunglasses
a rucksack. aSimply
rucksack.
sip and
Simply
ride!sip and ride!
‒ Scratch-proof
‒ Scratch-proof
lenses, tinted
lenses,
in Dark
tinted
Greyin Dark Grey
‒ Stylish and
‒ Stylish
lightweight
and lightweight
performance
performance
sunglassessunglasses
‒ 2-litre drinking
‒ 2-litre
system
drinking
withsystem
tube with tube
‒ 100 % UVA,
‒ 100
UVB
% and
UVA,UVC
UVBprotection,
and UVC protection,
‒ Interchangeable
‒ Interchangeable
plastic lenses
plastic lenses
‒ Pouch is quick
‒ Pouch
andiseasy
quick
toand
clean:
easy
just
toturn
clean:
it inside
just turn
outit inside out
even in bright
even
sunlight
in bright sunlight
for differentfor
weather
different
conditions:
weather conditions:
‒ Shape-Shift™
‒ Shape-Shift™
technology technology
and inner and inner
‒ Designed‒toDesigned
fit comfortably
to fit comfortably
inside your inside
helmetyour helmet
Brown = high-contrast
Brown = high-contrast
with an anti-fog
with an
coating
anti-fog coating
zip keep thezip
system
keep the
in shape
system in shape
‒ Close fit provides
‒ Close fit
optimum
providesslipstream
optimum protection
slipstream protection Grey = lightly
Grey
reflective
= lightlywith
reflective
a scratch-proof
with a scratch-proof
coating
coating
‒ Flexible, hard-wearing
‒ Flexible, hard-wearing
0.25-mm 0.25-mm
‒ Soft plastic
‒ Soft
noseplastic
pads prevent
nose pads
pressure
prevent
discomfort
pressure discomfort Clear = anti-reflective,
Clear = anti-reflective,
scratch-proof
scratch-proof
coating
coating
thermoplastic
thermoplastic
polyurethane
polyurethane
‒ BMW Motorrad
‒ BMWlogo
Motorrad
on both
logo
arms
on both arms
‒ Dark-coloured
‒ Dark-coloured
glasses offer
glasses
100 %offer
UVA,100
UVB
% UVA, UVB
‒ Handy, large-width
‒ Handy, large-width
slide opening
slide
foropening
ease of access
for ease of access
‒ Includes BMW-branded
‒ Includes BMW-branded
carry case and
carry
microfibre
case andpouch
microfibre pouch
and UVC protection,
and UVC protection,
even in bright
even
sunlight
in bright sunlight
‒ Contains ‒noContains
bisphenol
noAbisphenol
or PVC A or PVC
‒ Designed‒toDesigned
fit comfortably
to fit comfortably
inside your inside
helmetyour helmet
‒ Dishwasher-proof
‒ Dishwasher-proof
‒ Curved, close-fitting
‒ Curved, close-fitting
design fit design fit
COLOUR COLOUR
‒ Capacity: ‒2 Capacity:
l/70 fl oz 2 l/70 fl oz
provides slipstream
provides protection
slipstream protection
Gun
Gun
‒ Black plastic
‒ Black
frame
plastic
with Anthracite
frame with Anthracite
gummed-plastic
gummed-plastic
inserts
inserts
‒ Soft plastic
‒ Soft
noseplastic
pads prevent
nose pads
pressure
prevent
discomfort
pressure discomfort
‒ Includes BMW
‒ Includes
Motorrad-branded
BMW Motorrad-branded
carry case and
carrymicrofibre
case andpouch
microfibre pouch
COLOUR

COLOUR

Black/Anthracite
Black/Anthracite
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BMW Motorrad
BMW Motorrad
Service / size
Service
table / size table

MIX AND
MIX
MATCH/HOW
AND MATCH/HOW
TO WORK
TO OUT
WORK
YOUR
OUTSIZE
YOUR SIZE

SIZE CHARTS
SIZE CHARTS

Sizes of designs
Sizeswith
of designs
all-round
with
zips
all-round
can be zips
combined
can beas
combined
follows: as follows:
(Inothersizecombinations,onlythe40-cmconnectingzipcanbeused–nottheall-roundzip.)
(Inothersizecombinations,onlythe40-cmconnectingzipcanbeused–nottheall-roundzip.)

A

A

Women
Women
Suits(excl.EnduroGuard)
Suits(excl.EnduroGuard)
EnduroGuardEnduroGuard
suit
suit

Men
Men
Suits(excl.EnduroGuard)
Suits(excl.EnduroGuard)
EnduroGuardEnduroGuard
suit
suit

34

34

34/36/17/18/72
34/36/17/18/72

46

36/18/72

36/18/72

46

46

38/40/19/20/76/80
38/40/19/20/76/80

48/50/98/10248/50/98/102

42/44/21/22/84/88
42/44/21/22/84/88

52/54/25/26/106/110
52/54/25/26/106/11052/54/26/27/102/106
52/54/26/27/102/106

42/44/21/22/84/88
42/44/21/22/84/88

46/48

56/58/27/28/114/118
56/58/27/28/114/11856/58/28/29/110/114
56/58/28/29/110/114

46/48

46/48

60/62/29/30 60/62/29/30

60/62/30/31/118
60/62/30/31/118

64/66/31/32 64/66/31/32

64/66/32

64/66/32

E

C

That’s why the
That’s
cut ofwhy
all BMW
the cutMotorrad
of all BMW
suits
Motorrad
is specially
suits
designed
is specially
for motorcycling
designed for motorcycling
use, and whyuse,
theyand
all feature
why they
plenty
all feature
of expandable
plenty of expandable
sections,opportunitiesforadjustmentandothercleverdetails.Tomakesureyoursuitisaperfectfit,allofitsdimensionshavetobeexactly
sections,opportunitiesforadjustmentandothercleverdetails.Tomakesureyoursuitisaperfectfit,allofitsdimensionshavetobeexactly
right.Weknowthatriderscomeinmanydifferentbodyshapes,sooursuitsareavailableinover40differentsizes.Tofindtheonethat’s
right.Weknowthatriderscomeinmanydifferentbodyshapes,sooursuitsareavailableinover40differentsizes.Tofindtheonethat’s
right for you, grab
right your
for you,
tapegrab
measure
your tape
and measure
follow these
andsimple
follow these
instructions.
simple instructions.

A Height A Height

IMPORTANT:
IMPORTANT:

These tables
These
are intended
tables are
asintended
a guide. They
as a guide.
show They
the show the
Stand barefoot
Stand
beside
barefoot
a doorbeside
frame. aPlace
dooraframe.
book Place
on your
a book
head,on your head,
body measurements
on which the
onBMW
whichMotorrad
the BMWrider
Motorrad rider
and hold it inand
position.
hold itMark
in position.
the position
Mark of
thethe
position
book on
of the book on thebody measurements
doorframe,andmeasurefromthefloor.
doorframe,andmeasurefromthefloor.
equipment equipment
collection iscollection
based. is based.
B Chest

Comfort fit:
Comfort fit:
more generous
morecut
generous
offeringcut
greater
offering
freedom
greater freedom
Measure around
Measure
your shirt,
around
justyour
above
shirt,
thejust
topabove
of your
the
trousers.
top of your trousers.
Stand in a natural
Stand
position
in a natural
and don’t
position
hold
and
in your
don’tsto
hold
mach
in your
– that
stomach – that
of movement
of movement
C Waist

F

M

M

L

L

XL

XL

C Waist

way you’ll ensure
way the
you’ll
trousers
ensuresit
thecomfortably.
trousers sit comfortably.
D Hips

D Hips

F Inside leg
F Inside leg
Measure the Measure
distance down
the distance
the inside
down
of your
the inside
leg, from
of your
the crotch
leg, from the crotch
seam to the sole
seam
of to
your
thefoot.
sole of your foot.

108

108

Chest

Chest

Waist

34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50

34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50

168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168

168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168

80 – 83
84 – 87
88 – 91
92 – 95
96 – 99
100 –103
104 –109
110 –115
116 –121

80 – 83 64 – 67
84 – 87 68 –71
88 – 91 72 –75
92 – 95 76 –79
96 – 99 80 – 84
100 –103 85 – 89
104 –109 90 – 95
110 –115 96 –101
116 –121 102 –107

Waist

Hips

Hips Outside legOutside leg
Inside leg Inside leg

64 – 67 89 – 92
68 –71 93 – 96
72 –75 97 –100
76 –79 101–104
80 – 84 105 –108
85 – 89 109 –112
90 – 95 113 –116
96 –101 117–120
102 –107 121–124

89 – 92
93 – 96
97 –100
101–104
105 –108
109 –112
113 –116
117–120
121–124

106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

78
78
78
78
77,5
77,5
77,5
77,5
77,5

78
78
78
78
77,5
77,5
77,5
77,5
77,5

72
76
80
84
88

176
176
176
176
176

176
176
176
176
176

86 – 89
90 – 93
94 – 97
98 –101
102 –105

86 – 89
90 – 93
94 – 97
98 –101
102 –105

70 –73
74 –77
78 – 81
82 – 86
87–91

70 –73 94 – 97
74 –77 98 –101
78 – 81 102 –105
82 – 86 106 –109
87–91 110 –113

94 – 97
98 –101
102 –105
106 –109
110 –113

111
111
111
111
111

111
111
111
111
111

82
82
82
81,5
81,5

82
82
82
81,5
81,5

Short

Short

17
18
19
20
21
22

17
18
19
20
21
22

160
160
160
160
160
160

160
160
160
160
160
160

82 – 85
86 – 89
90 – 93
94 – 97
98 –101
102 –105

82 – 85
86 – 89
90 – 93
94 – 97
98 –101
102 –105

66 – 69
70 –73
74 –77
78 – 81
82 – 86
87– 91

66 – 69 90 – 93
70 –73 94 – 97
74 –77 98 –101
78 – 81 102 –105
82 – 86 106 –109
87– 91 110 –113

90 – 93
94 – 97
98 –101
102 –105
106 –109
110 –113

101
101
101
101
101
101

101
101
101
101
101
101

74
74
74
73,5
73,5
73,5

74
74
74
73,5
73,5
73,5

MEN

MEN

Size

Height

Height

Chest

Chest

Waist

Waist

Normal

Normal

46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66

46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66

178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

92 – 95
96 – 99
100 –103
104 –107
108 –111
112 –115
116 –119
120 –123
124 –127
128 –131
132 –135

92 – 95 80 – 83
96 – 99 84 – 88
100 –103 89 – 92
104 –107 93 – 97
108 –111 98 –102
112 –115 103 –107
116 –119 108 –111
120 –123 112 –117
124 –127 118 –122
128 –131 123 –126
132 –135 127–130

80 – 83 96 – 99
84 – 88 100 –103
89 – 92 104 –107
93 – 97 108 –111
98 –102 112 –114
103 –107 115 –118
108 –111 119 –122
112 –117 123 –126
118 –122 127–130
123 –126 131–134
127–130 135 –138

96 – 99
100 –103
104 –107
108 –111
112 –114
115 –118
119 –122
123 –126
127–130
131–134
135 –138

98
100,5
103
104,5
106
107,5
109
110,5
112
113,5
115

98
100,5
103
104,5
106
107,5
109
110,5
112
113,5
115

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

International
International
Size
sizes
sizes
S
M

S
M

L

L

XL

XL

2XL

2XL

3XL
4XL

3XL
4XL

Hips

Hips Outside legOutside leg
Inside leg Inside leg

Long

Long

98
102
106
110
114
118

98
102
106
110
114
118

188
189
190
191
192
193

188
189
190
191
192
193

97–101
102 –105
106 –109
110 –113
114 –117
118 –121

97–101 86 – 90
102 –105 91– 95
106 –109 96 – 99
110 –113 100 –104
114 –117 105 –108
118 –121 109 –113

86 – 90 100 –103
91– 95 104 –107
96 – 99 108 –110
100 –104 111 –114
105 –108 115 –117
109 –113 119 –121

100 –103 110
104 –107 111,5
108 –110 113
111 –114 114,5
115 –117 116
119 –121 117,5

110
111,5
113
114,5
116
117,5

86
87
88
89
90
91

86
87
88
89
90
91

Short

Short

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

96 – 99
100 –103
104 –107
108 –111
112 –115
116 –119
120 –123
124 –127
128 –131

96 – 99 88 – 92
100 –103 93 – 96
104 –107 97–101
108 –111 102 –106
112 –115 107–111
116 –119 112 –115
120 –123 116 –120
124 –127 121–124
128 –131 125 –128

88 – 92 102–105
93 – 96 106–109
97–101 110–113
102 –106 114–116
107–111 117–120
112 –115 121–124
116 –120 125 –128
121–124 129 –132
125 –128 133 –134

102–105 96,5
106–109
98
110–113 99,5
114–116 101
117–120 102,5
121–124 104
125 –128 105,5
129 –132 107
133 –134 108,5

96,5
98
99,5
101
102,5
104
105,5
107
108,5

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Chest

Chest

80 – 86
87– 90
91– 98
99 –104
105 –111
112 –119
120 –126

80 – 86
87– 90
91– 98
99 –104
105 –111
112 –119
120 –126

Regular fit:
Regular fit:

E Outside leg
E Outside leg

Height

72
76
80
84
88

closer,anatomicalfit
closer,anatomicalfit
Measure around
Measure
your body,
around
above
youryour
body,
trousers
above your
and the
trousers
widest
and the widest
point of your hips.
point of your hips.
Measure the Measure
distance down
the distance
the outside
downofthe
your
outside
leg, from
of your
the waist
leg, from the waist
of your trousers
of your
to the
trousers
sole of to
your
thefoot.
sole of your foot.

Height

Long

B Chest

BMWMotorradofferstwotypesoffitaccordingtohow
BMWMotorradofferstwotypesoffitaccordingtohow
Take this measurement
Take this measurement
while wearingwhile
a shirtwearing
or lightweight
a shirt or
pullover.
lightweight pullover.
Pass the tapePass
measure
the tape
under
measure
your arms,
under
and
your
measure
arms, and
around
measure
the aroundeach
the item iseach
useditem
by riders:
is used by riders:
broadest partbroadest
of your chest
part of
and
your
over
chest
the shoulder
and over blades.
the shoulder blades.

F

XS
S

Size

Long

D

E

XS
S

It’sveryimportantthatyourmotorcyclesuitisagoodfit,notleastbecauseifit’stootightortooloose,
It’sveryimportantthatyourmotorcyclesuitisagoodfit,notleastbecauseifit’stootightortooloose,
itcanaffectyourconcentration.
itcanaffectyourconcentration.
And if you’re distracted,
And if you’re
this
distracted,
affects your
thissafety
affects
onyour
the safety
road. on the road.
Jackets and trousers
Jackets also
and trousers
have to sit
also
right
have
on to
thesitwearer.
right on
Your
thesleeves
wearer. and
Yourtrouser
sleeveslegs
andshouldn’t
trouser legs
rideshouldn’t
up, because
ride ifup,
they
because
do,
if they do,
it’s not just a safety
it’s notissue
just a–safety
it alsoissue
means
– ityou’re
also means
not properly
you’reprotected
not properly
against
protected
the elements.
against the elements.

D

International
International
Size
sizes
sizes

How to workHow
out to
your
work
size
out your size

B

C

Normal

48/50/24/25/98
48/50/24/25/98

Ask your BMW
Ask
Motorrad
your BMW
dealer
Motorrad
for details
dealer
on for
how
details
to combine
on howprevious
to combine
and previous
new riderand
equipment.
new rider equipment.

B

Normal

46

38/40/19/20/76/80
38/40/19/20/76/80

46/48

WOMENWOMEN

UNISEXUNISEX

International
International
sizes
sizes
XS
S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

XS
S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

Standard size
Standard
for women
size for women
34/36
38
40
42/44
46/48
50
52/54

34/36
38
40
42/44
46/48
50
52/54

Standard size
Standard
for mensize for men
44
46/48
50/52
52/54
56/58
60/62

44
46/48
50/52
52/54
56/58
60/62
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AirTex
With a resistant, net-like Dynafil structure, AirTex allows air
to flow freely, keeping you cool even at higher temperatures.
It is extremely light, yet offers all the safety you’d expect from
a motorcycling jacket, and is ideal for hot-weather riding.
Aniline leather
Leather dyed exclusively with soluble pigments that are not
layered with an overcoat or pigment coating, meaning the
leather stays as breathable as it was on day one.
Breathability
Technically defined in terms of resistance to evaporating
heat transfer (RET). The lower the RET, the more breathable
the material.
Azo dyes
These may not be used in coloured outer materials since
they can break down into carcinogenic amines.
Ventilation
Various materials and technologies are used to improve
air circulation and regulation of body temperature.
Categories:
1 arrow: numerous systems/zips to assist ventilation
2 arrows: specific materials used for improved ventilation
3 arrows: outstanding ventilation
BMW climate membrane
A functional membrane that meets BMW standards
and is breathable, waterproof and windproof.
Carbon
High-strength chemical fibre that is 30 % lighter than
glass fibre and superior in terms of safety performance.
CE test mark
The CE (Communauté Européenne) mark indicates that the
product complies with European Union safety directives.
ceraspace print
ceraspace technology offers unparalleled protection thanks
to its unique composition – a polymer matrix containing
integrated ceramic particles. This specially developed ceramic
is extremely durable and resistant to high temperatures.
Selective 3D printing significantly enhances abrasionresistance without impairing flexibility or breathability.
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coldblack
Treatment for dark material that reflects the sunlight and
protects against UV rays, keeping suits cooler for longer.
Cordura_500
Nylon yarn consisting of 100 % polyamide. The manufacturing
process involves respinning and weaving the cut polyamide
fibres. Their melting point is 210 ºC.
Expanding pleats
The upper material is sewn onto the stretch fabric in
a corrugated form. This allows the compound to stretch,
making the tear-resistant outer material even safer.
Design
The characteristics of BMW design include the use of
classic shapes and colours.
DuPont Coolmax
DuPont Coolmax consists of hollow fibres which transport
humidity to the outside very quickly by capillary action,
making the material dry 50 % faster than cotton.
Dynafil
A highly tear-resistant polyamide yarn that’s even more robust
than Cordura 500/700 and resistant to high temperatures.
Dynatec
Fabric made of Dynafil. Tear-resistant and extremely robust,
its melting point is 290 ºC.
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP)/
carbon-fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP)
The individual fibres (aramid, carbon, glass fibre) can be
mixed in varying proportions as required. By changing the
orientation and position of the fibres, different characteristics
can be achieved – for example: low weight, high strength,
high rigidity, low heat expansion, effective insulation and
outstanding safety performance.
GORE-TEX®
A membrane made of teflon (polytetrafluorethylene).
Countless microscopic pores prevent the penetration of
large water droplets while allowing the much smaller water
vapour molecules to pass through. The branch-like structure
of the membrane means that it is also windproof.

GORE-TEX® X-TRAFIT
In this specially designed three-layer construction, the glove
lining is securely bonded to the membrane, which is then
bonded to the upper, guaranteeing the perfect fit and the
best possible grip. This also prevents slippage, which
means the gloves can be quickly and easily removed,
even with sweaty hands.
Hydrophobic treatment
A treatment which renders leather water-resistant. BMW
uses the vat immersion technique. During this process, only
the leather fibres are coated, to ensure the pores stay open
and the leather remains breathable. Depending on use, dry
cleaning ensures the garment maintains its waterproof
performance over several years.
HyperKewl system
The HyperKewl water management system absorbs and
stores moisture, then gradually releases it via evaporation. This
has a cooling effect that reduces heat by 6 to 12 °C compared
to the ambient temperature. This means the body stays cooler
and is better able to perform in challenging conditions.
Insert
A removable membrane allowing a wide variety of uses in
different climates. For protection, it is embedded in a very
lightweight fabric on the top and bottom, and the first layer
of the jacket will get wet if it rains.
Full-face helmet
A helmet that encloses the head completely.
Open-face helmet
An open-face helmet with no chinguard or visor.
Kangaroo leather
Boasting finer skin fibres, a tighter grain and denser skin
structure, kangaroo leather outperforms cowhide leather
in terms of abrasion and tear resistance.

Leather
Because all leathers are not equal, we only use the very
best. With a minimum thickness of at least 1.2 mm for our
suits, and often much more, they offer exceptional abrasion
resistance as a result.
Material strength
The specific combination of materials and protectors used
in each product determines its abrasion resistance, tear
resistance, impact resistance and burst strength.
Categories:
1 star: average
2 stars: good
3 stars: exceptionally hard-wearing in all areas
Motorcycle-specific cut
This cut takes account of the body’s contours in the riding
position. The tops of the sleeves are further forwards, the
sleeves and legs are angled, and there are numerous other
special design details.
Nappa leather
The upper surface of the hide. Smooth and slightly shiny,
worked to a soft leather with a fine grain.
Nickel-free accessories
All BMW Motorrad buttons and zips are nickel-free to
protect the skin.
Nubuck leather
A highly breathable leather with a slightly roughened
surface, for a smooth, firm grip.
Nyspan
A bi-stretch fabric made from comfortable elastic yarn
that distorts and regains its original shape with ease.
Off-road helmet
A helmet with a chinguard and sunshield but no visor.

Keprotec
A blend of Kevlar and PA fibres which enhances Kevlar’s
already excellent stretchability and abrasion resistance.
Used to reinforce those areas most at risk in a fall, such
as the elbows, shoulders, knees and thumbs.

PCP/CP
Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is banned under the German
prohibited chemicals order of 14 October 1993, though
it may be used in concentrations of up to 5 mg/kg in
leather processing.

Laminate
A layered structure of various materials created by thermal
adhesion (the adhesive is usually applied in spots), and
particularly suited for use with all-weather membranes. Can
also take the form of a lining laminate or three-ply laminate,
and does not always need to be thermally attached to the
outer material.

3-Perform
Abrasion-resistant, three-layer elasticated laminate that
is windproof, waterproof and breathable thanks to the
BMW climate membrane.

Phase change material
The micro capsules in phase change material react to
temperature changes in the environment and your body
by changing its state of matter at a certain temperature.
If the body/ambient temperature increases, the capsules
store excess heat. If the temperature drops, they emit this
absorbed heat.

Schoeller PCM
Derived from space research, this material features special
paraffin capsules that allow it to store heat when warm and
release it when the temperature drops. This means it can
minimize fluctuations in body temperature, keeping the rider
comfortable. The material is at its most effective between
temperatures of five and 25 °C.

PORON
A foam that comes in a variety of densities and
specifications. Our gloves use specially designed
foams that provide a high level of impact protection
and keep their shape over a long period.

Seamless bonding technology
This process involves placing two pieces side by side, then
covering the join with tape and pressure-bonding them with
hot glue to create a flat, elastic join rather than a sewn seam.

ProTechWool
A unique blend of wool and polyamide. It’s breathable,
quick-drying and heat-conducting.
ProtectionGuard
Combines the looks, quality and technical properties of raw
leather with the easy maintenance of a performance fabric.
Protectors
The protectors used by BMW Motorrad are regularly put
back on the developer’s table and upgraded for every
conceivable motorcycling scenario. The protectors are
certified according to DIN EN 1621. All protectors are
available in different sizes to ensure all riders can choose
what suits them. Your BMW Motorrad dealership will be
happy to help you work out your size.
NP2: high-level impact absorption, excellent comfort,
designed especially for touring, adventure and sports gear,
certified according to DIN EN 1621 Level 2 (highest level
of protection).
NP Pro/NP Pro back protector (long): will replace
the previous NP2 back protector in new suits from 2018.
Designed with six layers for optimum fit and flexibility, it
features perforations for maximum comfort even in high
temperatures. Certified according to DIN EN 1621 level 2
(enhanced protection). The long version measures around
7 cm longer and is available for adventure and touring suits,
as well as for the Rallye and GS Dry suits for the first time.
NP Pro chest protector: can be retrofitted to the Rallye
suit. It can be secured with press studs in the front and is
height-adjustable (two positions) Designed with several
layers and perforated for enhanced ventilation. Includes
a plastic splint in the middle area for better impact-absorption.
The trapezoid protector is available in two sizes. Your
BMW Motorrad dealership will be happy to help you work
out your size.
NPL: lighter protection designed especially for the urban
environment, offering high levels of comfort and excellent
impact absorption, certified according to DIN EN 1621
Level 1.

Symbols

BMW climate membrane

Windproof

GORE-TEX®

Reinforced material

GORE-TEX® windstopper

Removable protectors

Fit
Helmet shell in a range of sizes

Retroffitable protector.

Neck strap

Reflective material

Ventilation

Leather

Safety, active and passive
Active safety measures are designed to prevent accidents,
for example by using reflective material for good visibility.
Passive safety features aim to minimize the effects of an
accident, for instance by employing impact-resistant
protectors and outer materials.

Double-glazed visor

Cordura

Carbon

Dynatec

Z-liner
Here, the membrane is like a lining “suspended” between
the outer material and the lining itself.

Double-D fastener

Waterproof, dirt-repellent overshoe

Material strength
See index for details.

Waterproof pocket

Warm weather

Removable
waterproof insert

Transitional weather

Integrated storm hood

Cold

Coldblack

Ventilation
See index for details.

Special women’s cut

Waterproof

Extremely light weight

Serafil
Highly tear-resistant safety yarn used in all BMW Motorrad
motorcycle suits.
Shape-Shift™ technology
This shape-shifting technology uses a partition in
the reservoir to keep the drink tube flat even when
the two-litre container is full.
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